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Exploring data sharing obligations in the technology sector 

Executive Summary 

Objective and research question 

This report addresses the question: What is the role of data in the technology sector and what 

are the opportunities and risks of mandatory data sharing? The answer provides insights into 

costs and benefits of variants of data sharing obligations with and between technology companies. 

 

The technology sector involves the development and provision technology products and services. 

This definition is both too broad as well as too limited for this study. Too broad, because we do 

not analyse suppliers of computers parts that are not involved with data analysis. Too limited, 

because we do analyse large companies that rely heavily on data in a context of strong network 

effects, such as Amazon who is generally classified as being part of the retail sector. 

 

Of most interest are companies that orchestrate interactions within and across value chains using 

(data) technology. Obviously, this includes companies like Amazon, Apple, Facebook, Google, and 

Microsoft. However, it also includes companies like John Deere, Nike, and Honeywell, who 

transformed their traditional products into data gathering devices feeding platforms for data analysis 

and innovation. In fact, it includes any company that starts employing data technology for 

orchestration and innovation. 

 

The role of data for technology companies 

Data technology manages and interprets data. More volume and variety of data makes it more 

effective: it improves the quality of services using data technology. This attracts more users, 

allowing to collect more data. This circular effect can be called a "learning effect". 

 

Combining learning effects with network effects (more users attract more users) and scope 

economies (more users attract more services, attracting more users) allows for a powerful growth 

engine. A small lead in users and data can then lead to “market tipping”. Without these circular 

effects, tipping is less likely to occur.  

 

Despite risks of tipping, digital markets need not turn into shielded monopolies, because they are 

exposed to "moligopolistic competition". This is a dynamic form of cross-market competition 

between a few large companies and many small innovators. Arguably, such markets remain 

contestable and dynamic. However, there is a risk that moligopolists resort to anticompetitive 

protection against challenges from other markets, or to leverage their established position into other 

markets. 

 

Companies employing data technologies tend to develop a strong data appetite. Competition can 

strengthen this. With targeted advertising, for example, all providers of advertising space strive for 

more data in order to compete better. Likewise, more data stimulates innovation, so that the threat 

of cross-market competition prompts moligopolists to collect more data.  

 

Tech companies can strengthen their competitive positions by building digital platforms that 

facilitate vertical data sharing with downstream developers, who enrich their ecosystems. However, 

they may be less willing to share data when a downstream player becomes a competitive threat. 

Thus, technology companies may be unwilling to (horizontally) share data. 
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The role of data in other sectors 

Traditional value chains tend to exhibit market frictions such as information asymmetries, market 

power and agency problems. (Data) technology, employed to orchestrate interactions within the 

value chain, allows stakeholders to optimise service delivery and production processes, bypass 

market power or increase control. Examples can be found, for instance, in logistics, healthcare, 

construction, building maintenance, agriculture, and horticulture. Such examples show that data 

sharing within (and also across) value chains is essential for unlocking the potential of data. These 

data need to be managed and interpreted; a potential role for tech companies. However, 

stakeholders may be reluctant to share data with others for fearing of losing control over their 

business. Thus, there can be a hold-up problem involving different stakeholders, calling for 

contractual certainty. In the above-mentioned industries, trusted data sharing environments with 

rules ensuring transparency and non-discrimination address this. These governance systems let 

parties benefit from data sharing without negative consequences. They empower data originators 

(individual data subjects or companies to whom the data can be traced back) to determine who gets 

data access.  

 

Parties owing their competitive position to exclusive access to unique data (e.g. banks, electricity 

companies) may be less willing to vertically or horizontally share data, in order to protect their 

business. The reluctance to share may inhibit competition and innovation throughout the entire 

value chain.  

 

Different types of data  

To understand the role of data, we distinguish between data types based on origin, anonymity, and 

content. The origin of data tells us how data are obtained and whether an obligation to share these 

data may undermine the incentives to collect or produce them. Anonymity relates to the extent to 

which data can be traced back to data originators (data subjects or companies). This determines to 

what extent data can be shared without harming individuals' privacy or creating strategic risks for 

companies. Content refers to the purpose of data and how this supports business cases of tech 

companies. Within the latter typology we distinguish:  

• Social data include information to facilitate interactions between people.  

• Behavioural data are generated by user interactions with an interface; they reveal insights into 

preferences of users and opportunities for improving service quality.  

• User-generated content refers to digital files that users (intentionally) create by using 

applications or cloud services. The equivalent in a B2B context is operational data.  

• Contextual data describe the circumstances to an event, a person, a company or an item. 

• A profile describes what is important or interesting about a person in a particular context. 

• Training data are used for training algorithms. It may contain all the previous data types and 

may require (labour-intensive) processing before it can be used (e.g. labelling of pictures). 

 

For each content type, is possible to indicate their value for a business model, how they originate 

(provided/observed, derived/inferred, produced), and to what extent they lose value after 

anonymisation. The table below provides an overview. 
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 Content 

category 

Provided / observed Derived / inferred / 

produced 

Value for the business 

model 

 

Social ID, contact, social 

connection, communication  

strength of social 

connections  

(direct) network effects 

Profile  Health, financial, 

demographic  

preferences  (indirect) network effects 

ads revenues 

Behavioural  transactions, search, 

browse, click, view, listen 

 learning effects 

User generated pics, clips, posts,  

operational data  

 engagement and lock-in 

learning effects 

Contextual  meta data, market data, and 

previous categories 

maps, weather, helps to interpret other 

data  

Training data social / profiles / behavioural 

/ user generated / contextual 

Additional processing 

before it can be used 

learning effects 

Note: most (but not all) data types pertain to a data originator (a person or a company). 

 

The government's criteria for mandatory data sharing applied to five case studies 

In its vision on data, the Dutch government defined criteria for data sharing obligations. This study 

explored these criteria in five case studies: 1) search engines, investigating horizontal sharing of 

data about search and clicking behaviour; 2) social networks, investigating data sharing by social 

media platforms (in particular social data); 3) payment services, investigating the effect of PSD2 

on the competitive position of banks and the desirability of data sharing obligations for access 

seekers; 4) administrative business software, investigating to what extent a data portability 

obligation can address vendor lock-in; and 5) vertical exclusion, about situations in which a 

platform excludes downstream developers. The table below summarises how the government’s 

criteria are met in each case. Below, we present general conclusions from these cases. 

 

Criteria Search  Social media Banking  B2B software Vertical 

exclusion 

What data  behavioural  social profile data  operational  any type  

Sharing 

direction 

horizontally  horizontally cross 

sectoral 

horizontally vertically 

Public interest market tipping market tipping playing field user mobility abuse  

Replicability not anymore to large extent not by banks not relevant depends  

Voluntarily 

shared  

H: no 

V: not relevant 

H: sometimes  

V: yes 

no H: no 

V: yes 

H: not relevant 

V: no 

Effect on 

investments  

in data: 0 

in other: +/–a  

in data: 0 

in other: 0  

in data: 0  

in other: + b 

in data: 0 

in other: 0/– a 

in data: 0 

in other: + c 

Negative side 

effects 

risk of reverse 
engineering. 

privacy risks privacy risks standards may 
limit the ability 
to meet demand 
for 
customisation. 

possible 
objective 
reasons for 
discrimination  

a Depends on how strong the negative side effects (that are mentioned in the table) are. 

b When banks can access profile data, also they (and not only technology companies) can explore the correlations between 
banking data and profile data. This implies that more entities can innovate with the same data 
c non-discriminatory access to data increases the availability of the data pool to a larger number of innovators  
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Impact of data sharing 

Impact of data sharing on innovation 

Vertical data sharing aims at operational efficiencies and the development of new services. Many 

platforms provide a trusted data sharing environment and support vertical data sharing to enlarge 

the scope of services within their ecosystems. Data originators and/or data controllers could 

otherwise be reluctant to share data. A policy suggestion is to stimulate the development of 

trusted data sharing environments. 

 

Vertical data sharing facilitates industry outsiders to enter the value chain with data from other 

sectors. It may thus facilitate cross-sectoral data analyses, widening the scope for discovering more 

innovations. However, when data flows in only one direction, there may be harm to the level playing 

field. A policy suggestion is to ensure that data flows become reciprocal: "you get access to 

(all) my data if I get access to (all) your data". Such reciprocity equalises and maximises the 

innovation potential for all participants of cross-sectoral data sharing. Moreover, it generates 

network effects on all sides, because the innovation potential of all participants grows with every 

additional participant. This means that, as the number of participants grows, it becomes 

increasingly attractive for other players (from various sectors) to join the data sharing agreement as 

well. Note that these benefits would not come about in case of financial compensation mechanisms: 

a firm’s innovation potential does not grow if it gets paid for data access. In particular, financial 

compensation does not result in network effects. 

 

Horizontal data sharing contributes to more equal access to training data. As a result, rivals are 

likely to compete more vigorously by investing in intelligence, rather than by collecting as much 

data as possible in an effort to tip the market. Having said that, data sharing may also harm 

innovation. The search case confirms that sharing behavioural data could invite reverse 

engineering, which could harm innovation incentives. An obligation to share behavioural data may 

be at odds with intellectual property rights aiming to protect those incentives. 

 

Impact of data sharing on competition (and innovation) 

A company may be reluctant to share data that are indispensable, unique, and exclusive, and when 

this exclusivity protects against competitive pressure. Here, this pressure should be viewed from in 

a 360 degrees angle: within and across markets as well as in terms of vertical bargaining positions. 

 

Exclusivity may stem from legacy (e.g. banks before PSD2) or result from a strategy to strengthen a 

competitive position (e.g. bundle a browser to an operating system). A policy suggestion is to 

mandate vertical data sharing when shielded competitive positions hinder vertical data 

flows, to unlock data-driven innovations along the value chain and invite entry into the industry 

based on such innovation. 

 

Exclusivity may also result from network- and learning effects, possibly in combination with 

(anticompetitive) strategies cementing data positions. This notably involves social data, profile data, 

behavioural data, and (possibly) operational data. In the absence of anticompetitive behaviour, an 

obligation to horizontally share these data may mitigate the risk of market tipping: it propels 

rivals' network and learning effects. In the presence of anticompetitive strategies, a data sharing 

obligation may not be effective, nor necessary. For example, forcing a dominant search company to 

share search data may not help rivals to grow if the dominant company ties its browser and search 

engine to its operating system. At the same time, a data sharing obligation may not be necessary 

once these services have been untied, when tying made the data exclusive in the first place. In the 

latter case, anticompetitive behaviour should be tackled directly, before considering a 

horizontal data sharing obligation. The reason is that a remedy that directly tackles the problem will 

be more targeted, and hence more effective, than an indirect solution. 
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One should consider reciprocity when imposing horizontal data sharing obligations in 

relation to risks of market tipping. Here, reciprocity implies the mutual sharing of specific and similar 

data types between horizontal rivals. This form of reciprocity prevents the second largest company 

from becoming the new dominant player. (Again, financial compensation mechanisms will not have 

this effect). Note that this is a narrower form of reciprocity than the type of reciprocity mentioned 

above in relation to cross-sectoral data sharing.  

 

Impact on user mobility 

Horizontal porting of social data and user-generated content (including operational data) reduces 

lock-in and facilitates switching and multi-homing (simultaneously use similar services). This 

contributes to more horizontal competition and less risk of tipping. However, for administrative 

business software, vendor lock-in is also caused by the operational integration of software, which is 

hard to disentangle. For social media services, migrating social data does not directly lower 

switching barriers because it does not involve migration of connections.  

 

To facilitate switching and multi-homing, a policy suggestion is to complement data mobility 

policies with policies aimed at light-touch interoperability at the service level. For example, it 

would help to have a functionality enabling users to invite existing contacts to join a new network. 

Also, a cross-posting functionality for (new) posts would support multi-homing, without the more 

stringent standardisation required for cross-platform viewing and engagement with posts. 

 

Impact of data sharing on privacy and security 

Social data and user profiles lose substantial value when anonymised. Sharing such data involves 

privacy risks and requires a lawful ground like a legal obligation or user consent. However, such 

legitimacy does not eliminate all privacy risks. Sharing of data at a larger scale thus requires 

appropriate measures to safeguard privacy and security. This applies less to behavioural and 

operational data, which remain valuable when anonymised.  

 

Policy options 

Below we discuss these policy suggestions in conjunction and structured along two policy 

objectives. The first objective is to benefit from data sharing opportunities, which can be done by 

taking care of necessary preconditions possibly combined with obligations. The second objective 

addresses competition problems. 

 

Policy objective I: mobilise data and stimulate innovation 

Based on the discussion above, we distinguish three opportunities for data sharing: 

I. optimising value chains and enriching ecosystems; 

II. unlocking (unanticipated) innovations across sectors; and 

III. mobilising customers. 

 

These opportunities can be complementary. For instance, while PSD2 aims at realising opportunity 

I, it allows big tech companies to enter the banking industry with data from other sectors, 

contributing to opportunity II. This may result in an unlevel playing field in terms of asymmetric data 

positions: big tech companies possess, for instance, an immense volume of data about search 

activities, locations and social connections. Therefore, access to banks' data could be made 

conditional to granting data access to banks. That is, it helps to make the sharing arrangement 

reciprocal: "you get access to (all) my data if I get access to (all) your data". More generally, 

imposing this type of reciprocity wherever data is being shared makes that tech companies, who 

want to become active in other sectors, share more of their data (contributing to opportunity II). In 

other occasions, the opportunities identified above already create gains on their own. For example, 

horizontal data sharing contributes to customer switching, as in the market for administrative 

business software (opportunity III).  
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Before considering sharing obligations, one should address the preconditions providing fertile 

ground for voluntary data sharing. Note that data sharing requires an infrastructure and a 

governance system that manages and orchestrates data access and transfers. These tasks may be 

carried out in various ways. For instance, in a vertical setting, a firm may operate a centralised 

architecture for data sharing, such as a social network sharing data with downstream developers. In 

other situations, these functionalities are carried out in a decentralised way through a peer-to-peer 

architecture, for instance by horizontal competitors sharing data with each other, or by banks 

sharing data with entrants. Industry participants may also create a separate entity for data sharing.  

 

In all these situations, the tasks of managing and orchestrating data sharing involve responsibilities, 

such as supporting innovation, user mobility and competition, while respecting the rights and 

interests of data originators. While serving public interests, assuming such responsibilities also 

aligns with business models of stand-alone data-sharing platforms that maximise value creation by 

all ecosystem participants. Competitive forces do not automatically support these responsibilities. 

Therefore, subjecting any data sharing practices to straightforward principles engendering trust and 

a level playing field is a no-regret option. Applying such principles "across the board" irons out 

potential hindrances to voluntary sharing and reduces the need for potential obligations. 

 

For this purpose, we propose that principles of good data sharing governance (GDSG) are 

enshrined in general laws: 

 

1. Protection of data originators' rights. Data originators — persons as well as companies — 

should be able to (i) control what data others collect about them, and (ii) control the usage of 

their data. Thus, where the GDPR already allows individuals to control access to their personal 

data, firms and organisations should also be able to control access to information that can be 

traced back to them (in particular information with strategic value). The purpose is, first, to 

engender trust among data originators to share data and/or to allow others to collect data 

about them, and second, to support customers’ ability to switch and multi-home. 

 

2. Support of a level playing field. To create preconditions for abundant opportunities 

associated with competition and innovation in business models and value propositions, there 

should be equal access to data. This calls for the following requirements:  

a. Non-discrimination based on transparency: the firm orchestrating data sharing should 

apply equal conditions to downstream firms receiving the data, irrespective of whether the 

downstream firm is its own subsidiary or a third party. This requirement reduces the risk of 

foreclosure by vertically integrated firms. It should apply to all relevant dimensions, such 

as the cost of data access, technical feasibility, and continuous real-time access (since a 

firm possessing or controlling data has continuous real-time access, others should not 

start out with a disadvantage). 

b. Reciprocity of openness to data sharing: a firm asking for (access to) data should be 

transparent about its own data and open to sharing it with the other party or, depending on 

the implementation of data sharing, with a central data-sharing architecture. Data audits 

may be needed for this. Reciprocity prevents that firms asking for data access can 

leverage existing data advantages into other markets. It also reduces the risk of tipping 

caused by learning effects and generates network effects to the benefit of everyone’s 

innovation capacity. (As explained above, financial compensation mechanisms for data 

access do not result in such benefits). 

 

Principle 1 can be implemented through general legislation that applies to any entity that collects 

and processes data. Regarding personal data (provided/observed), the GDPR already imposes the 
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adoption of principle 1. Since the GDPR does not cover corporate data, it is useful to 

introduce a business-equivalent of the GDPR.   

 

Principle 2 can also be implemented through general legislation that applies whenever parties 

share data. It might seem practical to include principle 2 in a revised EU Regulation on platform-to-

business relations, but this regulation is limited to online platforms. Another candidate is the EU 

Regulation on the free flow of data, but this regulation is limited to non-personal data only. 

Therefore, a new and more general regulation is called for. It is useful to explore the possibilities 

for incorporation in the upcoming EU legislative initiatives announced in the European strategy for 

data (published by the European Commission in 2020). The forthcoming initiatives (including a 

possible Data Act) aim to facilitate and support B2B data sharing. 

 

Both principles should primarily apply to provided/observed data as these data types involve 

minimal risks of reverse engineering and possible violations of certain IPRs. In case of such risks, 

exceptions to principle 2 should be possible. The primary data controller should then bear the 

burden of proof underpinning objective reasons not to share (e.g. efficiency, privacy concerns, 

possible violations of certain IPRs, risks of reverse engineering). We expect these occasions to be 

rare for provided/observed data that are unrelated or non-traceable to data originators. Moreover, if 

they can be traced back to data originators, principle 1 applies.  

 

The GDSG principles primarily address the hold-up problem that may inhibit stakeholders to share 

data within and across value chains. They shape the development of trusted data sharing 

environments, but do not obligate stakeholders to share data. However, a widespread adoption of 

these principles provides incentives to all stakeholders in the data economy to participate in sharing 

ecosystems; notably because of the reciprocity clause resulting in network effects. When, despite 

these principles, firms still do not want to vertically share data, there may be a need for imposing 

obligations; in particular when firms owe their competitive position to exclusive access to 

unique data and are unwilling to share data with other stakeholders within and across value chains 

(for defensive reasons). Such a reluctance hinders competition and innovation. Sector-specific 

obligations to vertically share data may then be called for. 

 

Policy objective II: address competition problems stemming from network and learning effects 

In addition to stimulating innovations and mobilising users (opportunities I, II and III above), data 

sharing obligations might help to prevent winner-takes-all effects. More specifically, a case-by-case 

horizontal data sharing obligation may contribute to competitive market outcomes when:  

1) data give rise to learning and/or network effects (i.e. behavioural data, social data, profile data), 

and  

2) these data are unique and exclusively available to a market leader (i.e. they are not replicable 

by competitor).  

 

A case-by-case decision to mandate horizontal sharing should be based on the following criteria:  

3) Can competitors with a small (say 5% to 10%) market share realise the data scale necessary 

for catching up with the leader? If they cannot (the report specifies when this risk can occur), a 

data sharing obligation may be necessary to level the playing field.  

4) Does the market leader employ (other) anticompetitive strategies to shield its position? In that 

case, the anticompetitive conduct must be addressed for a data sharing obligation to be 

effective. However, where data exclusivity results from anticompetitive behaviour, it may be 

sufficient to address that behaviour directly under general competition law, making an obligation 

to share data (which would be a less direct  and less targeted solution) unnecessary. 

5) Does data sharing involve risks of reverse engineering? This is particularly relevant for 

behavioural data. In the presence of such risks, one should be cautious about imposing a data 

sharing obligation. As stated above, the primary data controller should bear the burden of proof 
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underpinning any objective reasons not to share, which includes possible violations of certain 

IPRs and risks of reverse engineering.   

 

After considering the previous, an obligation to horizontally share specific data types (e.g. 

anonymised search queries and clicking behaviour in the case of search engines) should primarily 

be imposed on the market leader. However, to prevent leapfrogging of market leadership, all rivals 

should mutually share the specific data types causing the problem, such that no player can 

develop a data advantage. The appropriate authority should identify which data should be shared. 

This is a narrower scope of reciprocity as mentioned in relation to the first of the GDSG-principles, 

which should apply to all and different data types between various stakeholders. 

 

Such data sharing arrangement may possibly be realised under competition law, provided 

reciprocity corresponds to a ‘reasonable access price’ and a block exemption from 101 TFEU 

allows rivals to share data with each other. Moreover, the obligations must be compliant with the 

GDPR when it concerns data that cannot be anonymised without losing value (notably social and 

profile data). Under the GDPR, a legal obligation imposed on the basis of other legislation (such as 

competition law) can form the lawful ground for sharing personal data without consent.  

 

Complementary policies 

Stimulating and/or obligating data sharing alone may not always suffice for realising the policy 

objectives. Complementary policy options may be needed. A general complementary policy is 

prevention of anti-competitive strategies following market tipping that are aimed at monopolising 

adjacent or parallel markets. Sometimes, sector specific policies are needed to complement data 

sharing policies, such as a light-touch interoperability obligation for social media services. 

 

Summarising infographic 

We conclude the chapter with a figure summarising the policy options discussed above. 
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Exploring data sharing obligations in the technology sector 

1 Introduction 

Objective and research question 

The main question that this report answers is: what is the role of data in the technology sector 

and what are the opportunities and risks of mandatory data sharing? The answer to this 

question should lead to insights into possible variants of data sharing obligations between 

companies in various internet markets to realise public interests. 

 

What is the technology sector? 

There is no clear definition of the technology sector in comparison to sectors such as electricity, financial 

services, logistics, et cetera. According to Wikipedia and Investopedia, the technology sector involves the 

development and provision of electronics-based technology products (e.g. smart phones, self-driving 

vehicles) and services (e.g. navigation, communication, cloud computing). This definition is in our view both 

too broad as well as too limited for the purpose of this research. It is too broad in the sense that it includes 

a company like Foxconn (which ranks 3rd as the largest tech company in terms of turnover)1, but the 

company is mainly a supplier of computer parts and is not involved with data analysis. The definition is too 

limited for our purposes, as it seems to exclude a company like Amazon (Fortune 500 classifies Amazon as 

a retail company rather than a technology company)2. 

 

The focus of this research is on companies that rely heavily on data in a context of strong network effects. 

With (data) technology, they orchestrate interactions within and across value chains. In other words, this 

research primarily focuses on digital platforms that operate (potentially) at a global scale, with data as a 

(very) important production factor. Obviously, this includes companies like Amazon, Apple, Facebook, 

Google, and Microsoft. However, it also includes companies like John Deere, Nike, and Honeywell, who 

transformed their traditional products into data gathering devices feeding platforms for data analysis and 

innovation. In fact, it includes any company that starts employing data technology for orchestration and 

innovation. 

 

The focus is on digital platforms because network and lock-in effects are strong in this type of 

business model, implying large risks of negative effects of market power on competition and 

innovation. Digital platforms are characterised by their intermediary function and associated 

network effects. Because of these effects, the aggregate value that users derive from a platform 

increases exponentially with the number of users. Through data, a platform can better fulfil its 

intermediary function, so that the network effects are stronger, the number of participants grows 

faster, and the platform can again collect more data (completing the circle). Data also makes it 

easier to broaden the scope of services offered by third parties or the platform itself. More diversity 

generates more variety of data. This allows for more differentiation, making the platform even more 

interesting for users and allowing for even more data collection (again a full circle). These circular 

growth drivers ensure that digital markets tend to accommodate (very) large players, possibly 

acting as gatekeepers. This leads to concerns about competition, innovation, and freedom of 

choice. By means of case studies, we look specifically at social media (such as Facebook and 

LinkedIn), search services (such as Google and Bing), and business process and administration 

systems (such as Oracle, SAP and Microsoft). In addition, the study pays specific attention to the 

banking sector. Banks are not (yet) digital platforms, but the recent data sharing obligation (PSD2) 

now makes it easier for others (including Big Techs) to enter their market. The lessons from these 

cases contribute to general conclusions. 

                                                           
1  https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/List_of_largest_technology_companies_by_revenue 
2  https://fortune.com/global500/2019/amazon-com/ 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/List_of_largest_technology_companies_by_revenue
https://fortune.com/global500/2019/amazon-com/
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Second, we need to clarify the public interests that we consider. We focus on the impact of data 

sharing on innovation, productivity, freedom of choice, and competition. In all cases, we have an 

eye for negative side effects and trade-offs. For example, there is a possible trade-off between the 

gains in productivity and competition (and freedom of choice) versus reduced security and privacy. 

Innovation can end up on both sides of the scale. On the one hand, data sharing stimulates 

innovation (because more parties can analyse data). On the other hand, mandatory data sharing 

can engender freeriding on and reverse engineering of innovation activities. This harms innovation 

incentives.  

 

Finally, we distinguish horizontal data sharing (between providers of comparable services), vertical 

data sharing (between parties with a vertical relationship in the value chain), and cross-sectoral 

data sharing (between parties that do not offer comparable services and do not operate in the same 

value chain). This classification suggests that internet markets can be clearly defined, which is 

obviously not the case. For example, Google and Facebook compete on the one hand for the "eyes 

and ears" of end-users, and on the other hand for advertisements. Also, advertising services 

increasingly resemble e-commerce services as companies become less willing to pay for "clicks" 

and more willing to pay for purchases. Despite blurring market boundaries, the distinction between 

horizontal, vertical and cross-sectoral is useful for understanding the impact of data and sharing 

obligations. The distinction, however, does not allow for conclusions about market definitions. 

 

Specific research questions 

The sub-questions that this study answers are the following: 

1. What is the role of data in the technology sector? What types of data are important for 

innovation and competition? 

2. What opportunities does broader sharing of data (horizontally, vertically and cross-sectorally) 

offer to companies in specific internet markets. 

3. Does this data sharing also occur without the role of the government in markets or 

communities? And could data sharing be achieved with targeted financial or organizational 

support from the government? 

4. Which (legal) rights / obligations to share data already apply? What options do parties have, for 

example via data portability rights in the GDPR, to enforce data sharing or access to data? 

5. To what extent - per market – do the criteria apply that the government has identified as criteria 

for data sharing obligations in its view on data sharing between companies? 

a. Does potential data sharing contribute to a public interest? 

b. Is the data not easy to (re) produce or collect by parties other than the party(ies) for whom 

a data sharing obligation is being considered? 

c. Are stakeholders not or insufficiently able to make appropriate agreements about access 

to the data on a voluntary basis? 

d. Are incentives for investments in data not substantially reduced by the introduction of data 

sharing obligations? 

e. Have the public interest implications been carefully weighed? 

6. What specific variants of an obligation to share data in the technology sector can be 

considered? 

a. For which data would an obligation to share data make sense and why? How can you 

determine which data exactly would be involved? 

b. For which parties would an obligation to share data make sense? And with which parties 

can the data be shared? How can these parties be distinguished? 

c. Under what conditions could the data be shared? How can a reasonable price be 

determined? 

7. What legal, economic and technical consequences can be expected from the different variants 

of a data sharing obligations? 
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Structure of the report 

Chapters 2 and 3 discuss question 1 in detail. Chapter 2 outlines the role of data in the digital 

economy. Based on existing literature, this chapter provides a general description of business 

models of digital platforms and how they compete. It becomes clear that data is an important input 

for interlocking circular growth drivers of digital platforms: network effects (more users attract more 

users), learning effects (more users generate more data, more intelligence, higher quality, more 

users, and — back to the start — more data) and scope economies (more users invite more variety 

in services, which attract more users). As a result, a small lead in the number of users and data can 

tip the market into a monopoly. Some authors emphasise the risk that a data advantage in one 

market results in monopolisation of other markets through a snowball effect. Others argue 

differently, namely that digital markets are exposed to "moligopolistic" competition, a form of 

dynamic cross-market competition between a few large companies and a long tail of small 

innovators. 

 

Chapter 3 takes a closer look at the first question by discussing different types of data, how digital 

platforms obtain this data and what they do with it. The chapter discusses per type of data whether 

the business model gives rise to incentives to share these data or not (horizontal, vertical or cross-

sectoral) and what obstacles there are for data sharing. As a rule, platforms are not motivated to 

share data horizontally: this makes users more mobile, strengthens rivals, and (sometimes) invites 

reverse engineering. Platforms and platform users usually want to engage in vertical data sharing 

because it delivers efficiency gains and innovations.  

 

Chapter 4 answers question 4 with an overview of existing legal frameworks that facilitates data 

sharing, provide provisions for mandating data sharing, and set boundaries for data sharing.  

 

Chapter 5 integrally answers questions 2, 3, 4 and 5 in relation to five cases (search engines, social 

media, payment services, administrative business software, and vertical exclusion). The chapter 

applies the criteria of the Dutch government, to assess the desirability of data sharing obligations. It 

also discusses the opportunities of data sharing for companies and public interests (question 2), 

options for voluntary data sharing (question 3), and possible negative consequences for 

investments and other public interests. Per case we discuss existing legal rights and obligations for 

data sharing (question 4). The case studies in Chapter 5 are based on five extensive background 

studies, which are included in an annex. We note that the background studies provided input to the 

case studies included in this report, but they are not part of this report. The only reasons for 

including these background studies as an annex, is not to deny the interested reader the content of 

these background studies (after all, sharing knowledge is like sharing data: it benefits us all). 

 

Chapter 6 brings together the previous chapters to answer questions 6 and 7. It discusses the 

economic opportunities of data sharing regarding innovation, competition and freedom of choice, 

followed with a discussion of policy options and how to legally implement these. The chapter closes 

with a brief overview of the technical implications of data sharing.  

 

Research methodology 

The overall research methodology consists of the following components: 

• Research into general insights found in the literature (mainly economic and legal) and expert 

reports. 

• Research into empirical findings in the scientific literature (empirical economic studies, case law 

in particular in relation to competition law) and public sources (news, blogs). 

• An exploration of five case studies based on five background studies. 

 

The background studies (and case studies) are based on: 
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• Research of theoretical academic literature, as well as economic and legal expert reports 

pertaining to the cases. 

• Research of empirical economic studies, case law (notably related to competition law), and 

anecdotal evidence found on public sources (news, blogs) pertaining to the cases. 

• 13 semi-structured in-depth interviews with market players, industry associations and 

regulators. Semi-structured means that largely similar questions have been used, supplemented 

by case-specific follow-on questions. 

 

In order to invite parties to be as open as possible, we assured interview partners not to reveal their 

identities or individual backgrounds. Three parties belong to the group GAFAM3. In addition, we 

interviewed smaller platforms and business platform users. Hence, we spoke to established and 

new players, and with parties with possibly different interests.  

 

The semi-structured approach of the interviews ensured that the same questions were asked 

several times: in different sectors and to parties with different visions and interests. In these 

interviews, we started with a set of common questions, which could then be followed up by case-

specific discussions. When appropriate we requested interview partners to supply materials, 

empirical and/or anecdotal evidence to back up and illustrate statements made in the interviews.  

 

In more detail, the research approach for the background and case studies was as follows: 

1. Based on an analysis of general economic and legal insights, as well as of existing empirical 

observations, we further defined the scope of the background studies and formulated 

hypotheses and questions. The background studies cover the spectrum of horizontal, vertical 

and cross-sectoral B2B data sharing. 

2. Based on the interviews and descriptive sources (news, blogs) we explored what data sharing 

means in the practice of the cases and what relevant developments have occurred in recent 

years. 

3. Along the structure of the interview questions, the background studies then elaborated in depth 

on the specific cases.  

4. Based on these background studies, we were able to answer questions 2, 3, 4 and 5 in relation 

to five cases.  

5. The cases in this report provide insight into both the sectors in question (e.g. with regard to 

business models, relevant data types and the importance of data for innovation) as well as in 

overarching questions about data sharing. Based on similarities and differences of the cases, 

we distinguished five situations in which data sharing is warranted (horizontally, vertically or 

cross-sectorally). We also explored the policy implications for each of these five situations. 

 

 

 

                                                           
3  Google, Apple, Facebook, Amazon, Microsoft 
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2 The role of data in the digital economy 

2.1 The role of data in digital business models  

More and more firms are applying digital platform business models or building their business model 

on the concept of a platform. One can define a (multi-sided) platform as a firm with multiple user 

groups that facilitates interactions between them and charges distinct user groups different prices, 

while there are cross-platform network effects (see below)4. A social network is a primary example 

of such a platform. 

 

Data is an essential part of the 'growth engine' of a digital platform because it is an important input 

for learning effects. Learning effects are one of the three drivers of growth of a platform. Other 

growth drivers are network effects (demand-side scale economies) and scope economies:5 

• Network effects (direct and indirect or cross-platform): more users make the platform more 

attractive for new users. 

• Scope economies: a larger number of users supports the introduction of new services, which 

makes the platform more attractive for new users. 

• Learning effects: a larger number of users generates more useful data and improves 

functionalities. This makes the platform more attractive for new users. 

 

Network effects refer to the exponential relationship between the number of users and their 

interaction possibilities.6 The number of interaction possibilities is a proxy for the value an individual 

user derives from a platform. Assuming positive network effects, the value an individual attaches to 

membership grows with every new user with whom he or she can interact. At a certain point, the 

relevance of more users starts to diminish, and the relation starts to flatten. By investments in 

infrastructure and governance algorithms (such as search filters), a platform can postpone this 

turning point, as they help individuals to identify relevant interaction opportunities. 

 

Scope economies concern adjacent functionalities and services. Once a platform has many users, 

it can facilitate interactions between its users and providers of other services. This widens the 

scope of interaction possibilities (with various service providers) which again attracts more users. 

More users will generate more data. These are important for profiling techniques7 and filters for the 

relevance of 'matches' between users. More data improves the quality of the user experience, 

supported by artificial intelligence. The improved user experience then attracts new users which 

allows algorithms to learn faster, again improving the quality of the user experience and attracting 

more users. The circular value flow due to learning effects therefore looks like in Figure 2.1 below.  

 

                                                           
4  (Katz & Sallet, 2018). 
5 (Van Gorp & De Bijl, 2019). 
6 If each user is equally relevant and f(n) reflects the number of interaction possibilities in n users, then f(1) = 0 and f(n) = 

f(n−1) + (n−1), which is an exponentially increasing function. (De Bijl & Van Gorp, 2016-2019) 
7 Profiling involves analysing and connecting a person's interactions to discover trends based on profiles, produce market 

statistics, and perform behavioural analyses. 
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Figure 2.1 Learning effects as circular value flow (De Bijl & Van Gorp, 2016-2019) 

 

 

Network effects, scope economies and learning effects are drivers of growth with one common 

denominator: the users. As a result, the circular value flows reinforce each other and jointly form a 

powerful growth engine with a flywheel effect – see Figure 2.2. 

 

Figure 2.2 Growth engine of a platform (De Bijl & Van Gorp, 2016-2019) 

 

 

This circularity engenders fast market growth and possibly market tipping. Moreover, the growth 

engine induces digital platforms to develop into ecosystems delivering a wide range of services, 

possibly tipping one market after the other (Prüfer & Schottmüller, Competing with Big Data, 2017). 

 

Note that learning effects may also be present with companies running traditional business models 

(e.g. Tesla), but the risk of market tipping is considerably less because they do not dovetail with 

network effects, due to the linear nature of such business models. 

 

 

2.2 The role of data in digital competition 

The role of data in competition 

Clearly, data play a key role in digital competition. For instance, for platforms running 

advertisements, data are an essential ingredient of the revenue model. In addition, data forms an 

essential input for the intelligence of algorithms. 

 

Many platforms offer online advertisement space. These suppliers of online ad spaces differentiate 

themselves in terms of scale (i.e. size of the audience) and their ability to target individuals in the 

audience subject to the criteria of the advertisers. While these criteria vary from advertiser to 

advertiser, online ad space providers can stand out by collecting as much profile data as possible. 

De Bijl & Van Gorp (2018) explain that, the more intense the competition between advertising 

space providers, the stronger their tendency to harvest profile data. This hunger for data drives the 

development of new services, as well as innovation in tracking technologies. The first can be 

considered positive, the second is more questionable as it narrows the options of privacy-sensitive 

users to remain below the radar. 

users

DataIntelligence

quality
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The possibilities to improve the quality of intermediation services by means of algorithms is 

enhanced when more data are available about users and their connections and interactions with 

other users. Platforms also use data to introduce new functionalities and services. With more 

relevant data, this process of data-enabled learning ignites the platform's engine of growth (see 

above). Theoretical literature confirms the existence of learning effects and the importance of scale 

in the learning process of algorithms8. However, the empirical literature says little on the relative 

importance of this effect (compared to other factors). For instance, the market for search engines is 

often mentioned as an example of a market in which data advantages (in combination with network 

effects) have resulted in market tipping. The case study of search engines shows that Google’s 

leading market position may also be explained by other factors (see chapter 5). 

 

While some authors stress the risk of multiple markets being dominated by one single firm, others 

(Petit, 2018) observe that digital markets are not transforming into shielded monopolies. They 

describe the competitive process in digital markets as ‘moligopolistic competition’, which is a form 

of dynamic competition across market boundaries between a few large companies and a long tail of 

small innovators. Competition is then characterised by digital "monopolies" exposed to competition 

from up- or downstream players, or by actors from entirely different markets.  

 

Competing platforms intermediate and disintermediate each other9. This is the essence of digital 

competition. Firms strive to gain control over essential content, data or user groups. Intermediation 

might lead to gatekeeper positions that are difficult for users to bypass if they want to reach other 

users or content. However, rivals from parallel markets can challenge such positions through 

disintermediation. This is why competition is not so much characterised by rivalry between 

providers of comparable services, but rather by innovation in access routes to essential content, 

data or user groups. Market boundaries get blurred in this competitive process. For example, 

internet browsers can disintermediate operating systems as an alternative route for accessing 

software and viewing content. Moligopolistic competition thus implies that monopolists in parallel 

markets (like the major tech players) increasingly run into each other and challenge each other 

beyond traditional market boundaries.  

 

Start-up and scale-up companies play an important role in the competitive interactions across 

market boundaries, as they often introduce technologies or business models that contest vested 

positions. The acquisition of such start- or scale-up by big techs may give the acquired firm access 

to a large dataset that would otherwise remain out of reach, and give a boost to its growth. In 

return, the acquiring firm gets a foothold in a new market. The prospect of a take-over may form an 

incentive for start- and scale-ups to innovate. However, Prüfer & Schottmüller (2017) point out that 

the big techs' data advantage and customer bases allow them to imitate and improve a start-/scale-

up’s technology without an acquisition. This reduces investment incentives and gives Big Techs a 

better negotiating position when determining the acquisition price. Thus, an incumbency advantage 

based on data may erode the incentives for independent innovation (Prüfer & Schottmüller, 2017). 

In addition, a company can take-over another company when it feels threatened by the newcomer, 

and then “liquidate” the innovation. In the end, this has the same effect as eroding investment 

incentives, but it is even worse because resources are now devoted to technologies that do not 

eventually make their way to market. 

 

                                                           
8  Agrawal, Gans, & Goldfarb (2019), Prüffer and Schottmüller (2017), Mayer-Schönberg & Ramge (2018), Anderson (2020). 
9  Intermediation: The platform places itself between users or user groups, in order to intermediate (and possibly facilitate) 

matching or interactions. Disintermediation: a platform enables users or user groups to bypass an existing intermediary, 

allowing them to interact with each other directly. 
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Data as an impediment to competition? 

If data, or more precisely, data-enabled learning, provides a competitive advantage, the question is 

whether exclusive access to data provides an incumbency advantage that is hard to overcome. Van 

Til, Van Gorp and Price (2017) as well as Hagiu and Wright (2020) provide sets of questions that 

help to assess whether data-enabled learning contributes to sustainable competitive advantages, 

next to other determinants. Striving for such an advantage is not anticompetitive, but it may hamper 

competition when companies can rest on their laurels after gaining an unsurpassable lead. The key 

questions, that can be addressed for all types of data, are the following: 

 

1. Is the data exclusive and unique? That is, can they be obtained elsewhere, easily imitated, or 

reversely engineered? 

2. Are there network effects related to the use of the data? Do data from one user help to 

improve the product for others (providing a key advantage in competition for new customers) or 

the same user (leading to customer lock-in)? 

3. How fast do data-related returns to scale decrease? That is, is there a minimum efficient 

scale and can rivals easily realise that scale? 

4. How quickly does the relevance of data devaluate over time? Or, is there a need for constant 

(near) real-time updates? 

5. How short are learning cycles and how fast are adoption rates? That is, can insights from 

the data quickly be integrated into products, or does integration take substantial time such that 

rivals can carry out their own R&D to achieve similar functionalities? 

6. How much value is added by the data relative to the stand-alone value of the offering? Or, 

more broadly, are there other determinants of a company’s competitive position, and how 

important is the role of data relative to them? 

7. How hard is it to imitate innovations based on the data, and are there any companies that 

use different business models to compete with the company holding the data? 

 

In chapter 5 we analyse to what extent the Dutch government’s criteria for obligating data sharing 

apply to specific cases, and address these questions in the cases on search engines and social 

networks. 

 

 

2.3 Data and innovation 

Innovation ecosystems 

The earlier discussions used the term platform in relation to its function as an intermediary. 

However, a platform may also refer to a (technological) basis for delivering multiple services. Van 

Gorp and Batura (2015) make the analogy with a platform in the car industry, as a basis for several 

car models. Hence, a distinction can be made between innovation platforms and interaction 

platforms (Evans & Gawer, 2016). Evans and Gawer observe that combining interaction and 

innovation platforms gives a boost to online business models. Examples are the innovation platform 

Apple iOS combined with the interaction platform the App Store, the interaction platform of 

Facebook combined with the innovation platform Facebook for developers, and operating system 

Android combined with the Google Play app store. The idea is that the network effect of the 

interaction platform drive the economies of scale and scope of the innovation platform (De Bijl & 

Van Gorp, 2016-2019). 

 

The notion of an innovation platform relates to data's characteristics as infrastructure for 

innovation10. This applies even more to big data, as the range of possible applications greatly 

                                                           
10  Frischmann (2012) defines infrastructure by the following criteria: 
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widens with the volume, variety and velocity of data. Particularly in variety, the range of possible 

goods and services increases exponentially11 beyond a scope that humans can foresee (as 

illustrated by machine learning and artificial intelligence).  

  

Sharing of data to stimulate innovations within ecosystems 

The discussion above explains why digital players may want to open up their operating systems or 

datasets for third parties, for instance by inviting app developers to innovate "on top of it". The 

resulting innovations increase and enrich their ecosystems. Platforms like Facebook and Strava12, 

for example, share a considerable amount of data with downstream app developers as to enrich the 

user experience within their ecosystems and to increase the willingness to pay by end-users or 

advertisers. Another example is John Deere, that has equipped agricultural machinery with sensors 

to collect data (and build a big dataset). It offers customers and app developers access to its 

database13. This strategy not only drives the availability of innovative agricultural support services 

(which benefits the productivity of farmers), it also drives the sale of John Deere tractors, just like 

the scale and scope of apps in the App Store drives the sale of Apple devices. 

 

The sharing of data in this context is “vertical data sharing”. In vertical relationships between 

platforms and its partners (notably app developers, content creators and advertisers), 

complementary benefits result in strong incentives to share data. A platform gives access to data 

slices because the success of a partner contributes to the value of the platform's ecosystem. The 

platform partners benefit from access to a platform's data because it facilitates the development 

and distribution of services, content or advertisements. Access to data enhances network effects 

and supports a growth strategy for the platform and its partners.  

 

A (downstream) partner's business model may change over time, for instance when it introduces 

features that resemble or copy core functionalities of the platform. If that happens, the upstream 

firm experiences a threat of horizontal competition, which obviously does not contribute to the 

growth of its ecosystem; on the contrary. In a situation of horizontal competition, sharing data with 

providers of a similar service amounts to supporting rivals. Firms are not eager to do that.14 So, a 

platform facing (or anticipating) a transition of a vertical relationship with a company into a 

horizontal one, will have much less incentives to share data with that company. Platform owners will 

balance the substitution and complementary effects between functionalities of their own apps and 

those of third-parties. Therefore, existing (voluntary) data sharing agreements are primarily vertical, 

driven by mutual interests, at commercial terms and restricting usage (e.g. staying out of the 

platform's business).  

 

Because of the strong motives to vertically share data, a refusal to do so is suspicious. Such a 

refusal can be legitimate, for example when sharing data conflicts with privacy. In the absence of a 

legitimate reason, a refusal to vertically share data is usually detrimental to competition and 

                                                           
1. The resource may be consumed in a non-rivalrous way for a considerable range of demand. 

2. Social demand for the resource is driven primarily by downstream productive activities that require the resource as an 

input. 

3. The resource may be used as an input into a wide range of goods and services, which may include private goods, 

public goods, and social goods. 
11  The similarity between network effects and learning effects quickly becomes clear when we redefine the parameters in the 

formula in footnote 6 as n = the number of types of data and f(n) is the number of correlation possibilities. 
12  Strava is a sports app with social network features. 
13  https://www.precisionag.com/digital-farming/data-management/john-deere-opens-data-platform-to-other-software-

suppliers/ 
14  An exception may be the (limited) sharing of data for specific purposes, such as joint R&D. In general though, sharing data 

would help rivals to fuel their growth engines. In case an incumbent has a (near) monopoly position due to network effects, 

data sharing would help entrants to overcome the first-mover advantage of the established firm. 

 

https://www.precisionag.com/digital-farming/data-management/john-deere-opens-data-platform-to-other-software-suppliers/
https://www.precisionag.com/digital-farming/data-management/john-deere-opens-data-platform-to-other-software-suppliers/
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innovation, and it can be seen as an anticompetitive expression of dominance (the behaviour in 

itself already indicates a dominant position)15. 

 

Sharing data to stimulate innovations in the wider economy 

Spurring efficiency and innovations by sharing of data within sectors 

The example of John Deere (above) is exceptional because most traditional players are not used to 

sharing data, and may be unwilling to do so. Consider electricity companies or banks that have 

been forced, via sector-specific regulation, to share data from smart meters and financial accounts. 

The purpose of data sharing is to facilitate market entry or to let others develop innovative ideas. 

Regulation is needed because the business cases of these companies are not based on 

ecosystems with downstream innovators and positive spill-overs from sharing data. Put differently, 

traditional companies tend to view data as a key input for their current services and a possible 

source for lock-in of end-users, rather than a source for innovation by third parties from which they 

can also benefit.  

 

Mandating access to data is one approach for stimulating competition and innovation (within and 

across sectors). An alternative is to facilitate an ecosystem in which traditional companies 

experience benefits from voluntary data sharing. The basis for such an experience lies in network 

effects, direct or indirect. Direct network effects in data sharing arise from the complementary 

nature of data when it is shared between users who collect and create data, as well as use data for 

innovations. Van Gorp (2018) explains that with every new participant in a data sharing ecosystem, 

participants experience an exponential growth of the number of possible correlations that they can 

explore.16 As a result, similar to interaction platforms, joining a data sharing platform becomes more 

attractive when the number of participants grows. Reciprocity (i.e. I share my data, if you share 

yours) is then of key importance to set direct network effects in motion. Indirect network effects can 

occur when companies collect or produce data but do not analyse them themselves. Indirect 

network effects can then be set in motion by granting developers access to the data and facilitating 

interactions between developers and companies providing data (like an app store).  

 

An example of such data sharing platforms can be found (again) in the agricultural industry, but 

also in various other sectors such as logistics (iShare) and health care (MedMij). Stakeholders 

understand that an open data sharing platform for all is more valuable than a closed one (such as 

the one managed by John Deere). This insight has resulted in agreements or codes of conduct for 

fair and transparent sharing of data between different partners in the value chain17. A code of 

conduct is not enough for setting in motion network effects, but it is an essential ingredient next to 

standards and API’s. The platform Join Data18 (again in agriculture) seems to come closer to an 

open data sharing platform, including a developers platform19 and clear rules on who may access 

which data.20  

 

Opening new markets by sharing data across industries 

Developments observed in the agriculture sector are in line with what the Dutch and European 

policy makers envision for other sectors. However, sharing data across industries and ecosystems 

is at least as important for innovation as sharing within sectors. Data is a valuable input across a 

                                                           
15  See Van Gorp and de Bijl (2019) for a more elaborate discussion. 
16  See footnote 11 
17  https://www.medmij.nl/afsprakenstelsel/ 

 https://www.ishareworks.org/  

 http://www.fao.org/family-farming/detail/en/c/1127623/ 
18  https://www.join-data.nl/   
19  https://www.join-data.nl/developers/   
20  Interestingly, the ecosystem treats farming data is if it were personal data under the GDPR: if the data can be traced back 

to an individual farm, the farmer must give consent before a party can access the data. If the data cannot be traced back to 

the individual farm, the data can be freely used by developers. 

https://www.medmij.nl/afsprakenstelsel/
https://www.ishareworks.org/
http://www.fao.org/family-farming/detail/en/c/1127623/
https://www.join-data.nl/
https://www.join-data.nl/
https://www.join-data.nl/developers/
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broad range of industries (virtually all industries) and combining cross-sectoral data may generate 

innovations that cannot be predicted. In particular, it allows for the creation of big data sets, and 

hence for large-scale analyses of possible correlations. Cross-sectoral data sharing may thereby 

lead to unforeseen discoveries which, in turn, give rise to new markets. The European strategy on 

data sharing builds upon this idea and aims to create an environment where data is shared within 

and across industries. The idea is that an innovation platform emerges on which a diversity of 

enterprises (small, medium sized, large and supersized) flourishes by sharing data, in the same 

way that app developers flourish in the big techs' ecosystems.  
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3 Value of different data types and motives to 
share 

This chapter takes a closer look at the role of data by discussing different types of data, how digital 

platforms obtain these data and what they do with them. The chapter discusses per type of data 

whether a platform's business model provides incentives to share data or not (horizontal, vertical or 

cross-sectoral), and which obstacles there are to the willingness and ability to share. The data 

typologies come back in the subsequent discussion on the value of data and the motives (not) to 

share them. 

 

 

3.1 Different typologies of data 

3.1.1 An origin-based typology 

In the context of a discussion on privacy and security, the OECD (2014)21 provides a taxonomy of 

data based on origin. In its Guidelines on the right to data portability, the Article 29 Working Party 

also relies on this taxonomy to determine the scope of the right to data portability of Article 20 of the 

General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR). This taxonomy is useful when considering data 

sharing policies. The distinction between data categories does not directly lend itself for turning it 

into a legal one, because they are not always precise or mutually exclusive. 

 

Categories 

The taxonomy distinguishes four categories: provided data; observed data; derived data; and 

inferred data22. The difference between provided and observed data is that provided data are 

actively and knowingly disclosed, created or shared by a user while using a service, and observed 

data are passively disclosed, created or shared by a user that is not fully aware or completely 

unaware of this. Whether this difference is essential for policy purposes depends on the case at 

hand23. The difference between derived and inferred data is that derived data are not based on 

probabilistic reasoning and may be considered ‘hard facts’, while inferred data are the product of 

probability-based reasoning and may be considered ‘possible facts’. Again, this difference may not 

always be important for policy purposes, except when wrongly inferred data is being shared, 

harming the data subject24. 

 

One could add the category of produced data. This includes data for which collection required 

dedicated investments, such as setting up a survey, organising interviews, or gathering information 

from focus groups. These data differ from the other categories in that they are not derived or 

inferred, and they are not provided or observed while using a service. We will not consider this 

                                                           
21  OECD (2014) “Summary of the OECD privacy expert roundtable, Protecting Privacy in a Data-driven Economy: Taking 

Stock of Current Thinking”, Working Party on Security and Privacy in the Digital Economy, DSTI/ICCP/REG(2014)3, 21 

March 2014 (OECD, 2014) 
22  See (OECD, 2014, p. 5) 
23  For example, in case of end-user lock-in with a particular wearable equipped with sensors collecting heartbeats, blood 

pressure, number of steps, et cetera, it is irrelevant whether the data is considered provided or observed. It is the raw data 

that needs to be shared (or ported) in order to unlock the consumer's freedom of choice. In case of end-user lock-in in a 

cloud service market, however, portability of provided data and in particular user-created data, may be more relevant than 

portability of observed data, as this concerns “text, sound, software or image files […] that the user intentionally creates 

through the use of the application or cloud service, such as documents, processed data sets, modified images, recorded 

sounds, etc." (ISO/IEC, 2017).  
24  E.g. when an algorithm infers from transactional data that someone is a smoker, but in fact she weekly buys cigarettes for 

her mother. When this data is shared with the health insurance company, the higher insurance fee may increase. 
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category to be a candidate for mandatory sharing, because in general there are no barriers to 

collect such data and/or sharing them would severely undermine the incentives to produce them. 

 

The 2019 expert report ‘Competition policy in the digital era’ (Crémer, de Montjoye, & Schweitzer, 

2019) states that a distinction between origin-based data types may be relevant, for example, for 

assessments of indispensability and substitutability of data under the essential facilities doctrine in 

competition law. The report considers this distinction as conceptually useful but does not propose to 

turn it into a legal one because it is not always clear and contains grey zones. These grey zones do 

not so much relate to the definitions of data categories, but rather to the degree to which data are 

substitutable and to the impact of sharing on the incentives to invest in data analysis and collection.  

 

Indeed, there may be intermediate areas between provided and observed data and also between 

derived and inferred data, but there exists a clear demarcation between provided and observed 

data versus derived and inferred data25. This clear distinction can therefore be included in legal 

texts; for example in privacy legislation. However, the latter distinction does not answer the 

question (relevant to competition law) whether data can be substituted or replicated.26  

 

Sharing and incentives to invest  

Obligations to share derived and inferred data may reduce the incentives to invest in such data 

(notably if the data controller is not properly compensated). This is less so for provided or observed 

data, because in many cases these are by-products of the provision of a service. However, not all 

provided or observed data are mere by-products. Data on users' interactions with an interface (e.g. 

clicking behaviour) depend on what has been shown to them and how. In other words, it is 

determined by algorithms and the design of the user interface. Mandating the sharing of such data 

may undermine investment incentives. We explain this in the figures below. 

 

Figure 3.1 presents a visualisation of the use and production of data by platform A. Data chunks 1, 

2, and 3, indicated in the left-hand side of the figure, are provided or observed as the result of some 

action taken by a user of the platform (e.g. filling out a survey when signing up). Next, these data 

feed into algorithms that eventually result in an output of the service (e.g. a ranking). Data chunks 1 

and 2 are first processed by an algorithm in order to infer or derive information, which subsequently 

feeds into the next algorithm where it is combined with data chunk 3. The results are shown to the 

user, causing a reaction that is recorded by the platform, resulting in observed/provided data chunk 

4 (on the right-hand side of the figure). 

 

For a competing platform to produce equally relevant results as platform A, it must avail of provided 

and observed data chunks 1, 2 and 3 indicated in the left side of the figure (or substitutes for those 

data). Next, the rival would need to engage in innovative activities in order to produce the derived 

data and subsequently the desired output of the service (e.g. a ranking). If the competing platform 

has access to the observed data indicated in the left side of the figure, it is highly unlikely that the 

results of both platforms are the same, because they will use different algorithms. End-users will 

choose the platform delivering the best results. This gives both platforms incentives to improve their 

algorithms.  

                                                           
25  Crémer et al. (2019) seem to recognise this, as they argue that a duty to share inferred data is unlikely to come about, and 

that access requests can typically be expected to involve observed data, which often cannot be replicated, as well as 

volunteered (i.e. provided) data that would take a significant effort to volunteer again. Also the Article 29 Working Party, 

interpreting the scope of the GDPR, notes that, while provided and observed data should be made portable by data 

controllers in response to data portability requests from data subjects, this is not the case for derived and inferred data in 

the view of the Article 29 Working Party (Article 29 Working Party, 2017). This is because the Article 29 Working Party 

does not regard derived and inferred data as personal data 'provided by the data subject', which is the terminology Article 

20 GDPR uses. 
26  For example, one may infer that a person’s favourite colour is red from the observation that this person mainly buys red 

cloths, but this information may also be provided by the person to a question posed while signing up for a service. 
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However, if the platforms (also) access each other’s observed data chunk 4 on the right-hand side 

in the figure, they may be able to reverse engineer each other’s results. When it is easier to match 

the quality of the results of a leading platform via reverse engineering based on data chunk 4 

(compared to trying to do this with data chunks 1, 2 and 3), the leading platform’s rival may be 

tempted to do so and thereby undermine the incentives of an incumbent platform to improve its 

algorithms. 

 

Figure 3.1 Visualisation of use and production of data (no feedback loops / learning effects) 

 

 

Reverse engineering becomes more complicated when the observed data on the right-hand side in 

the figure is re-inserted into the algorithm, which causes learning effects. Consider Figure 3.2, the 

more a platform activates learning effects (data feedback loops), the harder it is for rivals to reverse 

engineer results.  

 

Figure 3.2 Stylised visualisation of use and production of data (with feedback loops / learning effects) 

 

 

Data feedback loops do not, however, rule out reverse engineering. This is illustrated in the case on 

search engines (chapter 5, section), illustrating the possibility of reverse engineering of a service 

with strong learning effects. The case discusses a test in which Google confirmed its suspicions 

that Microsoft had reverse-engineered search results based on data it retrieved through Internet 

Explorer. This does not prove Microsoft's conscious intention, because the results of the test can 

also be an inherent consequence of the learning process on which search algorithms are based. 

(see Chapter 5 for a more detailed discussion). 
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3.1.2 Personal and non-personal data 

Within all four categories in the previous section, one can make a distinction between personal and 

non-personal information, where the latter concerns data that cannot be connected or traced back 

to an individual person. The ability to trace back data to individuals depends on whether data 

contain or are labelled with identifiers.27 There is a large variety of possible identifiers. This could 

be a username, or a unique code generated by the service provider (say, User X123); also 

addresses serve as identifier (IP address, email address, and physical addresses) as well as credit 

card numbers, phone numbers, device or browser fingerprints, cookies, et cetera.28 Data may be 

anonymised (transforming it into non-personal data) by stripping data of identifiers.  

 

Identifiability-based taxonomy 

There are different degrees of anonymisation and possibilities to undo such efforts. OECD (2019) 

contains a data typology known as ISO/IEC 19441, which is a standard that has been developed to 

achieve data interoperability and portability in cloud computing services. It distinguishes between 

five classes of data identifiability. ISO/IEC 19441 is particularly relevant for data sharing, as it 

classifies the extent to which data can be linked to an identity (i.e. an individual or an organisation).  

 

Identifiability based taxonomy of data (OECD, 2019, p. 26-27) 

• Identified data can be unambiguously associated with an individual, due to the observability of 

personal identifiable information. 

• Pseudonymised data is data for which all identifiers have been replaced by aliases that cannot be 

reversed by reasonable efforts by third parties. 

• Unlinked pseudonymised data is data for which all identifiers have been erased or substituted by 

aliases without linkages to the individuals, while third parties are not able to repair these connections 

through reasonable efforts. 

• Anonymised data is not linked while the attributes are changed (e.g. through randomisation) such 

that one can reasonably trust that individuals cannot be identified, by the data alone or in combination 

with other data. 

• Aggregated data is statistical data without individual-level entries, which is combined from 

information about a sufficiently large number of individuals such that personal attributes are not 

identifiable. 

 

The conceptual difference between personal and non-personal data may also be applicable to data 

that can be traced back to companies. For example, Join Data, a platform for sharing agricultural 

data, treats farming data as if it were personal data under the GDPR: if the data can be traced back 

to an individual farm, the farmer must give consent before a third party can access the data. If the 

data cannot be traced back to the individual farm, the data can be freely used by developers. 

 

Practical implications 

From a legal perspective, a key distinction between personal and non-personal data is that 

personal data is subject to data protection law, and in particular the GDPR, that imposes duties on 

data controllers and provides rights to data subjects with regard to the processing of personal data. 

The ISO/IEC 19441 typology can help to assess privacy risks, and in turn support the desired or 

required degree of legal and technical protection that is necessary in situations of data sharing. 

 

Anonymisation may also mitigate privacy and security risks associated with data sharing policies. 

However, the more data are anonymised, the less useful data become29, and the less effective 

                                                           
27  https://ico.org.uk/for-organisations/guide-to-data-protection/guide-to-the-general-data-protection-regulation-gdpr/what-is-

personal-data/what-are-identifiers-and-related-factors/ 
28  See (Senellart, 2016) 
29  https://medium.com/swlh/big-data-is-hard-to-anonymize-here-is-what-it-means-for-development-39e309f3b136 

 

https://ico.org.uk/for-organisations/guide-to-data-protection/guide-to-the-general-data-protection-regulation-gdpr/what-is-personal-data/what-are-identifiers-and-related-factors/
https://ico.org.uk/for-organisations/guide-to-data-protection/guide-to-the-general-data-protection-regulation-gdpr/what-is-personal-data/what-are-identifiers-and-related-factors/
https://medium.com/swlh/big-data-is-hard-to-anonymize-here-is-what-it-means-for-development-39e309f3b136
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such policies will be30. Adar (2007) provides solutions to balance privacy and research needs. Over 

time, this balance is difficult to maintain, however, as the possibilities for re-identification seem to be 

increasing (Article 29 Working Party, 2014). Rocher et al. (2019) show that re-identification is 

possible even with a minimum of information about personal characteristics. 

 

3.1.3 Content-based typology 

Below we describe several categories of data based on what type of information the data contains. 

In the literature there is no consensus on a content-based taxonomy of data. A reason for this may 

be that many companies develop their own taxonomies, customised to their needs31. Several policy 

documents, presentations and articles discuss classes of data based on content, but not always in 

a manner that fits our purposes32. Based on these documents and our own insights, we suggest a 

content-based taxonomy of data distinguishing between social data, behavioural data, user-

generated content, contextual data, profile data, and training data. The boundaries between 

these categories are not always hard: some data may appear in multiple categories and some data 

are derived from data in another category. While these categories were developed with personal 

data in mind, they can be applied to companies as well.  

 

Social (networking) data 

Social data or social networking data include information that is required to facilitate social 

interactions between people, as well as the content of such interactions. We distinguish between  

• contact information, used for identifying and contacting an individual33,  

• social graph data, describing who is connected to whom34, and  

• communication data, describing who is communicating with whom and possibly the content 

and nature of the communication. 

 

In a business context, the equivalent of social graph data would be the CRM and SRM data 

(Customer and Supplier Relationship Management data). The equivalent of communication data 

may be interpreted more widely and includes transactional data as well (describing who buys what 

from whom, how often and for what price). 

 

Social (networking) data is largely provided or observed. However, by combining social graph data 

with communication data, a platform may derive or infer information about the strength or ranking of 

personal connections. Note that social data loses most of its value when it is anonymised.  

 

Behavioural data 

Many online services collect behavioural data generated through a customer’s engagement 

with a user interface as it may reveal insights into preferences of users and opportunities for 

improving the quality of service. Behavioural data may include:  

• transaction data, describing what a person bought for what price;  

• search data, describing what search queries a person entered;  

• browsing data or clicking behaviour, describing what websites a person visited, the journey 

to the website (click-through-rates and pogo sticking35), and visit duration (dwell time);  

• content consumption data, describing which content (e.g. music, movies) a person enjoyed;  

                                                           
30  The next section shows that the extent to which data loses value when it is anonymised varies for different types of data. 

For example, interpreting data on search and clicking behaviour may be easier with personal contextual information such 

as location, device used, or a person’s past search behaviour, but the data may still reveal highly relevant information 

without such contextual personal information. However, anonymised social graph data is practically useless. 
31  See https://www.talend.com/resources/gdpr-compliance-create-data-taxonomy/ and https://digitalguardian.com/blog/how-

should-you-classify-your-data-guide-using-context-content-and-user-based-data-classification 
32  (ISO/IEC, 2017), (Senellart, 2016), (Van Til, Van Gorp, & Price, 2017) 
33  Including the owner's name, address, telephone number, email address, or user identity on electronic networking services. 
34  Through friendship, family ties, social network friending, social network following, et cetera. 
35  Pogo sticking refers to the degree to which users keep going back and forth till they find what they look for. 

https://www.talend.com/resources/gdpr-compliance-create-data-taxonomy/
https://digitalguardian.com/blog/how-should-you-classify-your-data-guide-using-context-content-and-user-based-data-classification
https://digitalguardian.com/blog/how-should-you-classify-your-data-guide-using-context-content-and-user-based-data-classification
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• et cetera, depending on the functionalities of the service and the user-interface. 

 

Behavioural data can be provided or observed, depending on whether the collection process occurs 

knowingly or unnoticed. The collection of behavioural data does not require much effort because 

the data result from interactions between a platform’s algorithms/interface and users (as explained 

in section 3.1.1). However, this means that behavioural data contain information about the 

algorithms and their outputs which may be revealed when analysing this data. Interpreting 

behavioural data is more effective when combined with personal contextual information, but they 

still contain valuable information without such personal details. 

 

User-generated content and operational data 

User-generated content refers to text, sound, software, videos, or image files that users 

(intentionally) create by using applications or cloud services (ISO/IEC, 2017). These data are 

typically the result of a creative process by the user and have both an intrinsic (artistic) value as 

well as personal (sentimental) value.  

 

The equivalent of user-generated content in a B2B context is operational data. This includes 

logistical performance indicators, input-output tables, and other data informing about the efficiency 

of a company’s operations. The difference with personal user-generated data is that operational 

data are typically not resulting from a creative process by the user, but they are mostly machine-

to-machine data that are collected via sensors. The "creative" process takes place in algorithms 

running a greenhouse, a farm, a logistics centre, or a hospital. 

 

Like behavioural data, interpreting user-generated content and operational data is more effective 

when combined with personal/company-specific contextual information. However, these data still 

contain valuable information without such details.  

 

Contextual data 

Contextual data provide context (circumstances) to an event, a person, a company or an item. 

These data are important for providing a broader understanding of specific pieces of information 

and placing them in a larger picture. In theory, all types of data can provide contextual information. 

What data are used for describing the context depends on the question that needs to be answered. 

For example, descriptive data (e.g. describing the content of a webpage or product 

characteristics) may be important contextual information for the purpose of advertising or 

warehousing services. Location data as well as past search queries may be important contextual 

information for search services (UK CMA, 2019). Market data on traded volumes and prices may 

be important for providing B2B and B2C mediation services. Map data on roads, mountains, shop 

locations, et cetera, are relevant for navigation and logistical services as well as for other location-

based search services. Other types of contextual data may be weather data, time stamps, or even 

whether a relative’s birthday is upcoming. For other purposes, financial data (describing a person’s 

income, expenses, and savings) or health data (describing the physical and mental health of 

persons) may be important contextual data – e.g. when applying for a mortgage. Note that we 

cannot be exhaustive here. 
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Profile data 

A profile contains data describing what is important or interesting about a person at a 

particular moment and location, or in a particular context36 37. Which data form the profile 

differs from service to service and from advertiser to advertiser. Therefore, it is impossible to be 

exhaustive. Note that profile data is personal (by definition) and loses most, if not all, value when it 

is anonymised.  

 

In general, profile data include preferences (relating to content, persons, services, organisations or 

objects). This information may be actively provided by users when asked, but this information is 

often inferred from behavioural or operational data. Profiles may also include demographic 

information, describing a person’s sex, age, nationality, family ties, et cetera; financial data, 

describing a person’s income, expenses, and savings; or health data, describing the physical and 

mental health of persons. Much of this data is provided or observed, but they can also be inferred38. 

Depending on the use case, a profile may also contain social data39.  

 

Training data 

All of the previous data types can be used as input for training algorithms. From the previous 

discussion it is clear that these data types can directly be used for training, but in some cases the 

data need to be manually processed. An example is the manual adding of labels to observed or 

provided data such as photographs scraped of the internet40. The collection (or production) of these 

produced training data requires dedicated expenditures and efforts, such as defining the nature of 

the desired data and designing a set-up to generate them. 

 

 

3.2 The value of data and motives (not) to share  

Below we elaborate on the content-based data categories and specify for each data type how the 

data are of value (that is, what kind of analyses they can be used for) and why platforms may or 

may not want to share these data. Where relevant, general discussions are followed by 

observations specific for business users of platforms. 

 

 

3.2.1 Social data drive network effects 

General 

Social graph data are related to network effects. The essence of a platform lies in the functionality 

to form connections and interact with other users. Therefore, social data about one user directly 

helps to improve the service for others. Gaining access to a person’s social data on a phone or on a 

social network might be valuable for a platform’s growth strategy. 

                                                           
36  “A profile is a type of feature story and usually focuses on a person and what's important or interesting about that person 

at the moment” (Deahl, 2019). A profile may be very extensive and even published as a book (notably for famous 

persons). A profile may be brief, as an introductory section to a person’s CV. A profile may also come in the form key 

words in a database (e.g. for targeting online advertisements). 
37  The act of describing a person’s profile, or profiling, is legally defined in Article 4(4) of the GDPR in which profiling is 

defined as “any form of automated processing of personal data consisting of the use of personal data to evaluate certain 

personal aspects relating to a natural person, in particular to analyse or predict aspects concerning that natural person's 

performance at work, economic situation, health, personal preferences, interests, reliability, behaviour, location or 

movements”. 
38  For example, when a woman uploads a profile picture of herself with a small child to Facebook and posts many more 

pictures of this same child on her Facebook page, Facebook might infer that this person is a mother. Similarly, health data 

may be inferred from transactional data (e.g. does a person regularly buy cigarettes) or location data (e.g. does a person 

regularly take a bike ride). 
39  For example, including social data in profiles would be interesting for firms whose strategy is to target individuals with 

many ‘followers’ (so-called social media influencers). 
40  The Economist, "For AI, data are harder to come by than you think", 11 June 2020. 
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Apps may ask new users for access to contact lists in phones or email programmes. Granting 

access to one's personal social data is not trivial though, as this data typically also concerns the 

individual's contacts. Anonymisation does not resolve this issue because it leads to a loss of the 

data's value. In practice, however, individuals do grant third parties access to their social graph 

data (e.g. stored in apps and on devices), and even communication data (e.g. a Gmail user may 

grant third parties permission to read emails)41.  

 

Granting apps access to social data supports competition and innovation within the economy at 

large: start-ups can more easily initiate network effects and end-users are less likely to become 

locked in. For the same reasons, a platform may be unwilling to horizontally share social data. 

However, platforms have motives to vertically share social data with app developers within their 

ecosystems. Like in the general economy, sharing data within ecosystems serves competition and 

innovation. It maximises the overall value created on the platform, and thus the platform’s revenue 

potential. The difference between provided/observed and derived/inferred does not affect the 

motives to vertically share the data. If the value creation process benefits from sharing inferred 

information about the strength of social linkages in a person’s social graph, the platform will likely 

share this data. 

 

The standard terms of use of a platform often act like an umbrella agreement under which data are 

shared with many other service providers.  

 

Business users 

For platforms intermediating in a B2B context, social (networking) data serves the same purpose of 

facilitating interactions in the form of communication and transactions. Business users may have 

similar motives for wanting to take along their social networking data to other platforms as 

consumers: to facilitate switching and multi-homing. Moreover, B2B intermediation platforms have 

similar motives as social media platforms for sharing these data with applications that enrich their 

ecosystems, and for not sharing them with rivals offering similar functionalities.  

 

 

3.2.2 Behavioural data drive learning effects 

Behavioural data is typically used for improving the user experience and nudging users toward 

follow-on actions, such as viewing an advertisement or making a purchase. Here, nudging involves 

designing a digital environment in such a way that people are subtly stimulated to behave in a 

particular way. Ranking is a simple example, as higher ranked items are noticed more easily. 

Ranking is applied by search engines,42 social networks,43 as well e-commerce sites.44  

 

As explained in section 3.1.1, there are learning effects related to analysing behavioural data: by 

analysing the interactions with a user interface, a platform can improve the interface and underlying 

algorithms. In order to run such experiments, one may need data describing the context of the 

                                                           
41  https://support.google.com/accounts/answer/3466521?hl=nl 
42  A search engine may use different behavioural data (such as search queries and clicking behaviour) for improving the 

ranking of search results as measured by other behavioural data (click-through-rates) 
43  Such as the ‘friend’s feed’ on Facebook which is based on a ranking of a person’s friends by Facebook based on 

communication data. 
44  Amazon’s Buy Box may be regarded a ranking mechanism, but a rather extreme one as it 'tempts' consumers not to look 

for alternative suppliers than the one displayed in the Buy Box. The system aims to encourage retailers to perform better in 

order to win the Buy Box. Next to search queries and prices, Amazon uses (amongst others) review data by consumers 

and ‘performance data’ about retailers (which is essentially behavioural data describing how a retailer has behaved in past 

logistical processes) for determining which retailer ‘wins the Buy Box’. (Retail 90, 2017)  

 

https://support.google.com/accounts/answer/3466521?hl=nl
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observed behaviour (see ‘Contextual data’ below)45. Behavioural data can also be used to infer 

individual preferences (see ‘Profile data’ below), which helps a platform to serve targeted 

advertisements or suggest relevant content. 

 

These learning effects enhance network effects and amplify the risk of market tipping. It has been 

argued that there are scale effects in learning that cause these outcomes. According to some, a 

slight data advantage may grow over time into a leading market position, tip the market into a 

monopoly, and result in possibilities to subsequently monopolise other market as well46. Others 

have put forth arguments that mitigate this effect47, such as the fact that the learning process is 

characterised by (rapidly) decreasing returns to scale and the fact that, depending on the use-case, 

behavioural data may expire rather quickly. These characteristics would imply that first movers do 

not enjoy an advantage that allows them to rest on their laurels. In turn, these arguments have 

been countered as we discuss in the textbox below. 

 

Scale effects in data analytics 

It has been argued that the relation between data and the quality of service is characterised by decreasing 

returns to scale48 which would limit the first-mover advantage (He, et al., 2017). This argument typically 

relates to the volume of the dataset and not to its variety. Data has the property that they are 

complementary to each other because more variety in data broadens the possibilities to investigate 

correlations. This is why including contextual and profiling data into the analysis improves the 

interpretations of behavioural data. The relationship between the number of different types of data and the 

number of correlations that can be explored follows a similar exponential growth pattern as the relationship 

between the number of users and interaction possibilities. Hence, there are increasing returns to variety. 

Moreover, from statistics we know that when variety increases, the volume should increase to compensate 

for the decreasing degrees of freedom. Increasing returns, not from variety but volume in general, may 

also stem from learning effects: more data may trigger a (slight) quality increase, attracting new users. 

They, in turn, generate more data that can be fed into the learning process to improve quality. Thus, a 

slight data advantage may, over time, lead to a leading market position. Hence even though data may 

exhibit decreasing returns in a technical sense (accuracy), there may be increasing returns in an economic 

sense (market share).49  

 

However, the complementary nature of data and the ability to infer data from other data may potentially 

mitigate the first-mover advantage because it leads to a certain degree of substitutability of data. For 

example, a mobile operating system may observe from the technical settings of the smartphone that a 

person has a mobile subscription with Vodafone. But a social media platform may infer the same 

information from the fact that this person follows Vodafone on its platform and from the observation that 

this person communicates via its platform with Vodafone’s helpdesk.  

 

Another characteristic of data which has been argued to mitigate a first-mover advantage is that, 

depending on the use-case, the relevance of data may perish rather quickly. This is why having access 

to real-time data can be important, to deny data controllers a "velocity advantage". The Internet is 

constantly updated with new information, making the concept of ‘relevance’ a moving target. As such, 

search algorithms need constant updates with new (real-time) combinations of data. This is particularly true 

for search algorithms using search queries as input data (He, et al., 2017), but the same goes for data and 

                                                           
45  In the case of testing for colour use in the user interface, contextual information includes other design features of the user 

interface as well as location data from which may be inferred whether the person is driving a car at the moment of use, 

which makes him likely distracted and the experiment less useful (or more, depending on what functionality one is testing). 
46  Agrawal, Gans, & Goldfarb (2019), Prüffer and Schottmüller (2017), Mayer-Schönberg & Ramge (2018), Anderson (2020) 
47  Including Google’s Hal Varian and Amazon’s Pat Bajari, according to Anderson (2020) 
48  This is not surprising as general statistics teaches us that relevance (R2) increases with the sample size (n) at a 

diminishing rate; at a certain point, the sample is large enough for getting significant results and an increase in sample size 

does not lead to higher relevance. 
49  Agrawal, Gans, & Goldfarb (2019) 
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algorithms used by social networks, because relations and the strength of relations within a social graph 

are constantly developing. This requires a high velocity at which data is updated such that scale, as in the 

number of users, becomes even more important: the more users, the more likely it is that the necessary 

volume of related search queries for producing relevance (or the necessary volume of social interactions in 

the case of social networks) will be reached before the shelf-time of data has expired. 

 

A final characteristic of data is that there are tremendous economies of scope related to data as (the 

same) data may form an input for a large variety of services. For example, behavioural data feed personal 

profiles that help increase the relevance of search results or shopping suggestions, they help a social 

network to improve its ability to facilitate meaningful interactions, and they allow a financial service provider 

to provide better advice. Indeed, an input like oil may be similarly versatile, but unlike data, oil is a rival 

input and cannot be re-used for producing different services or products.  

 

Horizontal sharing of behavioural data may be an effective tool for mitigating risks of market tipping 

when learning effects are strong. However, because behavioural data typically results from 

interactions with the user interface (and the algorithms running in the background), sharing them 

may provide rivals with opportunities for reverse engineering (depending on the number and 

importance of data feedback loops). Reverse engineering takes away the incentives of all parties to 

invest and innovate. This risk forms a legitimate reason for not sharing behavioural data. A decision 

to impose obligations to share behavioural data must therefore balance the gains for competition 

against the costs of reverse engineering. Note that the risk of reverse engineering introduces a 

potential conflict between a data sharing obligation and certain IPRs; notably the Database 

Directive (when sharing discloses information on the structure of databases, i.e. web indexes).  

 

A reluctance to share behavioural data can also be related to privacy risks (as indicated by experts 

in the interviews for the case studies). However, behavioural data maintains a fair amount of value 

after it has been anonymised. For example, combinations of search queries and clicking behaviour 

can be shared without disclosing identities, while still allowing it to be analysed for improving the 

quality of search algorithms. Of course, in a pseudo-anonymised form the value increases as this 

allows for including more profiling and contextual data in the analysis, but this would go at the 

expense of increased risks for privacy and security.  

 

 

3.2.3 User-generated content and operational data drive lock-in effects 

General 

User-generated content, as explained earlier are typically the result of a creative process by the 

user and have both an intrinsic (artistic) value as well as personal (sentimental) value. The latter 

makes that users tend to be attached to the data and may not want to lose access to the data. This 

may cause lock-in effects, which is why a platform may be reluctant to share or port the data. Next 

to sentimental and artistic value, the data also have value as an input for analysis. A platform may 

be able to derive a wide variety of information (like social data, contextual data, and profile data) 

from these unstructured datafiles.  

 

Business users 

Operational data provide core inputs on a company’s performance and as such is a primary source 

for operational, tactical and strategic decision-making. Unrestricted access to the data has become 

vital for the continuation of business processes. Incomplete data portability or interoperability 

between the old and new infrastructure might result in losing access to (some) data. This fear 

keeps business users locked-in with current software and cloud infrastructure providers. 
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With operational data the ‘creative process’ takes place (so to say) in algorithms that drive the 

operational performance of a greenhouse, a farm, a logistics centre, or a hospital. In theory, sharing 

these data may thus also involve the risk of reverse engineering (like with behavioural data). 

However, in practice the number of variables entering the equation and feeding back into it are 

likely much higher, which mitigates this risk. As a result, companies and platforms are (or should 

be) less reluctant to share operational data with others who want to innovate with them. Concerns 

about revealing commercial and strategic information may be overcome by anonymising the data 

such that it cannot be traced back to an individual company. 

 

 

3.2.4 Contextual data give meaning  

Contextual data provides context (circumstances) to an event, person, a company, or an item. This 

data is important for providing a broader understanding of specific pieces of information and placing 

them in a larger picture. When relating to a company or a person, contextual information is 

personal/company specific. Such contextual information loses value when anonymised. However, 

combining anonymised contextual information with other anonymised data, leads to risks of de-

anonymisation of data. This problem may be mitigated by using contextual data at a more 

aggregated level50. As a rule, however, the more contextual data is shared along with anonymised 

data, the more likely that anonymised data can be de-anonymised. 

 

 

3.2.5 Profile data drive indirect network effects and are a source of income 

General 

Broadly speaking, profile data are used for two purposes: driving indirect network effects and 

generating advertisement revenues. Indirect network effects are driven by profile data as they are 

needed to match apps, content, and product offerings with potential users. In a more dynamic 

sense, profile data may be used for facilitating the development of these applications, content, and 

product offerings. In addition, profile data are used for matching advertisements with a targeted 

audience.  

 

A general obligation to share profile data would be at odds with the GDPR. Profiles cannot be 

anonymised without losing a fair amount (if not all) value. Consent is always required under the 

GDPR. In a hypothetical situation where people would massively give consent or even instruct 

platforms to share and port profile data, this would fundamentally change the mode of competition 

between suppliers of advertisement. It likely mitigates the rat race for data. When all advertisement 

platforms avail of the same profile data because of sharing obligations, they no longer differ in their 

ability to target individuals subject to different criteria. Services may differentiate more by targeting 

a specific audience in the first place. For example, Strava targets athletes and Lume targets 

spiritual women. These platforms differentiate as a provider of ad space, not by their ability to target 

specific individuals, but by offering advertisers the opportunity to associate themselves with the 

theme of the service and the users associated.  

 

It is not clear beforehand whether the net result is positive for end-users. Mitigating the hunger for 

data may be regarded a welcome effect in light of privacy concerns, however, these gains may be 

neutralised by the fact that shared profiles cannot be anonymised without losing a fair amount (if 

not all) of its value. Moreover, the current hunger for data drives innovation of services. Without this 

hunger, the drive for innovation is different and may be less (we do not know). 

 

                                                           
50  For example, tagging anonymised search queries with anonymised location data will most likely allow a researcher to filter 

all the search queries at a particular address and manage to link the search queries to the person living there. The location 

data must thus be aggregated at e.g. city level in order to prevent such de-anonymisation.  
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Business users 

Regarding companies, profile data can be used for signalling investment opportunities. Banks, 

investors, stock exchanges, et cetera, are interested in the financial health of companies as well as 

in other information about the viability of business cases of companies, including CRM data (see 

above) and operational data (see below). In this regard, the social login functions offered by 

platforms as Google and Facebook are in interesting phenomenon. By providing social login 

functions, platforms gain access to accurate data about usage from thousands of apps and 

websites. This provides them with an enormous knowledge, on a real-time basis, about market 

shares and whatever can be inferred from the data. Data subjects may consider this data as 

strategic and may not want it to be publicly available (e.g. not all apps publish usage data). 

However, by making use of social login, many of these strategic data are shared with Big Tech 

platforms, granting them an information advantage vis-à-vis other potential investors/buyers. 

Hence, the social login service not only makes life easier for third-party apps and websites (by 

giving them access to users' social and profile data) and their users (reducing the hassle of 

passwords), it also benefits the provider of the service in the form of valuable market information on 

profitable take-overs (possibly driven by pre-emptive motives). 

 

 

3.2.6 The cost of producing data and the impact of data sharing obligations 

Collecting or producing data may involve efforts, investments and other expenditures. These costs 

are modest or even negligible for data that is a by-product of existing activities. For other data 

types, the cost to generate them can be substantial. Below we elaborate on these costs and their 

implications. In this discussion, we follow the classification of origin-based data types: 

observed/provided data, derived/inferred data, and produced data. 

 

Observed and provided data relate to the distinction between raw and processed data, with 

observed/provided data falling in the first category. These data types are (actively or passively) 

created, disclosed, or shared by users while using a service. Alternatively, they are harvested by 

sensors as raw data. Therefore, the efforts and expenditures to collect these data tend to be 

relatively low. For example, data collection by online search providers only requires that users type 

in search queries and click on results: it basically relies on the provision of the service itself. 

Similarly, collecting social data is a by-product of offering social media services. These data can 

subsequently be shared (at negligible costs) with advertisers, downstream app developers and 

others.  

 

Exceptions occur when provided or observed data must satisfy high quality standards, such as 

technical precision regarding critical applications, or formal legitimacy for accounting purposes. 

Such cases typically occur in B2B settings where the data collection process can require 

investments in elaborate systems (e.g. technical, sensors, ICT, or administrative systems). A 

sharing obligation (without appropriate compensation) could then interfere with the incentives to 

invest in setting up the systems to collect these data. 

 

Derived and inferred data are processed data. Note first of all that if observed or provided (raw) 

data are replicable, then the same is generally true for processed data derived or inferred from the 

raw data. The reason is that others can just as well come up with methods (e.g. algorithms) that 

generate the processed data. Therefore, it is generally not necessary or desirable to mandate the 

sharing of processed data. The question is whether the underlying observed or provided data pose 

problems that call for sharing obligations, such as when this data is non-replicable.  

 

Derived and inferred data are typically based on calculations performed by algorithms. To make this 

possible, a company must install a suitable system (e.g. database software that runs on existing 
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computers) and invest in software that can carry out analyses. An example is the derivation of key 

performance indicators for companies (e.g. hospitals). These are typically based on underlying data 

that are obtained as part of routine service delivery51. To obtain performance indicators, 

straightforward calculation techniques are sometimes adequate. In other cases, it is more costly to 

produce derived data. An example is related to weather predictions. Observing the current weather 

requires data from sensors and satellites; to a large extent, such data can be purchased. To predict 

the weather though, one needs to develop advanced algorithms that require powerful computers. 

Hence, the cost of producing derived data can vary a lot. 

 

Produced data includes data obtained from surveys, customer trials, A/B testing, experiments, and 

manual operations (performed on observed/provided data). The latter occurs with training data for 

AI applications. An example is the manual adding of labels to observed or provided data such as 

photographs scraped of the internet52. The collection (or production) of produced data requires 

dedicated expenditures and efforts, such as defining the nature of the desired data and designing a 

set-up to generate them. When these costs are substantial, sharing obligations may distort 

competition and innovation. 

 

The costs of producing data, and hence the impact of an obligation to share them, can vary a lot. 

Think, for instance, of produced data based on an elaborate and expensive survey: a sharing 

obligation could easily undermine the incentives to carry out such a survey. Moreover, there are no 

barriers for others to carry out similar surveys. Similar observations can be made for training data, 

which can be costly to produce due to expensive manual processing. Another example concerns 

geographical maps. These are produced in very different ways using data from highly specific 

sources such as surveying, satellite imagery and institutional / official sources.53 The level of detail 

and the nature of maps will determine how costly mapmaking will be (also in terms of specialised 

expertise). For this reason, some companies devote themselves to mapmaking and license their 

products to firms using map data as inputs (e.g. providers of route planning services). 

 

The associated expenditures can be fixed as well as incremental. Setting up a structure for 

producing data involves a fixed and sunk cost that needs to be incurred in advance. Expenditures 

are incremental when, for instance, data generation requires human labour, as in the example of 

training data, or when the volume of data matters for the level of (artificial) intelligence. In both 

cases, spending more directly translates into higher quality of the produced data54. Firms may be 

able to produce such training data themselves or purchase it from data producers, like firms 

producing training data. For such incremental costs, the cost range can be wide. 

 

For all data types discussed above, note that legal constraints increase the cost of generating data. 

Such costs may not be directly related to the production of data but can nevertheless be 

unavoidable. An example is the production of data by observation cameras in public spaces or 

private properties. Privacy regulation and liability risks related to security breaches (e.g. data 

interception by intruders) then impose (possibly expensive) precautionary measures. 

 

To conclude, the cost of generating data can vary a lot, but even if it is costly, data sharing is not 

always harmful for the incentives to collect data. A relevant question is not only (or not so much) 

whether a data sharing obligation eliminates the incentives for (investing in) data collection. These 

incentives are often partly dependent on the business model chosen, and whether that depends on 

exclusive access to data or not. There are also other business models that are less dependent on 

                                                           
51  Jones et al. (2015) discuss this for the case of hospitals. 
52  The Economist, "For AI, data are harder to come by than you think", 11 June 2020. 
53  Nagaraj and Stern (2020). 
54  "For AI, data are harder to come by than you think", The Economist 11 June 2020. 
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this. Data sharing helps prevent business models from being developed based on exclusive data 

and (resulting) customer lock-in. In other words, data sharing invites the development of business 

models that benefit from data sharing, or that do not depend on the presence or absence of an 

exchange obligation. 

 

We conclude the latter observations with two illustrations. First, an example of a business model 

that benefits from data sharing is a construction company that installs sensors in new buildings. The 

firm can make the collected data available, via a digital platform, to a multitude of service providers, 

such as cleaning and maintenance companies. Second, an example of a business model that does 

not depend on (or is "immune to") data sharing may be Amazon Go, the US-located chain of 

convenience stores. In these stores, cameras and other technologies minutely track shoppers in 

stores. Thus, data is collected based on which a shop can let consumers check out virtually and 

pay automatically for goods that they picked up. Having to share the raw shopping data does not 

seem to undermine the value proposition or business model, which is based on boosting the 

convenience of grocery shopping. Of course, it could interfere with consumers' privacy and the 

company's wish to maintain secrecy of strategic considerations related to the layout design of 

stores (i.e. there also exist arguments against data sharing in this example). 

 

 

3.3 Summarising infographic 

The previous discussion of typologies and data categories is summarised in the infographic below.  

 

The colour bars in the figure indicate to what extent data are raw (i.e. provided/observed) or are the 

output of an analysis (i.e. derived or inferred). Sharing raw data typically does not affect the 

incentives to invest.  

 

The vertical ranking of the data categories indicates to what extent data types lose value when 

anonymised. Social and profile data lose considerable value when anonymised. Hence, sharing 

these data requires consent of data subjects. Behavioural data and contextual data can still be of 

value when anonymised, however, we note that the technical possibilities to de-anonymise data 

increase with the availability of contextual data. In general, the ability to de-anonymise data is 

increasing over time (notably in the context of big data), making it progressively difficult to balance 

privacy needs and other policy objectives. 
 

The right panel of the figure shows:  

I. the value of data for platforms from the perspective of their business models: driving network 

effects (social data and profile data), driving learning effects (behavioural data and operational 

data), user engagement (user content), and being supportive to data-analysis by helping to 

interpret correlations (contextual data).  

II. The replicability of data; most of the data is (partly) replicable or available from other sources. 

Social data is partly replicable by asking users for access to their contact lists in phones and 

email programmes. This is different for user-generated content as there is no simple one-click 

option for users to grant others access. Similarly, behavioural data may not necessarily be 

replicable. For example, search queries and clicking behaviour can be observed by search 

engines as well as by web browsers. A decade ago, this meant that the data was replicable by 

offering web browsers. However, as Google is currently dominating both the search and the 

browser market, the replicability of the data has reduced. 

III. The relation to mobility of users; the panel shows to what extent data mobility affects user 

mobility (or reversely, customer lock-in). This typically applies to data which is of sentimental or 

strategic value to users (like user-generated content, including operational data).  
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IV. Incentives to share; in the absence of any rules or regulation, platforms have an incentive to 

share data with vertical partners within their ecosystem (unless this reveals trade secrets as 

may be the case with behavioural data), but not with horizontal competitors or stakeholders in 

other sectors operating outside of their ecosystem. The boundary between a vertical partner 

and a horizontal competitor is not always sharp. Some platforms (e.g. Facebook) apply a broad 

definition of what constitutes a partnership and allow for duplication of its functionalities by 

vertical partners. Other platforms (e.g. Strava) apply a narrow definition and cut off data feeds 

as soon as a partner duplicates their functionalities.  

V. Consequences of sharing data; Sharing social, behavioural and profile data affects 

competition by mitigating risks of market tipping and lessening the hunger for data. However, 

the effectiveness of sharing social and profile data may be limited because the data is 

practically useless when anonymised and sharing thus requires consent. Moreover, sharing 

behavioural data involves risks of reverse engineering and imposing an obligation to share may 

conflict with certain IPRs. Sharing contextual data along with anonymised data involves the risk 

of being able to de-anonymise the data. 
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4 Legislation on data sharing 

Existing legal rights and duties relevant to data sharing consist of general and horizontal rules 

applicable to the entire economy, as well as sector-specific rules. This section discusses three 

general regimes relevant to data sharing in the EU: intellectual property law, data protection, and 

competition law. As the rules in these regimes stem from EU frameworks, the focus is on EU law. 

Where relevant, examples or references to the Dutch situation are included. The analysis illustrates 

that the regimes of data protection and competition law can facilitate data sharing but may also 

impose restrictions. Furthermore, datasets are sometimes protected by intellectual property rights 

and trade secrets. The introduction of legal rights or duties for data sharing may thereby affect the 

concerned protection of intellectual property rights or trade secrets. We also explore how data 

protection and competition law create possibilities as well as limitations for data sharing. We will 

apply insights from this section to the exploration of specific cases (chapter 5).  

 

 

4.1 Intellectual property law and trade secrets 

In the EU, there is no specific property right for data as such,55 but datasets may fall under the 

scope of protection of existing intellectual property rights and trade secrets. This section discusses 

copyright, the "sui generis" database right and trade secrets from the perspective of the protection 

of data(sets).  

 

Protection of original content under copyright law 

Copyright law protects the expression of an original work and grants authors temporary exclusive 

rights, including the right of reproduction and the right of communication to the public.56 While 

ideas, facts or data in itself do not qualify for copyright protection, copyright may protect databases 

created by providers based on information they have collected, and also original content provided 

by users. The protection of original user content and its relevance for data sharing is discussed in 

this sub-section. The protection of databases is addressed in the next sub-section.  

 

The protection of original content uploaded by users can, for instance, include original posts, photos 

or videos uploaded on a social network. While users may hold copyright over the content they 

upload, the general terms and conditions set by platforms typically require users to grant the 

provider a license to use all of their content, including content protected by intellectual property 

rights. The existence of several parallel claims over content can create difficulties for enforcement, 

as can be observed in the music industry. 

  

As a further illustration of such difficulties, reference can be made to the 2011 dispute between data 

protection activist Max Schrems and Facebook. In response to the request of Schrems to access 
                                                           
55  However, a few years ago there was a discussion about the creation of a property right for non-personal data (so-called 

data producer’s right). There seems to be consensus now that such a new exclusive right is not fit for purpose and the 

debate seems to have moved to the creation of possibilities for access to data instead of ownership of data. See H. Zech, 

‘A Legal Framework for a Data Economy in the European Digital Single Market: Rights to Use Data" (2016) 11 Journal of 

Intellectual Property Law & Practice 460; J. Drexl, "Designing Competitive Markets for Industrial Data—Between 

Propertization and Access" (2017) 8 JIPITEC 257. See also the 2019 Dutch vision on data sharing between businesses, p. 

15, available at https://www.government.nl/documents/reports/2019/02/01/dutch-vision-on-data-sharing-between-

businesses: ’In property-law terms no-one ‘owns’ data because it is not a physical object’. 
56  Articles 2 and 3 of Directive 2001/29/EC of the European Parliament and of the Council of 22 May 2001 on the 

harmonisation of certain aspects of copyright and related rights in the information society (Information Society Directive) 

[2001] OJ L 167/10 as amended by Directive (EU) 2019/790 of the European Parliament and of the Council of 17 April 

2019 on copyright and related rights in the Digital Single Market [2019] OJ L 130/92. 

 

https://www.government.nl/documents/reports/2019/02/01/dutch-vision-on-data-sharing-between-businesses
https://www.government.nl/documents/reports/2019/02/01/dutch-vision-on-data-sharing-between-businesses
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his personal data under data protection law, Facebook refused to give access to all the personal 

data it held about Schrems on the ground that part of his data qualified as a trade secret or 

intellectual property of Facebook.57 Rights or duties for data sharing can also involve original 

content uploaded by users, for instance when the GDPR’s right to data portability is invoked by a 

user to transfer his or her profile to another social network provider. Where part of a user’s profile is 

protected by copyright held by the social network provider, there are parallel legal entitlements over 

the data, namely the user’s rights over his or her personal data and the copyright over original 

content as licensed to the social network provider. Section 5.2 below analyses how the Guidelines 

on the right to data portability as published by the Article 29 Working Party (Article 29 Working 

Party, 2017) try to reconcile the relationship of the GDPR’s right to data portability with intellectual 

property rights and trade secrets. 

 

Protection of databases under copyright law and under the sui generis database right 

Next to the protection of data qualifying as original content under copyright law, databases can be 

protected under certain intellectual property rights. The Database Directive provides for a dual 

regime of protection of databases by granting copyright protection to the structure of original 

databases and by establishing a sui generis right protecting the content of databases. If a dataset 

qualifies as a ‘database’ under the Directive and meets the other conditions, it can also benefit from 

the two forms of protection in parallel. We now discuss these rights in turn. 

 

Under the Database Directive, a database is defined as ‘a collection of independent works, data or 

other materials arranged in a systematic or methodical way and individually accessible by electronic 

or other means’.58 Interpreting this for the purposes of this study implies that a dataset can be 

qualified as a database as long as its contents can be divided into separate items having 

independent value59 and are being classified using a particular method that also allows the retrieval 

of individual pieces of information. Considering the structured way technology firms store data, it is 

likely that their datasets as examined in this study can be regarded as databases for the purposes 

of the Database Directive. Once qualified as a database, a dataset can benefit from copyright 

and/or sui generis database protection under certain requirements to which the attention now turns.  

 

To qualify for copyright protection, databases must constitute ‘the author’s own intellectual creation’ 

through the way their contents are selected or arranged as laid down by Article 3(1) of the 

Database Directive. The copyright protection of a database only covers the structure of the data 

and does not extend to its content.60 The Court of Justice clarified that a database constitutes the 

author’s own intellectual creation when it carries the author’s ”personal touch” through the 

expression of his ‘creative ability in an original manner by making free and creative choices‘ in how 

the data is selected or arranged.61 The originality requirement is not satisfied when technical 

considerations, rules or constraints dictate the setting up of the database and leave no room for the 

author’s creative freedom’.62 Applying these insights to the context of this study means that 

datasets are capable of qualifying for copyright protection as long as there is room for the author to 

make free and creative choices in how the data is selected or arranged. The selection or 

arrangement of data will not qualify for copyright protection if it stems from purely technical 

                                                           
57  See G. Moody, ‘Facebook Says Some of Your Personal Data Is Its 'Trade Secrets or Intellectual Property'’, Techdirt, 12 

October 2011, available at https://www.techdirt.com/articles/20111011/12190216306/facebook-says-some-your-personal-

data-is-its-trade-secrets-intellectual-property.shtml 
58  Article 1(2) of Directive 96/9/EC of the European Parliament and of the Council of 11 March 1996 on the legal protection of 

databases (Database Directive) [1996] OJ L 77/20. 
59  To illustrate the notion of ’independence’, according to recital 17 of the Database Directive ’a recording or an audiovisual, 

cinematographic, literary or musical work as such‘ does not fall within the scope of the Directive because these only have 

value as complete works. 
60  Article 3(2) of the Database Directive. 
61  Case C-604/10 Football Dataco Ltd and Others v. Yahoo! UK Ltd and Others, ECLI:EU:C:2012:115, par. 38. 
62  Case C-604/10 Football Dataco Ltd and Others v. Yahoo! UK Ltd and Others, ECLI:EU:C:2012:115, par. 39. 

https://www.techdirt.com/articles/20111011/12190216306/facebook-says-some-your-personal-data-is-its-trade-secrets-intellectual-property.shtml
https://www.techdirt.com/articles/20111011/12190216306/facebook-says-some-your-personal-data-is-its-trade-secrets-intellectual-property.shtml
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considerations. Considering the variety of ways for technology firms to arrange their datasets and 

the lack of uniform standards, it is likely that their datasets meet the requirements for copyright 

protection. Beyond copyright protection, a database can also benefit from protection under the sui 

generis database right created by Article 7(1) of the Database Directive if a substantial investment 

has been made in the obtaining, verification or presentation of the contents of the database. 

Whereas copyright protection for databases requires an original expression of the creative freedom 

of the author, "investment" is the relevant criterion for sui generis (which means "unique") database 

protection. A database that does not meet the originality requirement of copyright may therefore still 

benefit from protection under the sui generis right as long as considerable human, technical or 

financial resources are invested in its creation.63 For the purposes of incorporating these insights 

into this study, a relevant question is to what extent investment in data-generating activities have to 

be disregarded when determining whether a dataset qualifies for sui generis protection. Following 

judgments from the Court of Justice, only investments in the obtaining, verification or presentation 

of pre-existing contents are relevant for sui generis database protection. Investments in creating the 

materials which make up the contents of the database do not qualify.64 

 

Against this background, a key question for data sharing in the context of the technology sector is 

to what extent the collection of machine-generated data or sensor data can be regarded as 

investments in creating instead of obtaining of data.65 According to the European Commission’s 

2018 evaluation of the Database Directive, it would be efficient for the data economy to qualify the 

collection of machine-generated and sensor data as investments in the creation of data and thus 

exclude such data from sui generis protection.66 Access to such data for the purposes of reuse 

would then not be subject to the authorization of the database owner. 

Provided that the relevant requirements are met, datasets can qualify for copyright and/or sui 

generis protection under the Database Directive. Both of these types of protection are without 

prejudice to any rights subsisting in the underlying elements or data that make up the database, 

such as copyrights (for instance for original content uploaded by users), and also data protection.67  

 

Protection of data as trade secret 

Finally, data may benefit from protection under the Trade Secrets Directive. The following 

conditions must hold: (1) the information is secret in the sense that it is not, as a body or in the 

precise configuration and assembly of its components, generally known among or readily 

accessible to persons within the circles that normally deal with the kind of information in question; 

(2) the information has commercial value because it is secret; and (3) the information has been 

subject to reasonable steps under the circumstances, by the person lawfully in control of the 

information, to keep it secret.68  

 

With regard to the type of information eligible for protection, the recitals of the Trade Secrets 

Directive state that this may cover ‘a diverse range of information that extends beyond 

technological knowledge to commercial data such as information on customers and suppliers, 

                                                           
63  Recital 7 of Directive 96/9/EC of the Database Directive. 
64  Judgment in Fixtures Marketing Ltd v. Oy Veikkaus Ab, C-46/02, ECLI:EU:C:2004:694, par. 34 and 37; Judgment in The 

British Horseracing Board Ltd and Others v. William Hill Organization Ltd, C-203/02, ECLI:EU:C:2004:695, par. 31 and 34; 

Judgment in Fixtures Marketing Ltd v. Svenska Spel AB, C-338/02, ECLI:EU:C:2004:696, par. 24 and 27; Judgment in 

Fixtures Marketing Ltd v. Organismos prognostikon agonon podosfairou AE (OPAP), C-444/02, ECLI:EU:C:2004:697, par. 

40 and 43. 
65  Commission Staff Working Document - Evaluation of Directive 96/9/EC on the legal protection of databases, SWD(2018) 

146 final, 25 April 2018, p. 35-40. 
66  Commission Staff Working Document - Evaluation of Directive 96/9/EC on the legal protection of databases, SWD(2018) 

146 final, 25 April 2018, p. 35. 
67  See respectively, Articles 3(2) and 7(4) of the Database Directive. 
68  Article 2(1) of Directive (EU) 2016/943 of the European Parliament and of the Council of 8 June 2016 on the protection of 

undisclosed know-how and business information (trade secrets) against their unlawful acquisition, use and disclosure 

(Trade Secrets Directive) [2016] OJ L 157/1. 
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business plans, and market research and strategies’.69 Within the context of this study this means 

that various types of data or datasets creating commercial value for their holders when shielded 

from third parties can qualify for trade secret protection to the extent that the three conditions of the 

Trade Secrets Directive mentioned above are fulfilled.70 The example in the beginning of this 

section regarding the dispute between Max Schrems and Facebook shows that technology firms do 

invoke trade secret protection for their datasets. 
 

Rights granted to holders of copyright, database rights and trade secrets 

Each of the three types of protection provides different rights to the holders of data(sets). 

 

Copyright law entitles authors to prevent third parties from engaging in two unauthorized acts, 

namely (1) reproduction, and (2) communication to the public.71  

 

The sui generis database right entitles authors of a database to prevent third parties from engaging 

in the following two unauthorized acts: (1) extraction and/or re-utilization of the whole or of a 

substantial part of the contents of the database72, and (2) repeated and systematic extraction 

and/or re-utilization of insubstantial parts of the contents of the database in a way that conflicts with 

a normal exploitation or unreasonably prejudices the legitimate interests of the maker of the 

database73.  

 

Unlike copyright and sui generis database protection, trade secret protection does not grant right 

holders an exclusive right to prevent third parties from using the data(sets) but can only be invoked 

against unlawful acquisition, use and disclosure.74. Trade secret protection can thus not be invoked 

against the use of information obtained through legitimate means such as independent discovery or 

creation.75 Non-disclosure or confidentiality agreements are often used to keep commercially 

valuable information secret and to ensure trade secret protection.  

 

Relevance to data sharing 

The extent to which data is protected by certain intellectual property rights or trade secrets is 

relevant for the issue of data sharing, because the existence of rights or duties for data access and 

the creation of such additional rights or duties can limit the scope of protection offered by copyright 

and database rights regarding datasets. Existing mechanisms for data sharing such as the GDPR’s 

right to data portability already intersect with these rights as the dispute between Max Schrems and 

Facebook in the beginning of this section illustrates. By obliging holders of copyright or database 

rights to share data(sets) or by creating rights for third parties to access data(sets) that are 

potentially protected under these rights (such as the already existing right to data portability under 

the GDPR), the right of the holders of these rights to exclude third parties from using the data(sets) 

is restricted. Intellectual property is not only protected in the form of specific rights, it also has the 

status of a fundamental right under Article 17 of the Charter of Fundamental Rights of the European 

Union as well as Article 1 of Protocol No. 1 to the European Convention on Human Rights. At the 

same time, the protection of intellectual property is not absolute. It can be balanced against other 

                                                           
69  Recital 2 of the Trade Secrets Directive. 
70  In addition, algorithms may be the subject of trade secret protection. 
71  Articles 2 and 3 of Directive 2001/29/EC of the European Parliament and of the Council of 22 May 2001 on the 

harmonisation of certain aspects of copyright and related rights in the information society (Information Society Directive) 

[2001] OJ L 167/10 as amended by Directive (EU) 2019/790 of the European Parliament and of the Council of 17 April 

2019 on copyright and related rights in the Digital Single Market [2019] OJ L 130/92. 
72  Article 7(1) of the Database Directive. 
73  Article 7(5) of the Database Directive. 
74  Subsections 2-5 of Article 4 of the Trade Secrets Directive specify the circumstances in which the acquisition, use and 

disclosure of a trade secret is considered unlawful.  
75  Article 3 of the Trade Secrets Directive lists situations in which the acquisition, use and disclosure of a trade secret is 

considered lawful.  
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rights or interests. For instance, refusals to license intellectual property rights have been held 

abusive under EU competition law, resulting into duties to license and thus limiting the exclusivity 

provided to intellectual property right holders.76  

 

In the 2020 Communication "A European strategy for data", the European Commission expressed 

its intention to evaluate the intellectual property framework "with a view to further enhance data 

access and use". Specific mention is made of a possible revision of the Database Directive and a 

clarification of the application of the Trade Secrets Directive as an enabling framework.77 Guidance 

is expected on how to balance the benefits of data sharing with the possible invasion into the scope 

of protection offered by aforementioned legislative instruments as the Commission prepares the 

Data Act that is expected to be published in 2021. An example of the outcome of such previous 

balancing is the adoption of exemptions from copyright and sui generis database protection to 

conduct text and data mining under the conditions laid down in Directive 2019/790.78 If considered 

desirable, such exemptions may be further extended to promote access to data at the EU or 

national level. It has also been proposed to integrate new rights or duties for data sharing into 

intellectual property regimes themselves, for instance by making the granting of intellectual property 

protection for data(sets) conditional on compulsory licensing of the same data by the right holder 

(Drexl, 2018). Although the European Commission mentioned this as a possibility in its 2018 

evaluation of the Database Directive,79 it may be difficult to implement such an approach in practice 

due to uncertainties about how to define what qualifies as ’data’ and the character of the relevant 

intellectual property rights to entitle right holders to prohibit third parties from engaging in certain 

unauthorized uses.   

 

As will be shown in the next sections, the existing regimes of data protection and competition law 

can already facilitate data sharing and thereby interact with the protection offered to data(sets) 

under copyright, sui generis database and trade secret protection.  

 

 

4.2 EU data protection law 

The General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR)80 contains legal rules applicable to the processing 

of personal data. As made clear in Article 1, the GDPR pursues a dual objective of protecting the 

fundamental right to data protection and stimulating the free movement of personal data within the 

European Union. To this end, the GDPR provides data subjects81 with rights that strengthen their 

                                                           
76  See Joined cases C-241/91 and C-242/91, Magill, ECLI:EU:C:1995:98; Case C-418/01, IMS Health, ECLI:EU:C:2004:257; 

and Case T-201/04, Microsoft, ECLI:EU:T:2007:289. 
77  Communication from the Commission to the European Parliament, the Council, the European Economic and Social 

Committee and the Committee of the Regions ‘A European strategy for data’, COM(2020) 66 final, 19 February 2020, p. 

13. The Dutch government has welcomed the intention of the Commission to evaluate the intellectual property framework 

with a view to further improve data access and use. See BNC-fiche ’Mededeling over een Europese datastrategie’, 

available at https://www.rijksoverheid.nl/binaries/rijksoverheid/documenten/rapporten/2020/04/14/mededeling-over-een-

europese-datastrategie/fiche-1-mededeling-over-een-europese-datastrategie.pdf . 
78  Articles 3 and 4 of Directive (EU) 2019/790 of the European Parliament and of the Council of 17 April 2019 on copyright 

and related rights in the Digital Single Market and amending Directives 96/9/EC and 2001/29/EC [2019] OJ L 130/92 
79  Commission Staff Working Document - Evaluation of Directive 96/9/EC on the legal protection of databases, SWD(2018) 

146 final, 25 April 2018. 
80  Regulation (EU) 2016/679 of 27 April 2016 on the protection of natural persons with regard to the processing of personal 

data and on the free movement of such data and repealing Directive 95/46/EC (GDPR) [2016] OJ L 119/1. 
81  Article 4(1) GDPR defines data subject as ‘an identifiable natural person is one who can be identified, directly or indirectly, 

in particular by reference to an identifier such as a name, an identification number, location data, an online identifier or to 

one or more factors specific to the physical, physiological, genetic, mental, economic, cultural or social identity of that 

natural person’. 

 

https://www.rijksoverheid.nl/binaries/rijksoverheid/documenten/rapporten/2020/04/14/mededeling-over-een-europese-datastrategie/fiche-1-mededeling-over-een-europese-datastrategie.pdf
https://www.rijksoverheid.nl/binaries/rijksoverheid/documenten/rapporten/2020/04/14/mededeling-over-een-europese-datastrategie/fiche-1-mededeling-over-een-europese-datastrategie.pdf
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control over personal data, and impose duties on data controllers82 to restrict the collection and use 

of personal data.  

 

Scope and application of the GDPR 

For the GDPR to be applicable, the information at stake must qualify as ‘personal data’, which is 

defined by Article 4(1) as "any information relating to an identified or identifiable natural person". 

The notion of personal data is interpreted expansively to include information that "by reason of its 

content, purpose or effect, is linked to a particular person".83 In particular, even unintended effects 

of data processing and the reasonable likelihood of identifiability can turn information into personal 

data. This interpretation has given rise to claims that with advances in data analytics any 

information may become personal data, making data protection the ‘law of everything’ (Purtova, 

2018). 

 

Although it is unclear how effective anonymisation techniques still are, with increasing possibilities 

for re-identification (Article 29 Working Party, 2017), the GDPR does not apply to anonymous 

information, that is, "information which does not relate to an identified or identifiable natural person 

or to personal data rendered anonymous in such a manner that the data subject is not or no longer 

identifiable".84 In the context of data sharing, this means that the GDPR does not apply to the 

sharing of personal data that is (made) anonymous. One should keep in mind, however, that the act 

of anonymisation itself constitutes processing of personal data for which the provisions of the 

GDPR apply. Through its provisions, the GDPR both limits and enables data sharing as discussed 

in the next sections. 

 

Lawfulness, purpose limitation and data minimisation as limits on data sharing 

The GDPR does not prohibit the processing (including sharing) of personal data as such, but it lays 

down the conditions for processing. An important condition is the lawfulness (or legal grounds) of 

the processing of personal data.85 Legal grounds relevant for our purposes include consent of the 

data subject, performance of a contract, compliance with a legal obligation, and legitimate interests 

of the data controller.86  

 

Many online services rely on the consent of the data subject as a legal ground for the processing of 

personal data, which is typically gathered through a user’s acceptance of the privacy policy or the 

general terms and conditions of a service. A question currently discussed among scholars is 

whether the imposition of a duty to share data under competition law amounts to a legal ground for 

data processing within the meaning of Article 6(1) GDPR.87 If so, consent of data subjects would 

not be needed to share personal data.88 However, theory and technicalities aside, it seems 

controversial to allow a data controller to share personal data with third parties without requiring any 

affirmative action by data subjects. As will be discussed further below, the tension between the 

need for data sharing as a vehicle for competition and innovation, and the empowerment of 

individuals whose personal data is being shared, poses one of the key challenges in this policy 

area.  

 

                                                           
82  Article 4(7) GDPR defines controller as ‘the natural or legal person, public authority, agency or other body which, alone or 

jointly with others, determines the purposes and means of the processing of personal data’. 
83  Case C‑434/16 Nowak, ECLI:EU:C:2017:994, par. 35. 
84  Recital 26 GDPR. 
85  Article 5(1)(a) GDPR 
86  Article 6(1) GDPR 
87  (Graef, 2016; Kathuria & Globocnik, 2019) 
88  Considering that the firm at issue would otherwise refrain from complying with a competition law remedy and thus be 

subject to liability, it seems that a competition law duty can, from a purely legal-technical perspective, qualify as a legal 

obligation to share data for the purposes of the requirement to have a lawful ground for processing under the GDPR. 
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Beyond the requirement of lawfulness, the other principles for processing of personal data in Article 

5(1) GDPR are relevant. Two of these principles can restrict data sharing, namely purpose 

limitation89 and data minimisation90.  

• The principle of purpose limitation entails that personal data can only be collected for 

specific purposes and cannot be further processed in a manner that is incompatible with those 

purposes. In the context of data sharing, this implies that personal data cannot be shared if the 

act of sharing does not fit with the original purpose for which the data was collected. However, if 

the new purpose is compatible with the original purpose, no legal basis separate from that 

which allowed the collection of the personal data is required.91 A key consideration for 

assessing whether data sharing is a compatible purpose will be whether data subjects could 

have reasonably expected the data controller to share data with third parties (Graef, Tombal & 

De Streel, 2019).92  

• The data minimisation principle requires personal data to be adequate, relevant and limited 

to what is necessary in relation to the purposes for which they are processed. For data sharing, 

this implies that the amount of data to be shared should be as limited as possible. As a result, 

the purpose for which the data is shared must be clearly outlined and the data controller who 

shares personal data must make sure no data is shared beyond what is necessary to attain that 

purpose.  

 

Right to data portability as enabler of data sharing 

Although the GDPR’s requirements of lawfulness, purpose limitation and data minimisation impose 

restrictions on the extent to which personal data can be shared, the GDPR has also introduced a 

right to data portability that facilitates sharing and reuse of personal data at the request of the data 

subject. Article 20(1) GDPR gives data subjects a right to receive (i.e. request while having a right 

to obtain) personal data provided to a controller in a structured, commonly used and machine-

readable format and transmit those data to another controller without hindrance. Article 20(2) 

GDPR provides data subjects with the right to have personal data transmitted directly from one 

controller to another ‘where technically feasible’. 

 

The right to data portability applies when the processing is based on consent or performance of a 

contract, and when the processing is carried out by automated means. In 2017, the Article 29 

Working Party published Guidelines on the right to data portability to clarify the conditions under 

which the new right would apply. The Guidelines are not legally binding but have an authoritative 

status. 

 

One of the issues that the Guidelines clarified was what personal data should be considered as 

covered by the term ‘provided by’ the data subject. According to the Article 29 Working Party, 

‘provided’ personal data includes both data knowingly and actively provided by the data subject, 

such as a user name, email address or one’s age, as well as data observed from the activities of 

users, including raw data processed by a smart meter, activity logs or search history. Inferred or 

derived data, however, created by the data controller of the basis of the data provided by the data 

subject, such as user profiles or algorithmic results of a health or financial assessment, fall outside 

the scope of the right to data portability (Article 29 Working Party, 2017).  

                                                           
89  Article 5(1)(b) GDPR 
90  Article 5(1)(c) GDPR 
91  Recital 50 GDPR. 
92  Furthermore, to assess compatibility on the basis of Article 6(4) GDPR, the data controller has to take into account: (a) any 

link between those purposes and the purposes of the intended further processing; (b) the context in which the personal 

data have been collected, in particular the reasonable expectations of data subjects based on their relationship with the 

controller as to their further use; (c) the nature of the personal data; (d) the consequences of the intended further 

processing for data subjects; and (e) the existence of appropriate safeguards in both the original and intended further 

processing operations. 
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The inclusion of observed data as part of personal data ‘provided by’ the data subject has led to 

claims that the interpretation of the Article 29 Working Party goes beyond the original intention of 

the legislator and does not strike a fair balance with the interests of data controllers who have 

invested in the collection of observed data.93 To our knowledge, at present there is no enforcement 

action by a data protection authority or a court judgment settling this debate on the boundaries of 

the personal data falling within the scope of the right to data portability.  

 

Beyond the notion of personal data ‘provided’ by the data subject, another relevant limit can be 

found in Article 20(4) GDPR, which states that the rights and freedoms of others should not be 

adversely affected by the right to data portability. This includes the data protection rights of other 

data subjects, whose personal data is mixed with that of the data subject invoking the right to data 

portability (for instance, one’s interactions on a social network), as well as the intellectual property 

rights or trade secrets of data controllers protecting the investment into data collection and data 

analysis (for instance, copyright, database and trade secret protection) (Graef, Husovec & Purtova, 

2018). 

 

A debate is still ongoing as to how such a balancing of interests should be properly conducted.94 As 

regards intellectual property, the Article 29 Working Party clarified that intellectual property and 

trade secrets should be considered before answering a data portability request but that "the result 

of those considerations should not be a refusal to provide all information to the data subject" (Article 

29 Working Party, 2017). Hence a data controller cannot reject a data portability request because 

the personal data of the individual concerned is also protected by the controller’s intellectual 

property and trade secrets. According to the Article 29 Working Party, data controllers should 

explore possibilities to transmit the personal data provided by data subjects in a form that does not 

release information covered by trade secrets or intellectual property rights (Article 29 Working 

Party, 2017), but it does not specify what should happen if this is not possible. 

 

With regard to the effectiveness of the right to data portability, opinions diverge over whether Article 

20 GDPR can only constitute a one-off type of portability, where data is transferred once to a new 

controller at the request of the data subject, or whether it can also be interpreted to include 

continuous and real-time portability of data until the data subject revokes the portability request.95 

The latter interpretation would make the right to data portability more apt for dynamic settings (e.g. 

with many connected IoT devices). However, real-time portability requires a technical infrastructure 

that can facilitate continuous streams of data. And as Article 20(2) GDPR refers to ‘technical 

feasibility’, the available technical possibilities are likely to impact how the right to data portability 

will be enforced. Even though the GDPR’s right to data portability applies to all processing of 

personal data irrespective of the industry, the implementation will thus likely vary across sectors 

depending on the presence of technical preconditions. 

 

What is interesting to note about the GDPR’s right to data portability, in the context of the distinction 

between horizontal, vertical and cross-sectoral data sharing, is that Article 20 GDPR is agnostic 

about the purpose for which data is ported. As such, the right to data portability can facilitate each 

of these three types of data sharing. Horizontal data sharing takes place once the data subject 

transfers data to a competing controller that provides a service equivalent (or a substitute) to the 

one of the original controller (for instance, the transfer of a user profile between similar social 

                                                           
93  See for instance Legal Memo with Respect to the Article 29 Guidelines on the Right to Data Portability, European 

Telecommunications Network Operators’ Association, 16 February 2017, 8-9, available at https://etno.eu/datas/positions-

papers/2017/170131%20ETNO_Data%20Portability_Memo/170131%20ETNO_Data%20Portability_Memo.pdf. 
94  See for instance the White Paper "Charting a Way Forward. Data Portability and Privacy" published by Facebook in 

September 2019. Available at https://about.fb.com/wp-content/uploads/2020/02/data-portability-privacy-white-paper.pdf. 
95  (Crémer, De Montjoye & Schweitzer, 2019; Graef, Husovec & Van den Boom, 2020) 

https://etno.eu/datas/positions-papers/2017/170131%20ETNO_Data%20Portability_Memo/170131%20ETNO_Data%20Portability_Memo.pdf
https://etno.eu/datas/positions-papers/2017/170131%20ETNO_Data%20Portability_Memo/170131%20ETNO_Data%20Portability_Memo.pdf
https://about.fb.com/wp-content/uploads/2020/02/data-portability-privacy-white-paper.pdf
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networks). Vertical data sharing occurs when data is moved to a controller that offers a 

complementary service (for instance, the use of energy consumption data to compare offers in a 

comparison service). Cross-sectoral data sharing is enabled when data is transferred across 

industries (for instance, the transfer of bank account information to big tech firms). Regarding the 

latter type of sharing, some argue that the right to data portability helps tech incumbents to get even 

more data and enhance their market position by convincing users to port data from other services.96 

 

 

4.3 EU competition law 

The EU competition law framework consists of a number of branches. For the purposes of this 

study, we limit ourselves to the branches of restrictive practices (Article 101 of the Treaty on the 

Functioning of the European Union (TFEU)) and abuse of dominance (Article 102 TFEU), while 

integrating some insights from merger review (EU Merger Regulation). As a regime that stimulates 

the internal market and protects the competitive process to the benefit of consumers, EU 

competition law can both limit and enable data sharing. 

 

Exchange of information as a limit on data sharing 

Data sharing violates Article 101 TFEU when it facilitates collusion among competitors. While a 

data sharing arrangement (also referred to as ‘data pooling’) can create pro-competitive effects by 

lowering entry barriers and increasing consumer choice, it may restrict competition when the 

sharing of data enables market players to become aware of each others' market strategies, or when 

access to data is limited to certain market players. 

 

The extent to which access conditions of a data pooling system restrict competition is at stake in 

the competition investigation that the European Commission opened in May 2019 into the 

association Insurance Ireland (European Commission, 2019a).97 With regard to how data sharing 

arrangements can facilitate collusion through information exchanges, the Commission's Horizontal 

Guidelines pay attention to how certain factors can make the exchange of information among 

competitors prone to facilitating collusion. These factors include the strategic nature of the 

information, the market coverage of the firms involved, the individualised or aggregated nature of 

the company information exchanged, the age of the data, the frequency of the information 

exchange, the public or non-public nature of the information, and whether the exchange of 

information is public or non-public.98 While the exchange of technical information for the 

development of new products or interoperability among existing products seems largely 

unproblematic, data pooling arrangements whereby parties share strategic and competitive 

information regarding prices or new innovations are likely to breach Article 101 TFEU. On the scale 

between those two extremes lie data pools in which not directly commercially sensitive information 

is shared, but where information is exchanged about a large number of customers in a way that 

may ultimately enable a member of the pool to extract competitive insights based on data analytics 

                                                           
96  See the comments of the president of the French competition authority Isabelle de Silva in L. de Klein & L. Zhou, ‘French, 

Australian agency chiefs share ideas on privacy, competition interplay’, PARR, ABA Antitrust Spring Meeting (2019), 

available at https://www.acuris.com/assets/PaRRABAreport2019_1.pdf: ‘Under the GDPR, there is also a requirement for 

companies to allow users to bring their data to another platform. The Autorité then heard from music streaming service 

Deezer that if users are allowed to leave with a whole list of music they created, it might make it easier for Apple or other 

big actors to take over the user, de Silva said’. 
97  Insurance Ireland administers a database to which member companies contribute insurance claims data on an ongoing 

basis with the objective of facilitating the detection of potentially fraudulent behaviour by insurance claimants and ensuring 

the accuracy of information provided by potential customers. The Commission is concerned that the conditions Insurance 

Ireland imposed on companies to access the database may have had the effect of placing them at a competitive 

disadvantage on the Irish motor insurance market in comparison with the companies already having access to the 

database (European Commission, 2019a). 
98  Commission Guidelines on the applicability of Article 101 of the Treaty on the Functioning of the European Union to 

horizontal co-operation agreements [2011] OJ C 11/1, par. 86-94. 

https://www.acuris.com/assets/PaRRABAreport2019_1.pdf
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(Graef, Tombal & De Streel, 2019). These are the data sharing arrangements whose legality is 

most difficult to assess (Lundqvist, 2018). 

 

A relevant precedent for determining the extent of liability for data sharing is the Asnef-Equifax 

judgment in which the Court of Justice assessed the compatibility of a creditworthiness register set 

up by a number of banks in Spain with Article 101 TFEU. The objective of the register was to 

exchange solvency and credit information about customers in order to evaluate the risks of 

engaging in lending and credit activities. The Court argued that in order not to restrict competition 

under Article 101 TFEU: (1) the relevant market in question should not be highly concentrated; (2) 

the register should not be capable of revealing the identity of the lenders, as this could help to 

identify the market position or commercial strategy of competitors; and (3) the register should be 

accessible in a non-discriminatory manner to all operators active in the relevant sphere, so that 

some operators are not disadvantaged if they do not have access to information needed for risk 

assessments.99 A similar analysis can be applied to test the compatibility of sharing arrangements 

of other types of data. The Commission is expected to provide clarity about the conditions under 

which data pooling is compatible with Article 101 TFEU in its ongoing revision of the Horizontal 

Guidelines.100 As suggested by Crémer, De Montjoye & Schweitzer (2019), the Commission may 

draw inspiration from its assessment of patent pooling and research & development agreements for 

its approach towards data pooling. 

 
Data access remedies as enablers of data sharing 

While the exchange of data can thus in certain circumstances create collusion, data sharing can at 

the same time be imposed as a remedy to address a competition problem in a market. Most 

relevant are cases where a dominant firm refuses to share data that is "essential" or 

“indispensable” for a third party to develop its own product or service. Depending on how one 

defines "essential", there may be a connection with the "essential facilities doctrine". Apart from the 

application of this doctrine, data sharing may be imposed as a remedy under competition law to 

address other types of abuse of dominance (for instance, discriminatory access to data) or to 

prevent competition concerns from arising in merger cases. While the threshold to impose data 

sharing in these situations is lower than under the essential facilities doctrine, the possibility for a 

competition intervention in these cases is dependent on whether other problematic behaviour 

occurs. In what follows, we therefore limit ourselves to exploring when refusals to share data would 

fall under the essential facilities doctrine.  

 

Refusals to deal are a type of abuse of dominance under Article 102 TFEU. As a remedy, a 

competition authority or court can impose a duty on the dominant firm to give competitors access to 

the requested input under the essential facilities doctrine. Accordingly, this doctrine mandates 

dominant firms (in certain circumstances) to provide access to inputs or assets that are essential for 

competitors in order to enter a related market. 

 

The essential facilities doctrine originated in the US, in a 1980 case under the Sherman Act (United 

States v. Terminal Railroad Association of St. Louis). Traditionally, in competition policy, an 

essential facility is "a facility or infrastructure, without access to which competitors cannot provide 

services to their customers" such that it must be complementary to an economic activity in a related 

but separate market; competitors are not able to duplicate it; and access to it is necessary to be 

able to compete in the related market.101 

 

                                                           
99  Case C‑238/05, Asnef-Equifax, EU:C:2006:734, par. 58-61. 
100  See https://ec.europa.eu/info/law/better-regulation/initiatives/ares-2019-4715393/public-consultation_en.  
101  Bergman, M.A. (2001), "The role of the essential facilities doctrine", The Antitrust Bulletin 2 p. 403-434. 

 

https://ec.europa.eu/info/law/better-regulation/initiatives/ares-2019-4715393/public-consultation_en
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Within EU competition law, the doctrine has been developed in a long line of cases dealing with 

access to physical infrastructures as well as licensing of intellectual property rights.102 Beyond 

interventions at the national level to share datasets in order to open up more traditional markets, 

including those for the supply of gas103 and lottery services104, to our knowledge no competition 

cases have so far occurred at the EU level to force access to data in the data-driven markets we 

focus on in this study. Several cases at the EU level can, however, be interpreted as relating to 

information assets more broadly. In Magill, the Court of Justice concluded that the refusal by three 

Irish broadcasting companies to provide the publishing company Magill with a copyright license for 

the weekly listings of their television programmes was abusive.105 In IMS Health, the Court of 

Justice found an abuse in the context of a refusal of IMS, a company active in providing data on 

regional sales of pharmaceutical products in Germany, to grant a license to its competitor NDC for 

the use of the copyrighted brick structure that IMS had developed and that had become a de facto 

standard.106 In Microsoft, the General Court held Microsoft’s refusal to provide rivals with 

interoperability information necessary for non-Microsoft work group server operating systems to 

communicate with Microsoft’s dominant client PC operating system Windows to be abusive.107 

 

The application of the essential facilities doctrine in data-driven markets beyond the more traditional 

markets at stake in earlier cases has been a topic of discussion in the literature (as well as in 

competition policy reports). While some scholars have argued that data does not lend itself to be 

subject to essential facilities claims because of its non-homogeneous nature and wide availability 

(Colangelo & Maggiolino, 2018), others have argued that depending on the facts of a case refusals 

to share data can justify application of the essential facilities doctrine (Drexl, 2017; Graef, 2016). 

The need for access to data as a precondition for competitive markets in the data economy is also 

gaining traction in policy circles (Crémer, De Montjoye & Schweitzer, 2019; European Commission, 

2020). Despite the attention for the issue in literature and policy debates, there is no clarity on how 

to apply the essential facilities doctrine to data in concrete scenarios in practice due to the lack of 

cases in data-driven markets. 

 

Considering the far-reaching impact of imposing a duty to deal on the freedom to contract and the 

right to property of a dominant firm, a high legal hurdle applies under the essential facilities 

doctrine. Only under ‘exceptional circumstances’ as defined in the Magill, Bronner, IMS Health and 

Microsoft judgments does a refusal to deal amount to abuse of dominance, these being:  

• the input or assets is indispensable for producing the downstream service,  

• the denial of access leads to exclusion of effective competition in the downstream market, and  

• the dominant firm does not have an objective justification for denying access.108  

 

                                                           
102  See among others Joined cases C-241/91 and C-242/91, Magill, ECLI:EU:C:1995:98; Case C-7/97, Oscar Bronner, 

ECLI:EU:C:1998:569; Case C-418/01, IMS Health, ECLI:EU:C:2004:257; Case T-201/04, Microsoft, ECLI:EU:T:2007:289. 
103  French Autorité de la concurrence, Decision n°17-D-06 (GDF Suez), 21 March 2017, available at 

http://www.autoritedelaconcurrence.fr/pdf/avis/17d06.pdf. 
104  Decision 2015-P/K-27 of 22 September 2015 of the Belgian Competition Authority, Stanleybet Belgium/Stanley 

International Betting and Sagevas/World Football Association/Samenwerkende Nevenmaatschappij Belgische PMU v.  

Nationale Loterij. 
105  Joined cases C-241/91 and C-242/91, Magill, ECLI:EU:C:1995:98. 
106  Case C-418/01, IMS Health, ECLI:EU:C:2004:257. 
107  Case T-201/04, Microsoft, ECLI:EU:T:2007:289. 
108  Joined cases C-241/91 and C-242/91, Magill, ECLI:EU:C:1995:98; Case C-7/97, Oscar Bronner, ECLI:EU:C:1998:569; 

Case C-418/01, IMS Health, ECLI:EU:C:2004:257; Case T-201/04, Microsoft, ECLI:EU:T:2007:289. In cases dealing with 

intellectual property protected assets, the additional new product condition has been applied to assess whether a refusal to 

license amounts to abuse of dominance. The new product condition is met when a refusal to license an intellectual 

property right is preventing the emergence of a new product for which potential consumer demand exists. However, in the 

Microsoft case, the General Court has considerably lowered the standards to fulfil the new product condition by arguing 

that a limitation of ‘technical development‘  is sufficient. See Case T-201/04, Microsoft, ECLI:EU:T:2007:289, par. 647.   

 

http://www.autoritedelaconcurrence.fr/pdf/avis/17d06.pdf
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While these conditions can generally be adequately applied to data (as will be further detailed 

below in the case studies), some general limitations are worth mentioning.  

 

First, an important restriction of the essential facilities doctrine under the current interpretation in the 

case law is that it requires the dominant firm to foreclose access to a downstream market in which it 

is already operating itself. In previous cases, the EU Courts have indeed interpreted the condition of 

exclusion of effective competition in a way that the dominant firm itself already had to be active in 

the downstream market that the access seeker wants to enter.109 In other words, the refusal to deal 

is motivated by the ‘leveraging’ of a dominant firm’s position in the market for the input to the 

market in which a third party wants to start competing with the dominant firm. This means that 

scenarios in which access seekers want to use the input as a basis to develop a product or service 

that the dominant firm does not yet offer, fall outside the scope of the essential facilities doctrine as 

currently interpreted (Drexl, 2017; Graef, 2016). However, a key characteristic of data, and big data 

in particular, is that its potential can often not be predicted at the time of collection. Denying access 

to data may thereby preclude new markets from emerging (Rousseva, 2010). 

 

Whether the previous problem is likely to emerge in practice remains to be seen. There are reasons 

to believe that a dominant platform is quite willing to grant access to its data when this results in 

new innovative downstream services, unless the new downstream service threatens to 

(dis)intermediate the platform or any of its downstream services (Van Gorp & De Bijl, 2019). 

 

This brings us to another (more conceptual) problem to the requirement that the dominant firm itself 

must be active in the downstream market that the access seeker wants to enter. In traditional 

infrastructure-based markets this requirement is appropriate. In such markets, it is not logical for the 

controller of the essential facility to block a downstream service that does not compete with its own 

downstream services. After all, the emergence of a new downstream service does not challenge its 

current downstream revenues and only generates additional upstream revenues. 

 

The same logic may apply to a platform, but not necessarily. A new downstream service may 

threaten to intermediate or disintermediate the platform even if the platform itself is not active in the 

downstream market (Van Gorp & De Bijl, 2019). In such cases, the denial of access to the essential 

data is anticompetitive (in the sense of defensive) in nature, even if the platform is not active in any 

downstream market at all. An expansion of the interpretation of the essential facilities doctrine 

beyond cases of leveraging seems feasible as competition law is flexible and can adapt its 

application to the relevant circumstances of the market. Van Gorp and De Bijl (2019) suggest 

focussing first on an analysis of objective justifications. If such objective justifications fail, Van Gorp 

and De Bijl argue that one may conclude that the behaviour is anticompetitive in nature without 

having to define a relevant market or to assess dominance. 

 

A second challenge is the threshold for indispensability of the input. The non-rivalry of data, the 

wide availability of data, the complementary nature of data, and the ability to infer data may render 

a dataset non-indispensable. However, it requires profound technological knowledge to establish 

such conclusion. In a number of merger decisions in online markets (e.g. Google/Doubleclick and 

Facebook/WhatsApp), the Commission concluded that ‘sufficient data’ remains available for third 

parties outside the control of the merging parties. 

                                                           
109  See Case T-504/93, Tiercé Ladbroke v. Commission, ECLI:EU:T:1997:84, par. 133. The case dealt with a refusal by 

organisers of French horse races to provide Ladbroke, who was offering betting services in Belgium, with a transmission 

license for sound and pictures of the French horse races. Apart from the lack of indispensability, the General Court held 

that the condition of exclusion of effective competition was not met because the organisers of the French horse races were 

not competitors of Ladbroke on the relevant market for the provision of betting services in Belgium and could therefore not 

be seeking to reserve that related market for themselves. 
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For example, in its 2007 Google/DoubleClick merger decision, the Commission argued that the 

combination of Google’s data on users’ search behaviour with DoubleClick’s data on web-browsing 

behaviour of users did not give the merged entity a competitive advantage that could not be 

matched by competitors.110 According to the Commission, such a combination of information was 

already available to a number of Google’s competitors, including Microsoft and Yahoo that were 

both running search engines and offering ad serving as well. In addition, the Commission argued 

that competitors could purchase data or targeting services from third parties including portals, other 

major web publishers and internet service providers.111 While Google was not offering a web 

browser at the time of the approval of the merger yet unlike for example Microsoft, this soon 

changed. With today's knowledge, some of these decisions arguably should have taken a more 

critical approach towards the importance and substitutability of data. 

 

The Commission also took into account the role of scale in data collection in the Microsoft/Yahoo 

merger in 2010. One of its arguments to approve the merger was the possibility that “if the 

transaction, through the scale effects, leads to a stronger competitor more able to innovate, Google 

will also have an incentive to keep, or even accelerate, its innovation efforts in the market”.112 This 

may be interpreted as the EC stating that Bing and Yahoo individually would not pose enough 

competitive pressure in the market place.113 Several years later, in 2017 and 2018, the Commission 

concluded that Google has gained overwhelming dominance in the market for general search 

services.114 As we explain in our case below, one reason for Google’s dominance may be the 

unmatched volume and variety of its data on search queries and clicking behaviour.  

 

Because of the distinct characteristics of data and the competitive dynamics of the data economy, 

calls have been made for a lower threshold to be applied to mandating access to data as compared 

to access to other inputs. The argument is that, depending on the exact setting, an access 

obligation may not have the same negative incentives for investments, in particular when data is a 

by-product of the service and the collection and storage does not require special investments 

(Schweitzer, Haucap, Kerber, & Welker, 2018).115 Applying a lower threshold for the indispensability 

condition seems feasible (irrespective of desirability), again because competition law is flexible and 

can adapt its application to the relevant circumstances of the market.  

 

Testing the boundaries of existing approaches and interpretations would require proactive 

enforcement by competition authorities. Once a precedent is set imposing a duty to share data 

based on the essential facilities doctrine, this also provides clarity for other market players about 

the reach of competition law in requiring data access. Even though competition enforcement 

(except merger control) takes place ex post and case-by-case, it can have an ex ante impact on the 

                                                           
110  Case COMP/M.4731 – Google/ DoubleClick, 11 March 2008, par. 366. 
111  Case COMP/M.4731 – Google/ DoubleClick, 11 March 2008, par. 269-272 and 365. 
112  Case No COMP/M.5727 – Microsoft/Yahoo, 18 February 2010, par. 219.  
113  In 2010, the U.S. Department of Justice (DOJ) followed a similar reasoning for allowing the MICROSOFT/ YAHOO! Merger 

“The transaction will enhance Microsoft’s competitive performance [because] the combined operation will further provide 

Microsoft with a much larger pool of data than it currently has or is likely to obtain without this transaction. This larger data 

pool may enable more effective testing and thus more rapid innovation of potential new search-related products, changes 

in the presentation of search results and paid search listings, other changes in the user interface, and changes in the 

search or paid search algorithms. This enhanced performance, if realized, should exert correspondingly greater 

competitive pressure in the marketplace”. See Press Release, Dep’t of Justice, Statement of the Department of Justice 

Antitrust Division on its Decision to Close its Investigation of the Internet Search and Paid Search Advertising Agreement 

Between Microsoft Corporation and Yahoo! 
114  See Case AT. 40099 (Google Android) and Case AT.39740 — Google Search (Shopping)  
115  See for instance Schweitzer et al (2018) who argue that: ‘There are good reasons to think that, depending on the exact 

setting, the threshold for finding that a refusal to supply data constitutes an abuse may be somewhat lower than the 

threshold for finding an abuse in cases of a refusal to grant access to infrastructures or to intellectual property rights. This 

is true in particular if and to the extent that the refusal to grant access relates to data which is generated virtually 

incidentally and without special investment’. 
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future strategy of market players with regard to the access to data they provide. Such a process, 

however, takes time and will likely be subject to lengthy litigations, so that further regulatory 

measures beyond the existing competition law framework may be required in specific cases 

depending on the market circumstances and the policy objective pursued (Graef, Tombal & De 

Streel, 2019). For instance, additional measures might be justified for promoting data access as an 

innovation tool in particular sectors irrespective of whether there is an underlying competition 

problem or market failure. We will come back to this in the next chapter. 
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5 Assessing possible data sharing obligations 
in five cases 

5.1 Introduction 

Focus and research questions of the case studies 

As stated in the introduction, this research focuses on the impact of data sharing on productivity, 

innovation, competition, freedom of choice, and security/privacy. There may also be other public 

interests at stake, with possible relations between them116. We focus, however, on public interests 

that may directly benefit from, or get harmed by, data sharing practices and policies, or by their 

absence. 

 

In its vision on data, the Dutch government defined the following criteria for determining when to 

impose data sharing obligations:  

1. Data sharing contributes to a public interest (notably related to competition, innovation and 

freedom of choice)  

2. The data are not easy to (re)produce or collect by parties other than the party (parties) for 

whom a data sharing obligation is being considered.  

3. Stakeholders are not or insufficiently able to make appropriate agreements about access to the 

data on a voluntary basis. 

4. Incentives to invest in (the production and/or collection) of data are not substantially reduced 

by the introduction of data sharing obligations. 

5. The gains in terms of public interest sufficiently outweigh potential negative side-effects 

(notably related to competition, innovation and privacy and security risks). 

 

In this chapter we explore, for five cases, whether these criteria are met: 1) search engines, 2) 

social media networks, 3) payment services, 4) administrative business software, and 5) a generic 

situation of vertical exclusion via blocking data access. In addition, the case studies discuss current 

legal provisions for data sharing pertinent to the cases, as well as legal and technical issues that 

are relevant when imposing data sharing obligations.  

 

In the search engine case, we investigate whether horizontal sharing of data about search terms 

and clicking behaviour makes sense. In the social networks case, we investigate whether it is 

desirable to oblige social media platforms to share social data. In the case on payment services, we 

investigate the effect of the data sharing obligation under PSD2 on the competitive position of 

banks and whether there is a need to also impose a data sharing obligation on access seekers. In 

the case on business administrative software we investigate to what extent a data portability 

obligation can reduce vendor lock-in. Finally, we discuss a generic case in which a platform 

excludes a participant from access to data.  

 

The discussions of the cases in the following sub-sections summarise the findings and conclusions 

from interviews and desk research. 

                                                           
116  For example, promoting competition and reducing lock-in go hand in hand, and simultaneously contribute to wider 

consumer interests, such as freedom of choice and the affordability and quality of the service. The larger platforms 

become, the more of a gatekeeper function they play, and the more important becomes the integrity and continuity of the 

platform. Similarly, the more dependent consumers become on platforms for the distribution of news and media, the more 

responsible platforms are (or should be) for pluralism in the provision of news and media and the more need there is for 

safeguarding consumers against improper influence by governments, the platform itself, and by other users of the 

platforms. 
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5.2 Case: search engines 

Search engines (such as Bing and Google search) match information seekers with information 

available on the Internet. Search technology is based on the following building blocks: 

• web crawlers are robots that record content of webpages which is processed into an index 

(like an index at the end of a book), with an entry for every word on every webpage that is 

indexed. 

• A search algorithm that explores the index to match websites to search queries. 

• Search algorithms learn from analysing the correlation between search queries entered by 

users and their clicking behaviour. 

• The algorithm may (when relevant) also account for contextual data like past search 

behaviour, device used, location, etc. when interpreting search queries. 

• Profile data (including preferences, age, nationality, et cetera) often do not feed into the search 

algorithm to maintain the objectiveness of organic search results. Profile data does (along with 

the other data) feed into the algorithm that matches advertised search results to be displayed 

among the organic search results (often with a notice). 

 

Search queries and clicking behaviour are behavioural data that are re-inserted into search 

algorithms. Moreover, search queries and clicking behaviour signal crawlers to start indexing 

content in which users appear to gain interest. These feedback loops result in learning effects that 

give rise to a first-mover advantage and a risk of tipping the market, which may harm competition 

and innovation. A possible remedy involves horizontal sharing of (behavioural) search data 

between search providers. 

 

 

5.2.1 Applicability of factors for obligations in the Dutch vision on data sharing 

The search market is highly concentrated with Google serving around 90% of the market. A 

hypothesis is that, in the absence of data sharing, rivals are not able to catch up. If this hypothesis 

is confirmed, a central question is whether mandatory data sharing can facilitate entry and restore 

competition and innovation. An additional question concerns the implications for privacy and 

innovation incentives. 

 

Does data sharing contribute to a public interest such as competition, freedom of choice or 

innovation? 

Based on the checklist in section 2.2., there are various reasons to believe that limited access to 

behavioural data forms an impediment to competition in the search market, and that horizontal 

sharing of these data may support the process and outcome of competition and innovation:  

• Search and clicking behaviour are rather unique and to large extent exclusively available to 

Google. The exclusivity results from the fact that Google has 90% market share in search 

services and because Google’s Chrome browser has overtaken Microsoft’s leading position in 

the browser market.  

• There are direct and indirect data-related externalities. Indirect: search and clicking 

behaviour of person A helps to interpret search queries of person B. Direct: past search 

behaviour by person A improves the search results for person A.  

• These externalities provide a first-mover advantage through increasing returns to scale. 

Although the learning curve of a search algorithm flattens out at low volumes of search 

queries117, the importance of scale in users is driven by the fact that a considerable share of 

                                                           
117  He et al. (2017) find that that the learning curve of a search algorithm flattens out already at low volumes of search 

queries. The necessary scale for algorithms to learn is thus easily reached for most search queries. 
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search queries (about 25%) is ‘rare’; rivals may not be able to realise the necessary volume of 

data for these queries.  

• Search data devaluate at a rather high pace. Web indexes are regularly updated based on new 

search queries instructing crawlers to target specific content, implying that the shelf-life of data 

is limited. This increases the importance of scale in terms of number of users. 

• For the quality of the search service, it is essential that obtained insights are instantaneously 

applied in updating the web index; particularly in relation to current (and unexpected) events 

drawing large attention in a short time118. Again, this fact increases the importance of scale in 

terms of number of users. 

 

Conversely, learning effects are only one reason for a competitive advantage in online search, 

suggesting that sharing data (alone) may not suffice to introduce more competition. There are 

considerable other barriers for scaling up: i) high sunk investments, ii) indirect network effects 

between searchers and advertisers, and iii) user stickiness in combination with strategies of tying 

and bundling.  

• The sunk investments include investments in innovative activities, such as updating the index 

more efficiently and more frequently119, developing a separate index specifically for mobile 

search120, human based innovations and testing of search algorithms121, and investments to 

speed up loading times122. Furthermore, a search service is language dependent, so that many 

investments in innovation and testing require duplication per extra language of the service.  

• Regarding other determinants of Google’s leading positions (such as indirect network effects 

with advertisers and linking and bundling different services), some experts argue that even if 

data sharing allowed competitors to match the quality of the market leader, this may not lead to 

a growth in their market shares as long as these other factors persist. 

 

All in all, it follows from the first five points above that data strengthen Google’s position. However, 

it is not evident that data is the key determinant of that position. A natural experiment in the Russian 

market confirms this. Because the Russian language is very different from English, Google had a 

large data disadvantage compared to Yandex when entering the Russian market in 2006123. Over 

the past decade, Google and Yandex have taken turns in market leadership in the Russian search 

market. The fact that the Russian market did not tip implies that other determinants of competitive 

positions (besides learning effects) are also important in the search market. For example, in 2009, 

Yandex introduced a new machine learning algorithm (MatrixNet), which helped Yandex to recover 

ground from Google in the early 2010’s124. Also, the decision by the Russian Antitrust authority in 

2017 to force Google to untie the Chrome browser and search engine from the Android operating 

system led to a rapid decline of Google's market share in mobile search. 

 

With regard to data sharing obligations, Argenton & Prüfer (2012) propose a general, reciprocal 

obligation for search engines. They argue that asymmetric obligations distort the playing field for 

the first mover and tip the market in favour of the second mover. Reciprocity would then at first only 

                                                           
118  This is especially true for searches related to current events that attract a lot of attention in a short time (e.g. a nuclear 

accident, a terror attack, a new Olympic record, the birth of a royalty, et cetera). 
119  https://googleblog.blogspot.com/2010/06/our-new-search-index-caffeine.html 

 https://www.brafton.co.uk/news/seo-case-study-sites-see-more-pages-indexed-by-google-than-bing-even-post-panda-

800527170/ 
120  https://webmasters.googleblog.com/2016/11/mobile-first-indexing.html 

 http://www.thesempost.com/bing-search-will-not-mobile-first-search-index/ 
121  https://searchengineland.com/bing-search-quality-rating-guidelines-130592 
122  During the interviews, respondents (other than Google) stated that ‘loading time’ is an important quality feature in the 

perception of end-users. Google happens to outperform others https://www.shoutmeloud.com/google-started-ranking-

websites-based-on-load-time-and-speed.html 
123  https://www.cnbc.com/2019/01/18/yandex-is-beating-google-in-russia.html  

 https://www.nytimes.com/2006/12/18/technology/18google.html 
124  https://www.raamoprusland.nl/dossiers/economie/786-how-even-yandex-is-being-brought-under-control 

 

https://googleblog.blogspot.com/2010/06/our-new-search-index-caffeine.html
https://www.brafton.co.uk/news/seo-case-study-sites-see-more-pages-indexed-by-google-than-bing-even-post-panda-800527170/
https://www.brafton.co.uk/news/seo-case-study-sites-see-more-pages-indexed-by-google-than-bing-even-post-panda-800527170/
https://webmasters.googleblog.com/2016/11/mobile-first-indexing.html
http://www.thesempost.com/bing-search-will-not-mobile-first-search-index/
https://searchengineland.com/bing-search-quality-rating-guidelines-130592
https://www.shoutmeloud.com/google-started-ranking-websites-based-on-load-time-and-speed.html
https://www.shoutmeloud.com/google-started-ranking-websites-based-on-load-time-and-speed.html
https://www.cnbc.com/2019/01/18/yandex-is-beating-google-in-russia.html
https://www.nytimes.com/2006/12/18/technology/18google.html
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apply between the largest player and access seekers, whereby the largest player would still retain a 

data advantage125. Other players could reduce this lead by also sharing their data on a reciprocal 

basis126. This would not require an obligation, as they all benefit, but an explicit exception for this 

cooperation should be included in Article 101 TFEU which prohibits horizontal cooperation between 

competitors. 

 

Can the data be easily be produced, reproduced or gathered by others? 

As mentioned above, because of Google’s dominance in the browser market, search and clicking 

behaviour are rather unique and to large extent exclusive for Google. This was different 10 years 

earlier, when Microsoft could observe search data through Internet Explorer. This situation changed 

when Google’s Chrome browser overtook Microsoft’s leading position in the browser market. The 

recent verdict by the European Commission in the Google Android Case, obliging Google to untie 

its mobile browser from Android, possibly increases competition in the European browser market 

and thereby makes search data less unique and exclusive. 

 

Do voluntary agreements on data access fail to materialise? 

Data on search queries and clicking behaviour are not shared with third parties. During interviews, 

niche players expressed no interest in having access to search data, and larger players stated that 

they are hesitant to share search data on a large scale because of privacy considerations and risks 

of indirectly revealing trade secrets through the risk of reverse engineering.  

 

Search results are shared via commercial agreements with niche players that complement the 

service of the access provider (e.g. providing privacy, like DuckDuckGo using Bing, and Startpage 

using Google). Arguably, the risk of reverse engineering seems small because access seekers lack 

the resources to finance such research. Also, the agreements prohibit reverse engineering. 

 

Do obligations to share data substantially reduce the incentives to invest in data? 

Behavioural data are largely provided and observed, which does not directly involve investments to 

analyse data. Sharing them does not directly affect the process of collecting these data. However, 

data sharing may have an impact on the incentives to invest in general (in web indexes, algorithms, 

et cetera).  

 

Argenton & Prüfer (2012) argue, based on a theoretical model, that reciprocal sharing of data 

between search providers proposal spurs innovation, quality, consumer surplus, and total welfare 

because, as a result of it, “no search engine can rest on its merits because the only way to sustain 

its market share and profits is to invest all efficiency gains that come from the exploitation of 

network externalities in better quality.” This statement assumes that data sharing results in more 

balanced competition, which may not be the case in the real world (as argued above). Even if it 

applies, the conclusion on the incentives to invest may not be correct when access to search data 

allows for reverse engineering of the algorithm or search results (see below).  

 

What are the negative consequences for public interests?  

A risk of reverse engineering was illustrated in 2011 when Google conducted an experiment to 

verify suspicions that Microsoft was reconstructing Google's search results with data retrieved via 

Internet Explorer127. The experiment involved manipulation by Google of its index, relating non-

existing words to random websites. Next, Google instructed 20 employees to regularly visit the 

Google website using Internet Explorer, to search for these non-existing words and click on the 

                                                           
125  If A is obliged to share data with B and C on a reciprocal basis, then A would still have a larger data set (of A+B+C) then B 

and C (of B+A and of C+A, respectively).  
126  If B and C decide to voluntarily share their data as well, then all parties have access to the larger data set of A+B+C. 
127  https://googleblog.blogspot.com/2011/02/microsofts-bing-uses-google-search.html 

 

https://googleblog.blogspot.com/2011/02/microsofts-bing-uses-google-search.html
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results. Google claimed that the ‘fake results’ started to show up in Bing’s search results after a few 

weeks. At the time, Microsoft confirmed that it was collecting search and clicking data through its 

browser and toolbar but denied that it was copying Google's results128. It is, however, natural for 

search algorithms to use combinations of search and click data for learning. For uncommon terms, 

these might be the only signals that the algorithm and web crawlers receive. If crawlers fail to verify 

the content of the website, then the index and the algorithm will link a search term automatically to 

a website. This boils down to reverse engineering of an index and search results. 

 

In addition, larger players indicated that they are hesitant to share search data on a large scale 

because of privacy risks. Nevertheless, these risks are relatively small when behavioural data is 

anonymised, provided they cannot be combined with contextual data that allows for de-

anonymisation. Anonymised data on search queries and associated clicking behaviour maintain a 

fair amount of value for training search algorithms. 

 

 

5.2.2 Current legal provisions for data sharing obligations 

The GDPR applies, but may not be effective 

Where data on search queries and clicking behaviour can be traced back to an individual, for 

instance by linking it to an IP address or cookie, or by storing it in a profile when users log in to the 

search service, it qualifies as personal data. This means that the GDPR provisions apply, including 

the right to data portability129. However, this right can only be used to port the search history of 

users one-by-one and at their request. This means that the effectiveness of data portability as a tool 

for mandating data sharing depends on how actively individuals invoke it. A second limitation is that 

it is still unclear to what extent the GDPR’s right to data portability pertains to real-time, continuous 

data exchanges between data controllers. Real-time "portability" seems more effective eliminate 

bottlenecks than one-off portability. A third limitation is that the GDPR cannot compel reciprocity in 

data sharing; this can only be realised when requested by the individual. 

 

Essential facility doctrine might apply, with creative interpretation 

A possibility for mandating sharing of data on search queries and clicking behaviour is to rely on the 

essential facilities doctrine under competition law. A refusal to share data on search queries and 

clicking behaviour qualifies as an abuse of dominance under Article 102 TFEU when the company 

controlling access to data is dominant and four ‘exceptional circumstances’ are present: 

indispensability, exclusion of effective competition, prevention of the introduction of a new product, 

and absence of objective justification130. However, only dominant search engines could then face 

an obligation to share information under competition law, implying that a sharing obligation cannot 

                                                           
128  https://www.businessinsider.com/bing-is-cribbing-from-google-search-results-2011-2 
129  Moreover, a user’s clicking behaviour would qualify as ‘observed data’, which the Article 29 Working Party has argued to 

be covered by the GDPR’s right to data portability. Indeed, the Article 29 Working Party makes explicit reference to search 

history as a form of observed data falling within the scope of Article 20 GDPR: ‘Observed data provided by the data 

subject by virtue of the use of the service or the device […] may for example include a person’s search history’ (Article 29 

Working Party, 2017). We note that the Article 29 Working Party did not consider the risk of reverse engineering related to 

sharing of behavioural data. 
130  While there are clear legal precedents that indicate a dominant position held by Google in the market for online Search 

(See Commission’s assessment in the Google Shopping and Google Android decisions), there are no clear legal 

precedents on the issue of indispensability of search data held by one party. In past merger cases (e.g. 

Google/DoubleClick) the European Commission argued that Google’s data on users’ search behaviour with DoubleClick’s 

data on web-browsing behaviour of users did not give the merged entity a competitive advantage that could not be 

matched by competitors. While this may have been the case at the time, we note that this may no longer be the case 

today. Furthermore, we note that the risk of reverse engineering may be considered as an objective justification not to 

share. 

 

https://www.businessinsider.com/bing-is-cribbing-from-google-search-results-2011-2
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be reciprocal. However, it is worth examining whether reciprocity can serve as a form of ‘fair and 

reasonable’ compensation131.  

 

 

5.2.3 Obstacles/requirements for data sharing obligations 

Legal 

Competition law requires that the data considered for an obligation are an essential facility. This 

might work, and the criteria we applied while answering the first question in section 5.2.1 may be of 

help. However, there have been no precedent cases to date. Moreover, a disadvantage of 

competition law is that decisions often take a long time. Harm may have been done and irreversible 

by then. Additional ex ante measures may help to respond more quickly. In any case, this option 

should be explored by the European Commission, which is currently working on new frameworks 

for ex ante regulation of digital gatekeepers. 

 

Note that behavioural data may contain information that is protected under the Database Directive 

or the Business Secrets Directive. Such data describe interactions with a user interface that shows 

results from the (investments in the) structure of databases (e.g. a web index) and algorithms. 

Analysing this data can thus release information that is protected under these guidelines. To the 

extent that reverse engineering can be ruled out, this should not be a problem, but no precedent 

has yet been set. 

 

Technical 

Horizontal data sharing requires a technical setup consisting of APIs and standardisation of 

database structures. This means that parties must jointly complete technical arrangements, 

perhaps supervised by a public authority. If only the largest party is held responsible (or takes the 

lead), this process could be frustrated. It makes more sense to let the other parties develop the 

standard. But again, the smaller parties could be less aware of the impact of standardisation on 

innovation by the largest party. Therefore, sector-wide cooperation under supervision of an 

authority is likely to work best to establish a technical infrastructure for data sharing. 

 

 

5.3 Case: social networks 

A social network (or social networking service) is an online platform where users connect and 

interact with friends, family or other users who share certain interests or professional backgrounds. 

Examples of social networking platforms are Facebook and sports tracking app Strava.  

 

Social networks aim at maximising user engagement with other users, third-party apps, and 

websites. Direct and indirect network effects drive the platform’s growth. As illustrated by Facebook, 

revenues are often generated though targeted advertisement services for which profile data (e.g. 

describing someone’s preferences) are essential. Revenues can also be generated via (premium) 

subscriptions, as in the case of Strava. User-generated content, social data and behavioural data 

form a continuous stream of inputs for enhancing the user-experience and for learning and 

innovating. Social data, containing contact details, social graphs, and communication data, are of 

key importance for the facilitation of user interactions. 

 

                                                           
131  In that case, competition law could still provide a legal basis for enforcing access. Reciprocity would then at first only apply 

between the largest player and access seekers, whereby the largest player would still retain a data advantage. However, 

the other players could reduce this lead by also sharing their data on a reciprocal basis. This would not require an 

obligation, as they all benefit, but an explicit exception for this cooperation should be included in Article 101 TFEU which 

prohibits horizontal cooperation between competitors. 
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Social networking platforms often share data with third-party apps and websites to enrich the 

ecosystem and stimulate user engagement. 

 

 

5.3.1 Applicability of factors for obligations in the Dutch vision on data sharing 

There are various social media services. Many people subscribe to multiple social media services. 

At the same time, Facebook (including Instagram and WhatsApp) is exceptionally large and 

controls communication channels that may have become indispensable by now. A hypothesis is 

that, in the absence of data sharing, rivals are not able to catch up with Facebook, which harms 

competition, innovation and freedom of choice. If this hypothesis is confirmed, a central question is 

whether mandatory data sharing can facilitate entry and restore competition and innovation. In 

addition, what does this mean for privacy and innovation incentives? Below we discuss these 

issues in connection with the factors included in the government's Vision on data sharing between 

businesses. 

 

Does data sharing contribute to a public interest such as competition, freedom of choice or 

innovation? 

 

Horizontal data sharing 

There are various reasons why horizontal data sharing may support the process and outcome of 

competition: 

• In the eyes of end-users, user generated content uploaded by friends and relations may be 

considered unique and exclusively available through the social network. Terminating one's 

account would imply losing access to that data. Thus, there is a certain extent of user lock-in 

because rival networks may not be able to precisely duplicate the user-generated content of a 

user's connections. 

• The use of data is associated with network effects (which can hamper entry). Social graph 

data are related to direct network effects. The essence of social networks lies in the functionality 

to form connections with (and follow) other users. Therefore, data about or from one user 

directly helps to improve the social networking service for others. Profile data are related to 

indirect network effects as it is used for matching consumers with advertisers, providers and 

app developers. 

• To some (and possibly a large) extent data provides a first-mover advantage through 

increasing returns to scale. Social data support the value of increasing interactions when 

more users join a social network. This value increases exponentially, but at some point, the 

relevance of more (potential) connections decreases, so that decreasing returns kick in 

eventually. Having said that, the turning point may be far ahead, making it hard for entrants to 

catch up. Moreover, the incumbent may aim at postponing this by continuously investing in 

infrastructure and algorithms, boosting the possibilities for relevant interactions. One can make 

a similar observation with regard to profiling data. Having more of it always tends to be better for 

social networks, especially when networks continuously add new features to improve the 

ecosystem experience. This striving, again, shoves the point where increasing returns from data 

turn into decreasing returns ahead. 

 

Conversely, various factors suggest that competition does not depend on data sharing: 

• Existing social graph data is not exclusive and unique, as roughly similar data can be 

obtained elsewhere (see also below). However, availing of someone’s social data does not 

make his/her friends a member of a platform.  

• Social data is relatively static, but this is different for profile data. For social networks that 

generate revenues from advertising, it is of key importance to maintain user engagement, which 

generates user activity and behavioural data, which feed into profiles. Some profile data, think 
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about data used for instant consumer targeting, can depreciate fast. This reduces the 

incumbency advantage. 

• Data is just one aspect of a social network's competitive position, its innovative merits is 

another. In case of business models gravitating towards capturing users' attention, it is not only 

important to predict the attractiveness of content to particular users. It is equally important to 

keep users active and "glued" to their screens. The features and the user interface are largely 

responsible for this; their effectiveness to stimulate user engagement largely depends on 

human creativity and innovation. 

• Given that social data (and to a lesser extent some profile data) are rather stable, and because 

users often multi-home, rivals have a certain amount of time to build up their database by 

attracting users with new and distinctive features and subsequently set in motion network 

effects for growth.  

• Note that it may very well be possible to imitate innovative features and user interfaces. For 

instance, Snapchat and TikTok managed to tempt young Facebook users to join their platforms 

as well with distinct functionalities. An incumbent may then copy such new features into its own 

platform. This may not keep consumers from joining a new social network, but it reduces the 

time spent on the new platform because the same features are now available on the 

incumbent’s platform. Data sharing does not affect these dynamics.  

 

Overall, data is of great importance for a social network: to build up a user base, to increase user 

engagement, to make revenues through capturing and selling user attention, and to feed the 

ongoing innovation process (e.g. through high-frequency A/B testing). The first three points above 

suggest that data contributes to enhancing a social network's leading position. However, the 

second list of points provide a different picture, arguing that it is not evident that data is the key 

driver of a dominant position. Therefore, with a strategy based on new and distinguishing features, 

newcomers may be able to get a foot on the ground and even pose existential threats to 

established companies. 

 

Furthermore, we refer to section 3.2.5 and note that sharing profile data between platforms that 

offer advertisement space, may fundamentally change the mode of competition between them. 

Platforms then need to find different ways for differentiating themselves which may affect the nature 

of innovation. The overall impact for consumers is uncertain. 

 

Vertical data sharing 

Interview partners confirmed from a business perspective that social networks often have data 

sharing agreements with downstream service providers that use the platform to connect with and 

serve consumers. Innovations by third-party developers and downstream service providers support 

growth in new business models by parties using the platform's data. The platform itself increases 

the value of its ecosystem, which enhances its competitive (possibly dominant) position. At some 

point, however, downstream parties may develop into a partial or full substitute for the social 

network, undermining the platform's position. Thus, vertical data sharing introduces variety and 

innovation for consumer, as well as a potential for horizontal competition.  

 

Can the data be easily be produced, reproduced or gathered by others? 

The information about a person’s existing social graph (stored within an established social network) 

can, to a large extent, be obtained elsewhere, as was confirmed by interview partners. Newcomers 

can build up their own social data set: with a strategy based on distinct functionalities they may be 

able to attract customers and create their own social graphs. Moreover, there are alternative ways 

to speed up the collection of social data, such as accessing users' digital address books. Provided 

profile data is relatively easy to obtain, in particular through the sign-in process of new customers. 

This is common in practice, as was confirmed in interviews. Data about preferences, however, is 
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often inferred from social and behavioural data. The extent to which these profile data are replicable 

depends on the availability of underlying, raw data.  

 

Do voluntary agreements on data access fail to materialise? 

Horizontal data sharing 

Social networks may not want to partake in horizontal sharing because of the competitive threat 

created by supporting a substitute platform. In the recent past, Facebook used to explicitly forbid 

close connections with competing social networks (or apps that replicate its core functionality) 

through its data access conditions. The company dropped this policy in 2018. When Relive, an app 

that constructs an animated map from location data and photo and video images, introduced the 

possibility to follow friends, Strava terminated its data-sharing agreement with Relive (this example 

and references can be found in the case on vertical exclusion). 

 

Vertical data sharing 

Social networks typically facilitate vertical data sharing with downstream parties. Such partnerships 

increase the value of their ecosystems. Third parties use data-sharing agreements with social 

networks to realise growth of their own business.  

 

Because the precise nature of the data that is being shared can be a black box, it is hard to provide 

a complete picture of current data-sharing practices. Vertical agreements most likely pertain to 

observed and provided social and profile data. Sharing such data does not undermine a social 

network's revenue generation. This may be different for derived social and profile data, which can 

be highly valuable to attract advertisers. 

 

Do obligations to share data substantially reduce the incentives to invest in data? 

For observed and provided social and profile data, it is unlikely that data sharing obligations 

undermine the incentives to collect such data. These data types are easy to gather and are in most 

cases being shared voluntarily with companies playing complementary roles (cf. vertical and cross-

sectoral data sharing). 

 

The answer may be different for derived data though. Derived profile data, containing deeper 

insights into individual preferences, is highly valuable for targeting consumers. Sharing such data 

undermines exclusivity and may invite new players into the advertising business. Hence, it reduces 

the potential for revenue generation, so that mandatory sharing can harm the willingness to invest. 

 

What are the negative consequences for public interests?  

Sharing data with third parties involves the risk that privacy and security protections get diluted. The 

more data is collected and shared, and the larger the number of device makers, app developers 

and ad companies who get access to data and perhaps store data on their own servers, the larger 

the privacy and security risks. Contractual requirements only go so far to reduce this risk: it can be 

difficult to control what happens to user data that has left a platform. Similarly, it may be hard to 

prevent that user data leaves user devices, for instance when a device synchronizes or backs up 

data to cloud services. 

 

 

5.3.2 Current legal provisions for data sharing obligations  

The GDPR contains a right to data portability that facilitates sharing and reuse of personal data at 

the request of the data subject. For instance, the regulation provides data subjects with the right to 

have personal data transmitted from one controller to another (if technically feasible). Thus, current 

legislation allows for a restricted form of data sharing. It falls short of interoperability of social 

networks. More elaborate forms of data sharing, such as real-time portability might be included 
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under the GDPR's obligations (subject to technical feasibility), but the actual scope and bite of the 

obligations is not yet clear. 

 

Foreclosing access to data could, in certain situations, correspond to an abuse of a dominant 

position. In such cases, competition law may be applicable (see the case on vertical exclusion for 

more discussion on this topic).  

 

The essential facilities doctrine (EFD) may also be relevant, as it pertains to situations where a 

dominant company does not want to share data. The direct consequence of applying EFD would be 

to impose obligations to share the essential data. A key question then is whether the data in 

question is "essential". Based on the case exploration, we expect that it will be difficult, if not 

impossible, to satisfy this condition. 

 

 

5.3.3 Obstacles/requirements for data sharing obligations 

Legal 

Data may be subject to intellectual property rights including copyright protection, sui generis 

database protection and trade secret protection. These regimes do not seem to get in the way of 

sharing of provided, observed data. Copyrights do not play a role, while it is not possible to extract 

database structures from them nor to reverse engineer trade secrets. 

 

Technical 

In the light of the commonality of data sharing by social networks, we do not expect technical issues 

in case of obligations. An exception would be an advanced form of real-time interoperability, which 

is technically more challenging. 

 

 

5.4 Case: Banking 

This case explores the impact of the asymmetric data sharing obligation for banks (PSD2) on the 

banking sector. It discusses the provision of financial services by Big Tech firms, its drivers, the 

resulting benefits, and its implications for competition and innovation. We explore whether the 

absence of reciprocity in data sharing leads to an unlevel playing field between traditional financial 

service providers and the big tech companies. The hypothesis is that when Big Techs have access 

to more different data types than banks (data relevant to product innovations), an asymmetric data-

sharing obligation can hinder the competitiveness of banks. The question is then whether 

reciprocity in data sharing obligations could restore the playing field, and how one could scope and 

enforce such requirements. 

 

 

5.4.1 Applicability of factors for obligations in the Dutch vision on data sharing 

Regarding potential obligations for data sharing between businesses, the government considers 

five factors in its vision document on data sharing. We discuss them in turn. 

 

Does data sharing contribute to a public interest such as competition, freedom of choice or 

innovation? 

 

Horizontal and vertical data sharing 

Tech firms, start-ups and FinTech firms can access banking data under PSD2, which facilitates 

market entry. If they apply for PSD2 licenses, they can access essential and unique data that used 

to be exclusively available to banks only. Access to these data allows them to offer financial 
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services, and their entry may intensify competition in the financial sector. In case entrants introduce 

services similar to what banks offer, data access through PSD2 leads to more horizontal 

competition. If firms access banks' data as an input for complementary services, data access 

through PSD2 introduces vertical competition. Note that PSD2 data access may improve financial 

inclusion and facilitate access to markets that were previously untapped, a particularly important 

benefit for the unbanked population and many SMEs.132 

 

Some argue that Big Techs’ access to banking data may ultimately weaken competition in financial 

services, given their ability to tip markets. Note, however, that even when Big Techs were to 

conquer the market for financial services, the nature of competition between Big Tech companies is 

(at least at present) inherently more dynamic then competition between banks. Moreover, Big 

Tech’s may be able to combine the banking data with other data personal data, allowing them offer 

new and improved services. In addition, the entry of technology-focused firms into financial services 

offers possible reductions in the cost of financial services for consumers, both at the retail and 

institutional level, through improved efficiencies. The expectation is that customers will be able to 

access financial products that are cheaper, more convenient, tailored, and accessible. All in all, the 

net effect for consumers remains to be seen. 

 

Banks also gather various non-financial data. The primary reason why they want to employ non-

financial data is to enhance their core activities: increase productivity, improve risk control, and 

ameliorate the customer experience (thus not to develop services outside of the financial services 

market). It can be argued that the acquisition of non-financial data is part of the digital 

transformation of traditional services to meet the efficiency and quality demands of the digital age. 

In this context, non-financial data can help to improve efficiency and to withstand the increased 

competitive pressures from tech firms, but it is not an essential input for banking services.133 

 

Cross-sectoral data sharing 

The term cross-sectoral can be confusing. The fact that PSD2 provides outsiders with access to 

banking data does not amount to cross-sectoral data sharing, because these outsiders use the data 

to enter the banking sector (which contributes to horizontal competition). Cross-sectoral data 

sharing involves sharing of data with sectors other than those where the data is being collected. If 

banks would get access to data from other sectors, for instance data from tech firms, there would 

be cross-sectoral data sharing.  

 

Some banks advocate the need for cross sectoral data sharing with the Big Techs. They argue that 

PSD2 introduced asymmetric regulation, resulting in asymmetric competition between banks and 

Big Techs. In effect, the mandatory and asymmetric data sharing between financial service 

providers and Big Techs places the latter at a data advantage and threatens banks’ revenue 

streams, profits, and ultimately their innovation incentives. Arguably, reciprocity in the openness to 

data sharing would contribute to a level playing field.  

 

Can the data be easily be produced, reproduced or gathered by others? 

Since PSD2 regulations came into effect, and after obtaining a license, Big Techs can readily 

access data related to customers’ accounts at banks. Without PSD2, Big Techs could not 

reproduce or collect data related to customers’ bank accounts. PSD2 created incentives to develop 

innovative services, because their services are typically delivered through platforms already used 

by customers. 

                                                           
132  Big Tech firms’ such offerings are on markets which are typically outside of the European Union.  
133  Banks do not develop services outside of the financial services market. In certain jurisdictions, Banks are not allowed to go 

into non-banking activities. In other jurisdictions, they could go into certain non-banking activities, however doing it would 

be very costly for them due to banking regulations (financial stability, prudential banking) and compliance requirements, 

such as Anti-Money Laundering (AML), Know-Your-Customer (KYC), and on-boarding processes.  
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Banks and other financial institutions already have an online presence which allows them to collect 

a lot of profile data or they can buy them from third parties; they do not need to have a data-sharing 

agreement with Big Techs for this. Banks can enhance their traditional data with these other data 

on customers to enhance their customer profiles. However, other types of data, for example social 

relationships or search activities, are typically not available to banks and cannot be easily gathered 

or reproduced by them.  

 

Do voluntary agreements on data access fail to materialise? 

Horizontal and vertical data sharing 

Essential data from Banks to Big Tech firms are (potentially) shared under PSD2.134 Existing 

banking regulations do not allow for banks' data becoming available in other ways than via PSD2. 

For limited sharing of banking data on a commercial basis, there exist partnership agreements 

between tech firms and banks, where the primary nature of the deal is not related to the data, but 

there is a necessity of a limited data exchange. Examples are Amazon’s partnership with Bank of 

America for its lending program135, and Google’s partnership with Citigroup and Stanford Federal 

Credit Union to offer checking accounts136. 

 

Cross-sectoral data sharing 

Cross-sectoral data sharing mainly pertains to banks having access to data in other sectors, such 

as Big Techs' data. Commercial agreements often are not in the public domain. We are not aware 

that personalized data on search (queries and clicking behaviour) or social network data is directly 

accessible to banks, even with customer consent.137 Big Techs, nonetheless, created data-sharing 

agreements with third parties (developers), to support apps that run on their platforms (as 

documented in e.g. the case on social networks). Banking and financial services apps typically 

have access to the same data, under the same terms and conditions as others138. There are a few 

examples, however, where such data is mined and used to gain insights. Kabbage, for instance, 

provides small businesses with automated credit lines, with credit decisions being based on several 

data factors, including business volume, time in business, transaction volume, social media activity, 

and owner’s credit score.139 

 

Do obligations to share data substantially reduce the incentives to invest in data? 

Regarding data sharing by banks under PSD2, (expectedly) there will be no impact, because the 

data involved is typically observed/provided and can be regarded a by-product of providing financial 

services. A possible obligation for tech firms to share data may not necessarily affect their 

incentives to invest in producing these data, provided it only concerns data that was provided to or 

observed by them, and not the data which was inferred or derived from these data. 

 

What are the negative consequences for public interests?  

The financial services sector handles sensitive information about individuals and enterprises. With 

the digital transformation in the finance sector, more customer-provided data is becoming available 

                                                           
134  Or, it is shared under similar regulations, such as Open Banking rules in the United Kingdom.  
135  In this deal, Bank of America is providing capital for Amazon Lending and the primary reason for the deal agreement was 

not to exchange banking data. See https://www.americanbanker.com/slideshow/how-amazon-is-shaking-up-financial-

services 
136  See https://www.reuters.com/article/us-google-finance/google-pay-to-offer-checking-accounts-through-citi-stanford-federal-

idUSKBN1XN1IQ 
137  Article 6(1)(b) of the GDPR would allow the combination of personal data held by the BigTech firm with the traditional 

financial information of the bank, but we are not aware of commercial data exchange of this type. 
138  For terms and conditions to access data, for example, you can visit: https://developers.google.com/terms/api-services-

user-data-policy (Google), https://developer.linkedin.com/docs/rest-api (LinkedIn), or 

https://developers.facebook.com/docs/graph-api/using-graph-api (Facebook). 
139  https://www.valuepenguin.com/small-business/kabbage-business-loan-review 

 

https://www.americanbanker.com/slideshow/how-amazon-is-shaking-up-financial-services
https://www.americanbanker.com/slideshow/how-amazon-is-shaking-up-financial-services
https://www.reuters.com/article/us-google-finance/google-pay-to-offer-checking-accounts-through-citi-stanford-federal-idUSKBN1XN1IQ
https://www.reuters.com/article/us-google-finance/google-pay-to-offer-checking-accounts-through-citi-stanford-federal-idUSKBN1XN1IQ
https://developers.google.com/terms/api-services-user-data-policy
https://developers.google.com/terms/api-services-user-data-policy
https://developer.linkedin.com/docs/rest-api
https://developers.facebook.com/docs/graph-api/using-graph-api
https://www.valuepenguin.com/small-business/kabbage-business-loan-review
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in digital formats, and an increasing volume of information is being observed during transactions. 

Combining big data sets makes it easier to generate insights but also makes the data more 

susceptible to security breaches. Also, the combination of large data sets, even if the data is de-

anonymised, has the potential to privacy vulnerabilities.140 Therefore, security and privacy 

vulnerabilities are threats to the rise of big data solutions in the finance sector.  

 

Consumers may benefit from data sharing, but data ubiquity, and consequently, data security, are 

proving to be a significant challenge for banks and Big Techs alike. The more data is collected and 

shared, and the larger the number of participants in the data sharing process, the more significant 

the security and privacy risks. 

 

 

5.4.2 Current legal provisions for data sharing obligations  

The PSD2 Directive already allows for data sharing from banks to other firms141, and personal data 

that Big Techs collect can be ported to banks with the users’ consent using GDPR provisions.  

 

So, the argument that the PSD2’s data sharing obligations are asymmetric, and that this asymmetry 

harms the competitive position of banks vis-à-vis Big Techs, is not entirely valid. This does not 

mean, however, there is no asymmetry at all, but this does not relate to data sharing. Currently, 

new business activities of the banks are subject to the same regulations as their traditional banking 

activities. Therefore, as some interview partners indicated, banks do not compete with new entrants 

on the same rules and same terms.142,143 A possible solution lies in the notion of activity-based 

regulation that poses fewer restrictions (relative to current regulation in the financial sector) on 

banks that want to innovate. 

 

 

5.4.3 Obstacles/requirements for data sharing obligations 

Legal 

Interpreting both the PSD2 provision and the GDPR as to apply to provided or observed data only, 

there is no legal obligation to share inferred or derived data, such as user preferences. However, 

this is also not necessary when the underlying raw data on which these are based are shared under 

the respective laws.  

GDPR does not impose, however, a certain format for data exchanges from tech firms to banks, nor 

are there specific requirements and conditions for real-time data transfers. Current GDPR 

regulations could be amended (maybe in the form of a domain-specific Regulatory Technical 

Standard) to address such (near real-time) data exchanges. A non-domain specific amendment to 

the GDPR could also be introduced, one that applies to all sectors (banking and non-banking), with 

real-time access through APIs and in a standardised format.  

                                                           
140  Data sets that are anonymized can often be de-anonymized. De-anonymization is the practice of matching anonymous 

data with a publicly available data set(s) to discover the person to which the data belong (Lubarsky, 2017).  
141  According to Article 36, Payment Initiation Services Providers (PISPs) and Account Information Services Providers (AISP) 

have a right to freely access their customers’ accounts data, under the same customer’s consent to provide payment 

services or account information services. According to Article 31 of the Regulatory Technical Standards (RTS), banks shall 

comply with each of the following requirements: (i) they shall provide account information service providers with the same 

information from designated payment accounts and associated payment transactions made available to the payment 

service user when directly requesting access to the account information; (ii) they shall provide payment initiation service 

providers with the same information on the initiation and execution of the payment transaction provided or made available 

to the payment service user when the transaction is initiated directly by the latter; and (iii) they shall provide payment 

service providers with a confirmation whether the amount necessary for the execution of a payment transaction is available 

on the payment account of the payer. 
142  ING argues for the principle of “same services, same risks, same rules”. See https://www.ing.com/About-us/Regulatory-

international-affairs/Viewpoints/Financial-innovation-and-licensing.htm 
143  It is also worth noting that the activities of Big Tech firms in financial services may be subject to regulation in certain 

jurisdictions. Similarly, there are other jurisdictions where the legal framework prohibits deposit-taking banks, or their 

corporate affiliates, from engaging in commercial activities.  

https://www.ing.com/About-us/Regulatory-international-affairs/Viewpoints/Financial-innovation-and-licensing.htm
https://www.ing.com/About-us/Regulatory-international-affairs/Viewpoints/Financial-innovation-and-licensing.htm
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Technical 

The Regulatory Technical Standards define high-level requirements for data sharing. Based on this, 

banks developed their own APIs that define how other firms can access banking data.  

 

Major technical issues in case of data sharing obligations for tech firms (providing banks with data 

access) are unlikely to arise. Possible technical issues might be related to real-time data access to 

a possible large volume of data and (in case of social networks) to the difficulty of separating 

personal from social data. Another technical issue concerns the necessity of a trusted (digital) 

environment that facilitates transparent and secure data exchanges. An obligation is likely to be 

sufficient to set this in motion. The Data Transfer Project provides an illustration of this 

development, as it could possibly also be used as a trusted exchange providing data access 

towards banks. 

 

 

5.5 Case: Administrative business software 

The market for administrative business software is versatile and large. It is led by a comparatively 

small group of suppliers capable of delivering complex large-scale software systems for large 

corporations and government bodies. These systems require integration of various applications and 

cloud services, possibly supplemented with complementary solutions from smaller-scale 

developers. Important parameters are the possibility of interoperability and data sharing between 

systems (data portability). 

 

This case focuses on the infrastructure for data portability. Relevant types of data cover operational 

data from internal and external processes and operations administered by software users, the 

organisation’s social data stored in CRM and SRM systems, and transactional data. Business 

software users’ operations can become dependent on their software infrastructure for accessing 

these data. This creates a certain dependency on their software provider, leading to ‘vendor lock-in' 

and limiting horizontal competition. Dependency can also frustrate the freedom of choice, especially 

when systems offer limited flexibility to incorporate downstream applications of other developers.  

 

 

5.5.1 Applicability of factors for obligations in the Dutch vision on data sharing 

Regarding potential obligations for data sharing between businesses, the government considers 

five factors in its vision document on data sharing. We discuss them in turn. 

 

Does data sharing contribute to a public interest such as competition, freedom of choice or 

innovation? 

Vertical data sharing 

The emergence of cloud services in business software moves developers away from offline IT 

systems that are closed source or proprietary software. Cloud solutions are typically based on open 

standards and open source software, and allow for more data portability, interoperability, and 

transparency in the ground rules and codes of their software. Clouds solutions involve an 

infrastructure on top of which third parties develop solutions. The cloud environment thereby 

operates as a platform, enhancing the business case of both leaders and newcomers: small 

developers can offer solutions to users of a leader’s infrastructure, while market leaders can offer a 

more differentiated portfolio of solutions hosted on their infrastructure.  

 

Cloud solutions require vertical data sharing between the cloud infrastructure and the applications 

on top of it. It results in rich ecosystems with a variety of new applications that increase efficiency of 
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the comprehensive network of applications and databases, facilitating economic benefit, such as 

synergies, more efficient internal processes, better informed decision-making, and increased 

innovation. 

 

Horizontal data sharing 

As explained above, limits to data portability contribute to vendor lock-in and limit users to switch to 

competing suppliers.  

 

There are no incentives for suppliers of ‘traditional’ offline proprietary systems as well as for 

suppliers of the ‘new’ online cloud infrastructures to enable their clients to switch to competitors. 

Competition between providers results in competitive bids during tendering phases, but once a 

customer is ‘captured’, profit opportunities arise or are created. Switching between suppliers can be 

technically and operationally complicated, and firms do not want to risk operational continuity or 

incur data losses. The resulting switching costs increase the ability to demand higher service fees 

for continuation of services. 

 

Data portability (voluntary or mandatory) could lower the barriers for competition between providers 

of similar software. It reduces lock-in and entry barriers, which increases the effectiveness of 

competition in price, quality and product variety (innovation).  

 

Note that limited data portability is not the only restricting factor in competition. First, In the cloud 

environment, there are only a few suppliers due to the large scale required for maintaining a global 

network of data centres and related facilities. Furthermore, even when data can be ported easily, it 

may involve considerable financial investments to exchange software systems. Demand for 

customisation further drives these switching costs.  

 

Can the data be easily be produced, reproduced or gathered by others? 

This question is not relevant for this case. The key issue here is that software providers control 

access to data by managing the infrastructure in which organisations store their (operational and 

social) data. These data provide the most important input to a company's performance and are a 

primary source of operational, tactical and strategic decision-making. Not being able to port this 

data leads to lock-in.  

 

Do voluntary agreements on data access fail to materialise? 

Vertical data sharing 

As explained above, ‘traditional’ proprietary systems tend to be closed in terms of vertical 

interoperability with and data access for third application developers, while cloud-based 

infrastructures tend to be more open. The migration from traditional to cloud systems is thus 

accompanied by more vertical data sharing.  

 

Horizontal data sharing 

Suppliers of proprietary systems nor providers of cloud infrastructures have strong incentives to 

facilitate customer switching through horizontal data sharing. Nevertheless, recent initiatives by 

companies, like the Open Data Initiative (by Adobe, Microsoft, and SAP) aim at fostering data 

sharing within an ecosystem144. While this may be a step towards sector wide data sharing, it may 

also result in a new ecosystem in which business users become locked-in. Public self-regulatory 

initiatives like the SWIPO cloud stakeholder working group (launched by the European 

Commission) aim at developing mechanisms for the free circulation of non-personal data through 

codes of conduct and standards. This initiative has experienced frictions as a result of the 

heterogenous interests of the various stakeholders. One of these stakeholders Cigref (representing 

                                                           
144  https://www.techzine.nl/nieuws/cloud/420753/microsoft-sap-en-adobe-willen-open-data-initiative-versnellen/ 

https://www.techzine.nl/nieuws/cloud/420753/microsoft-sap-en-adobe-willen-open-data-initiative-versnellen/
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150 large French companies and public administrations) accused some of the world’s leading cloud 

service providers to frustrate the mission of SWIPO in order to “defend the core of their business 

and their ability to lock their customers” 145. So far, none of these initiatives has led to a 

breakthrough in terms of sector-wide horizontal data portability. 

 

Do obligations to share data substantially reduce the incentives to invest in data? 

Leading software developers already facilitate vertical data portability with applications on top of 

their own systems. Implementation of horizontal data portability could reduce profitability. Some 

argue that this would reduce incentives to invest in technology and data infrastructure. However, 

the increase in competition is more likely to encourage them to remain competitive through 

investment. 

 

What are the negative consequences for public interests?  

Data sharing standards could complicate the ability to meet the substantial demand for customised 

solutions. The introduction of standardization can harm the supply of tailored and differentiated 

services and lead to "one-size-fits-all" solutions. 

 

 

5.5.2 Current legal provisions for data sharing obligations  

There is no comprehensive, generally applied legal framework in place at national or European 

level that facilitates data sharing between suppliers of administrative software. While operational 

data is non-personal, it is not covered by the GDPR. Consequently, the right to data portability as 

laid down in GDPR does not apply.  

 

SWIPO’s self-regulatory codes of conduct for portability between cloud providers as introduced 

through the Regulation on non-personal data may be relevant.146 Article 6(1) requires the European 

Commission to encourage and facilitate the development of self-regulatory codes of conduct at the 

EU level, which include "best practices for facilitating the switching of service providers and the 

porting of data in a structured, commonly used and machine-readable format including open 

standard formats". So far, self-regulatory codes of conduct have been insufficiently effective seem 

to be ineffective, as was confirmed by interview partners. 

  

Data portability may be imposed as a competition law remedy under the essential facilities doctrine 

but similar limitations as discussed elsewhere apply: a supplier has to be dominant and the data 

must be essential (in line with the legal connotation). 

 

 

5.5.3 Obstacles/requirements for data sharing obligations 

Legal 

Interview partners confirmed that there are no significant legal obstacles for the creation of 

interchangeable and interoperable use of software systems. For companies in the role of software 

users, there is no equivalent to the GDPR that allows them to enforce portability of their operational 

(provided) data. We note that establishing a GDPR-like regulation for companies including an 

obligation to port data (most notably operational data), may boost the effectiveness of initiatives 

such as SWIPO and the Open Data Initiative,  

 

                                                           
145  See https://www.cigref.fr/swipo-failure-regulate-european-cloud-market. Note that Cigref’s claims have been supported by 

statements from stakeholders involved in this study. 
146  See https://swipo.eu/ for an overview of the self-regulatory codes agreed upon by the SWIPO Working Group. 

https://www.cigref.fr/swipo-failure-regulate-european-cloud-market
https://swipo.eu/
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Technical 

Facilitating portability and interoperability between administrative systems does not seem to pose 

prohibitive technical obstacles. Large, sophisticated business users increasingly demand the ability 

to access and retrieve their data, creating pressure to solve technical issues. 

 

 

5.6 Case: Vertical exclusion 

This case does not zero in on a specific market or sector; it explores vertical data sharing between 

vertically integrated platforms and third parties such as downstream service providers, independent 

websites and app developers. The purpose is to explore, somewhat more generally, the impact of 

vertical exclusion of access to data on competition and innovation. 

 

We illustrate this case with the example of data sharing between Strava and Relive, for which we 

will be using public sources in the media. Strava allows athletes to track and analyse running and 

cycling activities, using data collected via phones, watches and third-party tracking devices. It 

developed into a social network allowing athletes to connect and interact with each other. Users 

benefit from third-party apps that complement Strava's functionalities. They rely on user data 

uploaded to Strava and shared with the third party. An example is Relive, which generates 

animated maps based on location data enriched with self-generated photo and video material. It is 

all visualized in a 3D map. Shortly after Relive introduced a social networking functionality, Strava 

denied Relive access to its API. The agreement says that partners "... may not create an 

application that merely replicates or competes with Strava"147. It also states that “... Strava may 

currently or in the future develop products and services that may be similar to or compete with your 

Developer Applications”148. Hence, Strava may copy a partner's functionality and then stop 

providing data149. 

 

 

5.6.1 Applicability of factors for obligations in the Dutch vision on data sharing 

Regarding potential obligations for data sharing between businesses, the government considers 

five factors in its vision document on data sharing. We discuss them in turn. 

 

Does data sharing contribute to a public interest such as competition, freedom of choice or 

innovation? 

Horizontal data sharing 

Although this case is about vertical relationships, it is useful to consider horizontal issues. A digital 

platform and a downstream supplier typically start out with a complementary or vertical relationship. 

By adding new features, a downstream service provider may move closer to the platform's business 

model. Presumably, this happened with Strava and Relive. Such a development gives rise to a 

horizontal competitive threat to the platform. By not providing data access, a platform may try to 

defend its market position against this horizontal competitor. Strava’s API agreement excludes 

partners exerting a horizontal competitive threat from data access. Forbidding this type of clause 

would support horizontal competition and stimulate platforms as well as downstream app 

developers to innovate more.  

 

Vertical data sharing 

The relationship between a platform and downstream supplier is by definition vertical. The supplier 

benefits from access to the platform's data, for instance to develop an innovative service or kick-

                                                           
147  https://www.strava.com/legal/api, second bullet under introductory paragraph (accessed 10 June 2020). 
148  https://www.strava.com/legal/api, §11.B (accessed 10 June 2020). 
149  This happened to "Segment Challenge"; see https://webbindustries.com/hackernews/story/20421625. 

https://www.strava.com/legal/api
https://www.strava.com/legal/api
https://webbindustries.com/hackernews/story/20421625
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start the growth of its customer base. The platform expands its number and variety of users, which 

enriches its ecosystem. Thus, data sharing contributes to innovation and variety (in new 

applications and services) for platform users as well as customers of the downstream app. 

 

The importance of vertical data access is particularly relevant for data that is indispensable to run a 

business while being out of reach. Access to such essential data — in the sense of an essential 

facility (see also below) — then facilitates entry. In such cases, the data in question is unique and 

exclusive, for instance because it cannot be obtained without legal privilege, or because data 

collection and processing require large (sunk) investments. Note, however, that situations with 

essential data seem to be exceptional (see below). 

 

Can the data be easily be produced, reproduced or gathered by others? 

This question cannot be answered in general. To answer it, one would need to assess the 

characteristics of the data that are indispensable for a particular business. For example, Strava's 

blocking of API access did not impose a fatal injury on Relive. Relive relied partly on Strava for 

access to location data, but Relive’s customers can also connect the app directly with a wide range 

of tracking devices, such as those manufactured by Suunto, Polar, Apple, Garmin and Adidas150. 

The blocking of data access may also not be fatal for Relive’s social networking functionalities, as 

Relive may (probably) rely on Facebook for accessing users’ social data. However, another app 

developer that was cut off from data access by Strava, Segment Challenge, was fully dependent on 

Strava's API151 and was shut down soon after Strava cut off its data supply.152 Having said that, 

even with such a dramatic outcome, the data in question need not be essential or non-replicable.  

 

More generally, it may be hard to argue or prove that an incumbent's data is indispensable to be 

able to compete. Competition authorities can, however, include data in assessments of competition 

problems. At present there is little empirical evidence of cases in which data has been labelled as 

essential. This may be due to the fact that data and its characteristics are more difficult to 

objectively measure, something which is much easier for prices and quality levels. 

 

Do voluntary agreements on data access fail to materialise? 

Horizontal data sharing 

Platforms may not want to partake in horizontal sharing because of the competitive threat created 

by supporting a (potential) substitute service. For instance, when sports app Relive introduced the 

possibility to follow friends, tracking app Strava terminated its data-sharing agreement with Relive. 

 

Voluntary horizontal sharing of data may nevertheless materialise. In the past, Facebook (like 

Strava) did not provide data access to apps that replicated its core functionality. However, the 

social media company dropped this policy in 2018.  

 

Vertical data sharing 

Platforms typically facilitate vertical data sharing with downstream parties because it increases the 

value of their ecosystems. Third parties benefit from data-sharing agreements because it enhances 

their service or accelerates their growth. Thus, one may expect that vertical partnerships emerge 

automatically. However, as downstream apps move closer to a platform's business core 

functionalities, they may transform in a horizontal competitive threat and (depending on the terms of 

the agreement) could be cut off from data access.  

 

                                                           
150  See https://www.relive.cc/ (accessed 10 June 2020). 
151  https://news.ycombinator.com/item?id=20421625  
152  https://twitter.com/segmntchallenge 

https://news.ycombinator.com/item?id=20421625
https://twitter.com/segmntchallenge
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Do obligations to share data substantially reduce the incentives to invest in data? 

The answer to this question depends on the type of platform and the nature of the data in question.  

 

For observed and provided social, contextual, or profile data, it is unlikely that data sharing 

obligations undermine the incentives to collect such data. These data types are easy to gather and 

are often being shared voluntarily with companies offering complementary services, that is, in 

vertical relationships. But even the sharing of these data with (downstream partners evolving into) 

horizontal competitors most likely not affect the incentives of the platform to collect the data. These 

data are a by-product of producing the core functionality. In our illustration, an obligation to share 

location data and social data with a potential competitor like Relive would not harm Strava’s 

incentives to collect these data.  

 

In cases of vertical exclusion other than our illustration, derived social and profile data may contain 

deeper insights into individual preferences. This makes them highly valuable for targeting 

consumers, which is particularly relevant for platforms that monetise consumer attention through 

selling advertising space. Sharing derived data undermines its exclusivity and may invite free riding 

by others. The risk of freeriding is less with vertical partners whose value materialises within a 

platform’s ecosystem, so that the platform can capture some of that value through its pricing. The 

risk of freeriding is more pertinent when inferred or derived data must be shared with horizontal 

competitors. That reduces the potential for revenue generation, so that mandatory sharing could 

harm the willingness to invest.  

 

For behavioural data, the answer depends on the nature of the business model and the risk of 

reverse engineering (see for instance the case on online search). 

 

What are the negative consequences for public interests?  

Sharing data with third parties (by definition) involves a risk that privacy and security protections are 

diluted. The more data is collected and shared, and the larger the number of device makers, app 

developers and ad companies who get access to data and perhaps store data on their own servers, 

the larger the privacy and security risks. Contractual requirements only go so far to reduce this risk: 

it can be difficult to control what happens to user data that has left a platform. Similarly, it may be 

hard to prevent that user data leaves user devices, for instance when a device synchronizes or 

backs up data to cloud services. 

 

 

5.6.2 Current legal provisions for data sharing obligations  

The nature of existing provisions for data sharing depends on the case at hand. Notably if vertical 

data exclusion involves personal data, then data subjects may instruct the upstream platform to 

share or port the data with the downstream app that has been cut off from data access. However, 

the GDPR does not provide the app developer with a legal basis for demanding such access.  

 

In situations where it is applicable, the GDPR contains a right to data portability that facilitates 

sharing and reuse of personal data at the request of the data subject. However, in many cases the 

GDPR may fail to address vertical exclusion, simply because it does not apply to the situation. 

 

Foreclosing access to data could, in certain situations, correspond to an abuse of a dominant 

position, which conflict with competition law. The essential facilities doctrine (EFD) is particularly 

relevant as it pertains to situations where a dominant company does not want to share data. The 

direct consequence of applying EFD would be to impose obligations to share the essential data. 

However, the burden of proof to apply the essential facilities doctrine is high. A key question then is 
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whether the data in question is "essential". We expect that in many cases it will be very hard to 

satisfy this condition153.  

 

Overall, in cases where access to data is blocked in a setting that corresponds to vertical exclusion, 

current legislation may not be effective, as is observed from current policy initiatives regarding ex 

ante interventions towards dominant platforms (or platforms with gatekeeper positions). See Van 

Gorp and De Bijl (2019) for an elaborate study into this topic. They suggest solutions requiring the 

upstream platform to proof that the exclusionary conduct serves objective reasons. If it cannot 

prove this, the platform may be forced to stop this behaviour. One of the suggested solutions avoids 

having to establish dominance or exclusivity based on a structural analysis of market and product 

features but allow for inferring dominance from observed behaviour.  

 

 

5.6.3 Obstacles/requirements for data sharing obligations 

Legal 

The occurrence of legal issues with regard to data sharing obligations depends on the situation at 

hand. Data may be subject to intellectual property rights including copyright protection, sui generis 

database protection and trade secret protection. For a specific example, see for instance the case 

on social networks. 

 

Defining and scoping the exact nature of data sharing obligations to deal with vertical exclusion will 

be hard. For instance, one must determine at which layer of the data infrastructure there should be 

access. Also, competition authorities may have to motivate that such an intervention is proportional, 

that is, there exist no less intrusive interventions that are able to reach the same purpose. 

 

Technical 

The occurrence of technical issues with regard to data sharing obligations depends on the situation 

at hand. For instance, in the case of social networks, there do not seem to be technical issues in 

case of obligations. More generally, in sectors where vertical data sharing is common practice, 

market parties have found ways to deal with them. 

 

 

5.7 Summary 

In its vision on data, the Dutch government defined criteria for imposing data sharing obligations. 

This study explored these criteria in five case studies: 1) search engines, investigating whether 

there are reasons for horizontally sharing data about search and clicking behaviour; 2) social 

networks, investigating whether it is necessary to oblige social media platforms to share (in 

particular) social data; 3) payment services, investigating the effect of the data sharing obligation 

under PSD2 on the competitive position of banks and the desirability of data sharing obligations on 

access seekers; 4) administrative business software, investigating to what extent a data 

portability obligation can address vendor lock-in; and 5) vertical exclusion, about situations in 

which a platform excludes a vertical partner from data access. The table below summarises how 

the government’s criteria are met in each case.  

 

Criteria Search  Social media Banking  B2B software Vertical 

exclusion 

                                                           
153  An exception is provided by smart meters for energy consumption: in some countries, distribution system operators have a 

legal monopoly to connect households to the energy grid and install smart metering equipment in households' premises. 

This gives them direct and exclusive access to households' energy data. EU regulation, however, provides in limited 

access to energy consumption data, giving outsiders the possibility to offer households a smart thermostat that receives 

data from the smart meter. 
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What data  behavioural  social profile data  operational  any type  

Sharing direction horizontally  horizontally cross sectoral horizontally vertically 

Public interest market tipping market tipping playing field user mobility abuse  

Replicability not anymore to large extent not by banks not relevant depends  

Voluntarily 

shared  

H: no 

V: not relevant 

H: sometimes  

V: yes 

no H: no 

V: yes 

H: not relevant 

V: no 

Effect on 

investments  

in data: 0 

in other: +/–a  

in data: 0 

in other: 0  

in data: 0  

in other: + b 

in data: 0 

in other: 0/– a 

in data: 0 

in other: + c 

Negative side 

effects 
risk of reverse 
engineering. 

privacy risks privacy risks 

 

standards may 
limit the ability 
to meet 
demand for 
customisation. 

possible 
objective 
reasons for 
discrimination  

a Depends on how strong the negative side effects (that are mentioned in the table) are. 

b When banks can access profile data, also they (and not only technology companies) can explore the correlations between 
banking data and profile data. This implies that more entities can innovate with the same data 
c non-discriminatory access to data increases the availability of the data pool to a larger number of innovators  

 

In Chapter 6, we further elaborate on the general conclusions from the cases in conjunction with the 

insights from chapters 2, 3 and 4, followed with a discussion of policy measures. 
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6 Conclusion and policy implications 

This chapter brings together the insights from the previous chapters to discuss possible variants of 

data sharing obligations. First, we recapitulate the key opportunities from data sharing. Next, we 

discuss the policy implications by elaborating on two policy objectives. The first objective is to 

benefit from the opportunities from data sharing for innovation. This can be done by taking care of 

the necessary preconditions, and, where necessary, imposing obligations. The second objective 

consists of addressing problems related to competition. Thus, we address the Ministry's question 6 

that was introduced in the introductory chapter (What variants of data sharing obligations in the 

technology sector can be considered?). We also address question 7 (What consequences can be 

expected from the different variants of a data sharing obligations?) by outlining the implications 

from data sharing obligations, for instance regarding standardisation and legal implementation. 

 

 

6.1 Key opportunities from data sharing 

The main question that this report addresses is: What is the role of data in the technology 

sector and what are the opportunities and risks of mandatory data sharing? The answers to 

this multi-faceted question provide insights into costs and benefits of variants of data sharing 

obligations with and between technology companies. Such companies (in the technology sector) 

are active in the development and manufacturing of electronics-based technology products (such 

as smart phones or self-driving vehicles) or providing electronics-based technology as a service 

(such as navigation, communication, cloud computing, etc.). The largest companies in the 

technology sector operate business models in which data plays a key role and that exhibit strong 

network effects. With the help of (data) technology, they orchestrate interactions within and across 

value chains.  

 

Below we recapitulate our findings from the analysis and case studies at a general level. We 

distinguish between the impacts of data sharing on innovation, competition, user mobility, and 

privacy/security. 

 

Impact of data sharing on innovation 

Vertical data sharing aims at reducing operational inefficiencies and facilitating the development 

of new services. Many platforms support vertical data sharing to enlarge the scope of services 

available within their ecosystems. These innovation ecosystems provide a trusted data sharing 

environment. Without it, data originators and/or data controllers may be reluctant to share data, 

thereby limiting the innovation potential. A policy suggestion is to stimulate the development of such 

trusted data sharing environments. 

 

Vertical data sharing may also facilitate industry outsiders to enter the value chain with data from 

other sectors. Vertical data sharing may thus facilitate cross-sectoral data analyses, which widens 

the scope for the discovery of yet more innovations. However, when cross-sectoral data flows only 

go in one direction, this may create a level playing field problem in terms of the ability to innovate. A 

policy suggestion is to ensure that data flows become reciprocal in the sense that "you get access 

to (all) my data if I get access to (all) your data". Such reciprocity would level the playing field 

and maximise the innovation potential of cross-sectoral data sharing. Moreover, it generates 

network effects because the innovation potential of all participants grows with every additional 

participant. This means that, as the number of participants grows, it becomes increasingly attractive 

for other players (from various sectors) to join the data sharing agreement as well. Note that these 
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benefits do not result from financial compensation mechanisms: a firm’s innovation potential does 

not grow if it gets paid for data access. Furthermore, financial compensation does not result in 

network effects. 

 

Horizontal sharing of data may contribute to more equal access to training data. As a result, 

rival firms are likely to compete more vigorously by investing in algorithm development and 

innovation, rather than by collecting as much data as possible in an effort to tip the market to their 

advantage. Having said that, data sharing may also negatively affect innovation. The search case 

confirms that sharing behavioural data involves a risk of reverse engineering. This may harm the 

incentives to innovate. An obligation to share behavioural data may be at odds with certain IPRs 

which aims to protect those incentives.  

 

Impact of data sharing on competition (and innovation) 

A company may be reluctant to share data when these data are indispensable, unique, and 

exclusive, and when this exclusivity shields that party from competitive pressure. Here, this 

pressure should be viewed from in a 360 degrees angle: within and across markets as well as in 

terms of bargaining positions along the value chain.  

 

Exclusivity may stem from legacy (like with banks in the pre-PSD2 era) or result from a strategy to 

strengthen a competitive position (like Google’s decision to gain control over the browser market 

through bundling). When such shielded competitive positions hinder the vertical flow of data along 

the value chain, a vertical data sharing obligation can help to unlock data-driven innovations 

along the value chain and invite entry into the industry. 

 

Exclusivity may also result from network- and learning effects tipping the market, possibly in 

combination with (anticompetitive) strategies cementing data positions. This notably involves social 

data, profile data, behavioural data, and (possibly) operational data. In the absence of 

anticompetitive behaviour, an obligation to horizontally share these data may mitigate the risk 

of market tipping as it helps rivals to set in motion network- and learning effects. However, a 

horizontal data sharing obligation may not be effective in the presence of anticompetitive strategies. 

For example, imposing an obligation to share search data on Google may not help rival search 

engines to grow if Google ties its browser and search engine to its mobile operating system 

Android. At the same time, a data sharing obligation may not be necessary anymore once Google 

is forced to untie these services from Android Rival browsers may then gain market share and 

observe search data entered into the Google search engine, making these data no longer 

exclusive. In such cases, anticompetitive behaviour should be tackled first, before considering 

a horizontal data sharing obligation. 

 

When imposing data sharing obligations, one should consider reciprocity. Reciprocity is important 

in the case of mitigating risks of market tipping as to prevent the second largest company from 

becoming the new dominant player. In such cases, reciprocity implies mutually sharing of 

specific and similar data types between horizontal rivals. Note that this is a narrower scope of 

reciprocity as mentioned above in relation to cross-sectoral data sharing aimed at stimulating 

innovations, which should apply to all and different data types between various stakeholders.  

 

Impact on user mobility 

Data sharing can directly contribute to the mobilisation of consumers and empower them to switch 

and multi-home (subscribe to several service providers). In particular, horizontal porting of 

(observed and provided) social data and user generated content (including operational data) 

facilitates users to switch between comparable services or simultaneously use similar services 
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(multi-homing). Not being able to port data leads to lock-in, as illustrated in the case of 

administrative business software.  

 

There may be other impediments to switching. For administrative business software, vendor 

lock-in is also caused by the operational integration of software, which is hard to disentangle. For 

social media services, migrating social data does not directly lower switching barriers because it 

does not involve migration of social connections. Migrating data does not directly lower this barrier 

because it does not involve migrating contacts. Sharing social data may, however, help another 

social media platform to invite an individual’s friends through targeted marketing campaigns via 

other platforms or communication channels. Indeed, Facebook facilitates such campaigns for 

partners, and recent changes in its terms of use for business users prevent them from being cut off 

when offering functionalities similar to its own. To further facilitate switching, one might complement 

data mobility policies with policies aimed at light-touch interoperability at the service level. For 

example, the UK Competition and Market Authority154 recently concluded that it would help to have 

a functionality enabling users to invite existing contacts to join a new network and cross-posting 

functionalities for (new) posts. These light-touch interoperability obligations would support switching 

and would support multi-homing without the more stringent standardisation required for cross-

platform viewing and engagement with posts. 

 

Impact of data sharing on privacy and security 

The collection and storage of data introduces security risks. Data-sharing, which requires 

openness, transportation and handovers of data, increases such risks. The increased openness 

and required logistics require additional investments to mitigate these risks. The risks of data 

sharing depend, among others, on the data formats and the nature of access. For instance, data 

access implemented through downloads, like in the case of data portability, transfers (copies of) the 

data outside of a platform's information system and (possibly) outside of the data holder's control. 

API access enables apps and websites to directly use data without having to make a copy. It allows 

data holders to exert control over the identity of API users and their data usage. 

 

In addition to these technical issues, the risks associated with data sharing depend on the types of 

data. Social data and user profiles lose most of their value when anonymised. Sharing such data 

involves privacy risks and requires a lawful ground like a legal obligation or consent from end-users. 

However, such legitimacy does not eliminate all privacy risks. Sharing of data at a larger scale thus 

requires appropriate measures to safeguard privacy and security. This applies less to behavioural 

and operational data, which can be shared anonymously because they remain valuable when 

anonymised.  

 

 

6.2 Policy options 

We structure the policy options following from the analysis along two policy objectives and discuss 

the legal implications. The first objective is to benefit from the opportunities from data sharing. 

This can be done by taking care of the necessary preconditions, and, where necessary, imposing 

obligations. The second objective consists of addressing problems related to competition. 

 

Policy objective I: mobilise data and stimulate innovation 

Based on the discussion above, one can distinguish three opportunities for data sharing: 

 

I. Optimising value chains and enriching ecosystems: Sharing operational data within a value 

chain leads to efficiency gains and reduces market frictions. The reason is that data sharing 

                                                           
154  (Competition and Market Authority, 2020) 
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across a value chain helps discover ways that increase productivity and reduce costs. 

Examples can be found in logistics, healthcare, construction, agriculture, and horticulture. 

Reductions of market frictions are the direct result of greater transparency due to data sharing. 

 

II. Unlocking (unanticipated) innovations across sectors: This situation concerns the 

opportunities through data sharing by creating conditions for unforeseen innovations, resulting 

from applications of data in sectors other than those where the data collection takes place. The 

benefits of sharing data between sectors stem from variety: with each new type of data in a data 

set, the number of data combinations that can be explored grows exponentially and thus the 

opportunity to discover new innovations. It is impossible to say in advance which data type is 

important and which is not. In general, the more data is being shared, the better. Such benefits 

are often not foreseeable in advance and require risky efforts. 

 

III. Mobilising customers: Data sharing can help mobilize users or buyers, or to enable them to 

switch more easily. Barriers to porting data from one platform to another contribute to making 

users feel trapped, as they experience switching costs when changing providers. Because this 

situation is about switching between comparable providers, the associated type of data sharing 

is typically horizontal. This mainly concerns social data (such as contact details and address 

books) and user-generated content. Barriers to porting this data lead to lock-in. 

 

These opportunities can be complementary. For instance, PSD2 obligations aims at realising 

opportunity I. At the same time, it allows big tech companies to enter the banking industry with data 

obtained in other sectors, contributing to opportunity II. However, this may result in an unlevel 

playing field in terms of asymmetric data positions: big tech companies possess, for instance, an 

immense volume of data about search activities, locations and social connections. To maintain a 

level playing field, access to the banks' data could be made conditional to granting data access to 

banks as well. In other words, it helps to make the sharing arrangement reciprocal in the sense that 

"you get access to my data if I get access to yours". More generally, applying such a broad 

reciprocity requirement in all sectors where data is being shared makes tech companies who want 

to become active in other sectors, share more data as well. In other occasions, the opportunities 

identified above already create gains on their own. For example, horizontal data sharing contributes 

to customer switching, as in the market for administrative business software (opportunity III). 

 

Before considering sharing obligations, it makes sense to address the preconditions that provide 

fertile ground for voluntary data sharing. Note that data sharing requires an infrastructure and a 

governance system that manages and orchestrates data access and transfers. These tasks may be 

carried out in various ways. For instance, in a vertical setting, there may be a firm operating a 

centralised architecture for data sharing, such as a social network sharing data with downstream 

app developers. In other situations, these functionalities are carried out in a decentralised way 

through a peer-to-peer architecture, for instance by horizontal competitors sharing data with each 

other, or by banks sharing data with entrants into their industry. Data sharing may also be arranged 

by a separate entity set up by industry participants.  

 

In all these situations, the tasks of managing and orchestrating data sharing involve responsibilities, 

such as supporting innovation, user mobility and competition, while respecting the rights and 

interests of data originators. While serving public interests, assuming such responsibilities is also 

aligned with the business model of a stand-alone data-sharing platform, which maximises value 

creation with data by all participants in the ecosystem. Competitive forces may support these 

responsibilities, but not necessarily, as markets can fail. Therefore, subjecting any data sharing 

practices to straightforward principles engendering trust and a level playing field is a no-regret 
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option. Applying such principles "across the board" irons out potential hindrances to voluntary data 

sharing and (thus) minimises the need for potential data sharing obligations. 

 

For this purpose, we propose that principles of good data sharing governance (GDSG) are 

enshrined in general laws: 

 

1) Protection of data originators' rights. Similar to the GDPR, data originators — persons as 

well as companies — should be able to (i) control what data others collect about them, and (ii) 

control the usage of their data. Thus, where privacy regulation allows individuals to control 

access to personal data, firms and organisations should be also able to control access to 

information that can be traced back to them (in particular information with strategic value). The 

purpose of this principle is, first, to engender trust among data originators to share their data 

and/or to allow others to collect data about them, and second, to support customers’ ability to 

switch and multi-home. 

 

2) Support of a level playing field. To create the preconditions for abundant opportunities 

associated with competition and innovation in business models and value propositions, there 

should be equal access to data. This calls for the following requirements:  

a. Non-discrimination based on transparency: the firm orchestrating data sharing should apply 

equal conditions to downstream firms receiving the data, irrespective of whether the 

downstream firm is its own subsidiary or a third party. This requirement reduces the risk of 

anticompetitive foreclosure by vertically integrated firms. It should apply to all relevant 

dimensions, such as the cost of accessing data, technical feasibility, and the possibility for 

continuous real-time access. The latter matters because a firm possessing or controlling 

data itself has continuous real-time access, so that others should not start out with a 

disadvantage. 

b. Reciprocity of openness to data sharing: a firm asking for (access to) data should be willing 

to provide transparency regarding its own data and be open to sharing it with the first party 

or, depending on how data sharing is implemented, with a central data-sharing architecture. 

For effective transparency, one may consider requiring data audits. Reciprocity prevents that 

firms asking for data access can leverage existing data advantages into other markets. It 

also reduces the risk of market tipping caused by learning effects and it generates network 

effects to the benefit of everyone’s innovation capacity. (As explained above, financial 

compensation mechanisms for data access do not result in such benefits). 

 

Both principles should primarily apply to provided/observed data as the risk of negative side effects 

in terms of reverse engineering or violations of certain IPRs are minimised for these types of data. 

But in case there are such risks, exceptions to principle 2 should be possible. In that case, the 

primary data controller bears the burden of proof underpinning objective reasons not to share that 

are related to, for instance, efficiency, privacy concerns, violations of IPRs, or risks of reverse 

engineering. We expect these occasions to be rare for provided/observed data that are unrelated or 

non-traceable to data originators. Moreover, if they can be traced back to data originators, principle 

1 applies.  

 

Principle 1 can be implemented through general legislation that applies to any entity that collects 

and processes data. Regarding personal data (provided/observed), the GDPR already imposes the 

adoption of principle 1. Since the GDPR does not cover corporate data, it is useful to introduce a 

business-equivalent of the GDPR. Note that there is uncertainty about whether data portability 

under the GDPR can be continuous and real-time. This should be the case, in our view, if the data 

subject so wishes. It is thus necessary to clarify this (or possibly to adjust the legal text). Similarly, 

portability of company data should be continuous and real-time if the data originator desires. 
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Principle 2 can also be implemented through general legislation that applies when parties decide to 

share data. The EU Regulation on platform-to-business relations (P2B regulation), which started 

applying from 12 July 2020, provides a set of rules creating a "fair, transparent and predictable 

business environment" for smaller businesses and traders on online platforms. It might seem 

practical to include this principle in a revised P2B regulation, but a drawback would be that this 

regulation is limited to online platforms. Another candidate is the EU Regulation on the free flow of 

data, but this regulation is limited to non-personal data only. Therefore, a new and more general 

regulation aiming at a level playing field with regard to data sharing is called for, as it would apply to 

any type of firm participating in data sharing. Furthermore, it is useful to explore the possibilities for 

incorporation in the upcoming EU legislative initiatives announced in the European strategy for data 

(published by the European Commission in 2020). The forthcoming initiatives (including a possible 

Data Act) aim to facilitate and support B2B data sharing. Based on what the data strategy 

document says, the intended goals of the initiatives overlap with principle 2, as they are likely to 

include requirements of fairness, transparency and non-discrimination in cases where sharing 

obligations are desirable. Any additional sectoral data sharing obligations can then exist alongside 

horizontal EU legislation in the context of the European strategy for data, incorporating the GDGS 

principles.  

 

If desirable, sectoral obligations can include customised requirements complementing the 

horizontal legislation, such as in the license requirement in PSD2. The rationale for additional 

sectoral obligations is that the principles of GDSG primarily address the hold-up problem that may 

inhibit stakeholders to share data within and across value chains. These principles shape the 

development of trusted data sharing environments, but they do not obligate stakeholders to share 

data. However, a widespread adoption of the GDSG principles provide incentives to all 

stakeholders in the data economy to participate in data sharing ecosystems; notably because of the 

reciprocity clause resulting in network effects. When, despite these principles, firms still do not want 

to vertically share data, there may be a need for imposing obligations; in particular when firms owe 

their competitive position to exclusive access to unique data and they are unwilling to share data 

with other stakeholders within and across value chains for defensive reasons. Such a reluctance 

hinders competition and innovation throughout and across value chains. In that case, sector-

specific obligations to vertically share data may be called for. 

 

Relating the principles to the upcoming EU initiatives is even more relevant in the light of the 

intended evaluation of the framework for certain IPRs from the perspective of improving data 

access and use (including a possible revision of the Database Directive and a possible clarification 

of how the Trade Secrets Protection Directive should be applied) that the Commission is planning 

to conduct in the same context. The lessons from such an evaluation will also be instructive for a 

possible implementation of the GDSG Principles. In particular, the evaluation can provide more 

clarity about the relationship of the framework for this IPR with mechanisms for sharing data that 

can limit the exclusivity and secrecy of data as protected by certain IPRs and trade secrets. 

 

An important point that would still require further consideration is how to allocate responsibility and 

liability for harm that is caused after data is shared. This applies to personal data as covered by the 

GDPR as well as to data protected by certain IPRs, trade secrets or commercial confidentiality 

agreements. For instance, where does the responsibility of the original data controller stop when 

personal data is transferred to a new data controller? And should all parties having access to 

corporate data be held jointly and severally liable if commercial data is leaked from a centralized 

data sharing entity? To ensure effective implementation of the GDSG Principles, it would be 

recommended to clarify such issues proactively in new legislation or in guidelines, such as those 

published by the European Data Protection Board for personal data. 
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Policy objective II: address competition problems stemming from network and learning 

effects 

In addition to stimulating innovations and mobilising users (opportunities I, II and III discussed 

under policy objective I above), data sharing obligations might help to prevent winner-takes-all 

effects. More specifically, a case-by-case horizontal data sharing obligation may contribute to 

competitive market outcomes when:  

1) data give rise to learning and/or network effects (i.e. behavioural data, social data, profile 

data), and  

2) these data are unique and exclusively available to a market leader (i.e. they are not replicable 

by competitor).  

 

A case-by-case decision to mandate horizontal sharing should consider whether:  

3) Competitors with a small (say 5% to 10%) market share have no ability to realise the scale in 

data necessary for catching up with the leader because: 

a. There are no strongly decreasing marginal returns to data. In other words, a 5% to 10% 

market share does is not enough to realise the minimum efficient scale for learning. 

b. There is a rapidly devaluing relevance of the data. Some data (e.g. social graph data) 

remain valuable for years (with regular updates). Other data (e.g. search queries) start 

losing value already within weeks or even days. In the end, this should be assessed on a 

case-by-case basis as the value of data is determined by the nature of the service and the 

business model employed. 

c. There are short continuous or repetitive learning cycles and rapid adoption of new 

technology. ‘Short’ refers here to a few days / weeks for new insights to be discovered and 

adopted in the technology. For example, when a major unexpected event occurs, a search 

engine needs to instantly update its index and algorithms based on signals received via 

search queries.  

4) (Other) anti-competitive strategies are followed by the market leader to shield its current 

position. In that case, the anticompetitive conduct must be addressed for a data sharing 

obligation to be effective. However, where data exclusivity results from anticompetitive 

behaviour, it may be sufficient to directly stop that behaviour under general competition law, 

making an obligation to share data unnecessary. 

5) Sharing data involves negligible risks of reverse engineering. This is particularly relevant for 

behavioural data. In the presence of risks of reverse engineering, a data sharing obligation may 

lower innovation incentives as protected by the IPR framework, and in particular by the 

Database and Trade Secrets Directives. In any case, the primary data controller should bear the 

burden of proof underpinning objective reasons not to share (e.g. violations of certain IPRs and 

risks of reverse engineering). 

 

After considering the previous, an obligation to horizontally share specific data types (e.g. 

anonymised search queries and clicking behaviour in the case of search engines) should primarily 

be imposed on the market leader. However, to prevent the second-largest rival from becoming the 

new dominant firm, data sharing should be reciprocal (i.e. access seekers should provide access to 

the same data types to the market leader in return for data access). This in turn requires horizontal 

rivals to mutually share data, or else the market leader maintains a data-advantage.155 In short, 

horizontal rivals should mutually share specific data types such that all players can avail 

over the same pool of relevant data. 

 

                                                           
155  If A is obliged to share data with B and C on a reciprocal basis, then A would still have a larger data set (of A+B+C) then B 

and C (of B+A and of C+A, respectively). If B and C decide to voluntarily share their data as well, then all parties have 

access to the larger data set of A+B+C. 
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Such obligations may possibly be imposed under competition law, provided that the relevant data is 

considered an ‘essential facility’ (which is likely the case when conditions 1, 2 and 3 are met), 

reciprocity can be considered as a ‘reasonable access price’, and a block exemption from 101 

TFEU allows rivals to share data with each other. Moreover, the obligations must be compliant with 

the GDPR as far as it concerns data that cannot be anonymised without losing value (notably social 

and profile data). In this regard, an obligation based on competition law may arguably be seen as a 

legal obligation that can form the lawful ground for sharing personal data in compliance with the 

GDPR (or else data subject consent or the legitimate interests of the data controller can be 

considered as lawful grounds). In addition, other GDPR principles such as data minimisation and 

purpose limitation apply and ensure that the personal data that is shared is as limited as possible 

for the purpose as set out in the competition decision.  

 

The benefit of relying on competition law is that it relies on case-by-case assessments. It forces 

decision makers to consider the competitive situation, including the dynamics of cross-industry 

competition. This is particularly important in the context of moligopolistic competition. Under this 

type of competition, it may not be welfare enhancing to prevent market tipping, but rather to prevent 

the resulting dominance from being leveraged into other markets by anticompetitive practices such 

as tying, bundling and other forms of exclusionary conduct.  

 

At the same time, recent competition cases have shown that competition authorities struggle with 

dealing with these dynamics when defining markets and assessing dominance. Also, competition 

cases tend to take a long time relative to the fast developments driven by digital technology. If there 

is harm, it may be irreversible by the time of a verdict because of the network and learning effects 

involved. There is thus a need for speedier decisions, which can be realised via three options: 1) 

revising the guidelines on defining relevant markets and assessing dominance, 2) creating a new 

tool allowing competition authorities to address structural competition problems without having to 

establish dominance, and 3) ex-ante regulation. 

 

From these three possibilities, option 1 appears the easiest and fastest way, but it may create 

tension with past precedents. Option 2 is currently considered by the Commission (under the label 

"New Competition Tool"). This option lowers the bar for an intervention but thereby automatically 

creates more room for arbitrary decisions. Option 3 still requires an extensive analysis of business 

models in their competitive surrounding as to establish a dominant or gatekeeping position held by 

a digital platform. The absence of a sector definition narrower than the ‘technology sector’ does not 

make this easier. Moreover, competitive situations in digital markets are subjective to constant 

changes, implying that regulatory decisions and the underlying analysis of competition must 

regularly be reviewed156. Furthermore, every (review of a) decision will be subjected to critical and 

lengthy judicial reviews157. Finally, Van Gorp and De Bijl (2019) explain that ex ante regulation 

increases the risk of imposing unnecessary interventions that harm innovations. Note that the 

Commission is exploring options to introduce ex ante regulation for so-called gatekeeping platforms 

that would complement the competition rules. This new ex ante regulation could possibly include 

duties for gatekeeping platforms to share data with rivals. 

 

Complementary policies 

The previous discussion makes clear that stimulating and/or obligating data sharing alone may not 

always suffice for realising the policy objectives. Complementary policy options may be needed. A 

general complementary policy is prevention of anti-competitive strategies following market tipping 

that are aimed at monopolising adjacent or parallel markets. Sometimes, sector specific policies are 

                                                           
156  Say every two to three years; at least more often than is the case with telecom regulation, because that market is deemed 

much less dynamic than digital markets.  
157  Even more so because of the absence of a clear analytical framework for assessing digital competition.  
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needed to complement data sharing policies. In relation to social media services, for example, 

porting social data does not yet cause a person's social network to migrate to another platform. To 

avoid this switching barrier, different services should become even more interoperable. Thus, in 

addition to data sharing, interoperability at the service level should also allow communication 

between participants of different services. Such interoperability requires standardisation that may 

limit the possibilities for service providers to innovate and to distinguish themselves with different 

functionalities. Therefore, we suggest limiting such obligations to light-touch versions such as a 

functionality enabling users to invite existing contacts to join a new network or the ability to cross-

post (new) posts. In any case, interoperability obligations at the service level should prevent 

stringent standardisation requirements that limit the ability of platforms to innovate and differentiate. 

In the case of social media services, such an interoperability obligation could be imposed on the 

basis of the European Electronic Communications Code as it concerns an interpersonal 

communication functionality that is essential to the platform’s core service. 

 

Overview of policy options 

We conclude the chapter with a figure summarising the policy options discussed above. Below, 

some (partly hypothetical) examples illustrate what the figure entails in specific settings. 

 

 

 

To illustrate the bottom blue box on general legislation, consider manufacturing company John 

Deere, which produces a wide range of machinery including tractors. By installing sensors on 

tractors, it can collect data from tractors' operations on agricultural lands. Such data allows for the 

development of a range of innovative applications for farmers. Thus, the company originally faced a 

choice between creating an internal unit to develop such apps or creating an open platform for 

farmers and independent app developers to share provided and observed data. In the first case, no 

data would have been shared, so that the general legislation in the box does not apply. In the 

second case, suppose that the general legislation applies: principle 1 means that farmers must get 

the option to control access to data that can be traced back to them. Principle 2(a) prevents 

discrimination between developers, while 2(b) makes sure that any party asking for data must 

disclose what types of (provided and observed) data it has available itself and provide access to 

that data. Of course, all parties must respect and protect data originators' rights (principle 1).  

 

The banking case illustrates a sector specific obligation to vertically share data (top left blue box). 

Under PSD2 a sector specific obligation to share data was imposed on banks, who had been 
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reluctant to share data because that would open the door to more (dynamic) competition. However, 

the unilateral obligation on banks to share data could lead to a level playing field problem: it invites 

Big Tech players to leverage their data advantage (which is of an entirely different dimension) into 

the financial sector. Our proposal remedies this problem by complementing the sectoral obligation 

with the principles of GDSG (bottom left blue box). The need for reciprocity embedded in these 

principles implies that when a Big Tech player requests access to banking data, it now has to 

provide other players insight into its own data library and provide them with the opportunity to 

request access.  

 

As an example of using competition law to impose a horizontal data sharing obligation (grey box), 

we refer to the search case in section 5.2. This case explains that search engine technology is 

characterised by strong learning effects that contribute to the risk of market tipping. Obligating the 

mutual sharing of (anonymised) search queries and clicking behaviour between operators of search 

engines may contribute to mitigating this risk. The case also illustrates negative side-effects in the 

form of reverse engineering. 

 

The examples above of John Deere and search engines illustrate the relevance of complementary 

measures in the green box. Suppose John Deere decided to create an internal app development 

unit without a data sharing platform. Suppose it would become so successful that it obtained 

substantial market power and effectively marginalised other tractor manufacturers. In such cases, it 

is likely that competing tractor manufacturers can enforce access to John Deere’s data on the basis 

of competition law, as the data may qualify as an essential input (or ‘essential facility’ as commonly 

used term in antitrust law). Regarding the search case, competition law needs to be enforced more 

broadly as to terminate anticompetitive practices of tying browsers to operating systems. First, this 

is required for making a data-sharing obligation effective in restoring the competitive balance in the 

search market. Second, it makes search queries and clicking behaviour less exclusive, possibly 

rendering a data-sharing obligation superfluous. 

 

 

6.3 Organisational and technical aspects 

Data sharing requires standardisation 

Many data architectures are designed to serve solely internal processes, without interoperability 

with other systems. Nevertheless, the design of many online platforms allows for data sharing and 

interoperability, typically under an ecosystem's central control. Participants must then abide by the 

reigning rules and standards. 

 

Making data sharable within and across online services and ecosystems does not necessarily 

require an entire overhaul of existing data infrastructures. It often suffices to develop data adaptors 

for data systems to become interoperable158. There are no technological limitations to this (as was 

confirmed during interviews). However, realising standardisation at various levels involves a 

challenging process. Imposing the adoption of a standard, while leaving the technical specifications 

to market players, may be called for (see below). 

 

Data sharing requires a technical setup consisting of APIs and agreements on how data is 

exchanged: what data is exchanged, the language, the data structure, protocols, frequency of 

updates, et cetera. To realise this, data exchanges require standards at the following levels: 

                                                           
158  Note that we mean interoperability at the data layer such that data can be exchanged. This is different from interoperability 

at the service level which means that services can interact, e.g. people posting a message on Facebook while using 

LinkedIn. The degree of standardisation needed to realise interoperability at the data layer is generally much less 

complicated than the degree of standardisation needed to realise interoperability at the service level.  
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• Architecture level: To guarantee reliable transmission of data between data providers and data 

users, a technical specification must be created. This specification covers transmission, receipt, 

and messaging, describes the data being transferred, provides means to transfer the data 

securely, and specifies data governance rules. 

• Language level – Like natural language, computer language is based on syntactic and 

semantic standards.  

- In relation to data, syntax relates to the structure, format and order of the elements. To 

illustrate, if computer A ask for a number and receives a letter, there is a syntax error. 

Syntax standards are thus required to make sense of data. 

- Information may be syntactically correct, but semantically unclear or wrong resulting in 

translation errors or execution errors. Or, in terms of natural language, sentences may use 

correct words and grammar but still make no sense (e.g. “the pink idea cheers happily”), 

may be meaningless (e.g. “bachelor was married”), or their meaning may be misinterpreted. 

In order to correctly interpret data, especially across sectors or internationally, one needs 

semantic models. 

• Performance level: Data exchanges need performance requirements. It is imperative to 

understand the technical limitations of the data transfer, and set performance requirements 

which are reasonable, proportionate and effective for the purpose. For instance, data 

preparation (e.g., transformation, filtering, cleaning, or verification) or data retrieval are simpler 

without real-time portability and much more complex in case of (near) real-time access. 

Adequate performance requirements depend on the specific use case and application. 

 

The challenges for developing standards 

Standardization requires agreement between parties involved. If the largest party is responsible (or 

takes on a dominant role), it may hinder the process, as standards influence competition. 

Cooperation among stakeholders is likely to work best for setting standards, possibly under 

supervision of an authority or pressured by a legal obligation to share data and to develop 

standards.159 Fast technological change renders detailed technical specifications of architectural 

standards a complex task. Overspecification by policy makers may generate an inadequate 

solution, however underspecification may result in differences in implementation and interoperability 

issues.160, 161  

 

A practical point is that consultation with BigTech companies operating on a global level will have 

limitations. A small country or a badly organised sector has few opportunities to constrain such 

players. European legislation (on data governance and sharing) increases the bargaining power of 

European governments and companies towards global tech firms to accommodate and participate 

in the development of European standards. The GDPR serves as an example. Although the GDPR 

does not contain an obligation for market players to develop standards, global tech players have 

started to collaborate on certain standards for sharing personal data following the introduction of the 

GDPR in 2018162. These efforts pre-date the GDPR163, but the initiative gained significantly more 

traction when Facebook, Microsoft, Twitter and Apple decided to join from 2018. Since then, efforts 

have been combined in the Data Transfer Project. For company data, first steps are being taken for 

                                                           
159  The British Competition and Market Authority (CMA), for example, obligated the nine largest British banks to develop a 

standardised API to share data as part of the ‘open banking’ decision (which predated the PSD2 obligation to share) – see 

Bijlsma, Van Der Cruijsen, & Jonker (2020) 
160  The Regulatory Technical Standards (RTS) for payment services is an example where the regulator left the 

implementation to the market, and there are a multitude of differences in implementation. See: 

https://hollandfintech.com/2019/04/dutch-psd2-bank-apis-diversity-in-rules-and-standardization/.  
161  Data Sharing Frameworks can also be created by multi-stakeholder involvements. See https://knowledge-

base.connectedautomateddriving.eu/data-sharing/methodology-data-sharing-framework/ 
162  https://www.blog.google/outreach-initiatives/public-policy/our-preparations-europes-new-data-protection-law/. 
163  Google has been working on a data mobility system since 2007 -  see 

https://opensource.googleblog.com/2018/07/introducing-data-transfer-project.html. 

 

https://eba.europa.eu/regulation-and-policy/payment-services-and-electronic-money/technical-standards-on-the-eba-register-under-psd2
https://hollandfintech.com/2019/04/dutch-psd2-bank-apis-diversity-in-rules-and-standardization/
https://knowledge-base.connectedautomateddriving.eu/data-sharing/methodology-data-sharing-framework/
https://knowledge-base.connectedautomateddriving.eu/data-sharing/methodology-data-sharing-framework/
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horizontal portability agreements through public and private initiatives164. In addition, first attempts 

at EU-level are undertaken through SWIPO, an EU stakeholder working group for a code of 

conduct for (switching and porting) data. These initiatives started out as self-regulatory codes; by 

giving them a mandatory status one could incentivise further collaboration on standards.  

 

These developments underline that there are no technical barriers to sharing data. Obstacles tend 

to be organisational. They can be addressed through legal obligations and economic incentives (cf. 

our proposal for GDSG principles, notably the requirements for non-discrimination and reciprocity).  

 

Another practical challenge is that legacy systems can frustrate the development of standards. A 

manifesto by Dutch employers' associations regarding healthcare organisations illustrates this.165 

The manifesto points at efficiency and privacy issues caused by IT systems that cannot exchange 

data. The underlying problem was a poor and scattered implementation of open standards.166  

 

Problems like the ones described above make it difficult to develop standards for cross-sectoral 

data exchange. Sectoral data architectures are easier to achieve but tend to evolve withing 

information silos. It is a great challenge to develop standards that realize data integration between 

heterogeneous data architectures. 

 

The need to legally prescribe standards in relation to the suggested policies 

Regarding policy objective I (i.e., to mobilise data and stimulate innovation), imposing an obligation 

to adopt an open standard may be called for. In case such a standard does not yet exist, this 

implies that market parties must develop one. At the same time, neither general legislation nor 

sectoral obligations need to determine the design of standards, except for specifying which data 

types are excluded (such as inferred, derived and produced data), and possibly specifying 

necessary functionalities that give data originators control. The process of standardisation may then 

be left to stakeholders, possibly supervised or facilitated by an independent outsider, and within a 

set timeframe which may be specified in law. More specific requirements can undermine the 

effectiveness of standards, as it could interfere with the innovative efforts related to designing 

standards.  

 

Regarding policy objective II (i.e., to address competition problem stemming from learning and 

network effects) it is necessary to be specific about syntactic and semantic standards (i.e. data 

types that, when shared, address the underlying the problem), as well as performance 

requirements.  

 

 

                                                           
164  Recently, Adobe, Microsoft and SAP united forces in a project, called the Open Data Initiative, which harmonizes and 

pools siloed business application data from the three companies and allows users to use their applications and build upon 

them. 
165  MKB Nederland & VNO-NCW. (2019). Samen vooruit: gegevensuitwisseling een ambitie voor in de zorg. Available at: 

https://www.mkb.nl/sites/default/files/nln19085_manifest_samen_vooruit_05.pdf  
166  However, recent technology is solving this problem. See the technology, for example of Ledger Leopard. that also work 

with the Dutch Health Authorities to address this. https://ledgerleopard.com/industry/healthcare/ 

https://www.mkb.nl/sites/default/files/nln19085_manifest_samen_vooruit_05.pdf
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8 Appendix: case studies 

See separate document. 
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